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ABSTRACT
The present qualitative study investigated influences on the career decisions of 
international students attending American community colleges. Through 
semistructured interviews, 19 international students representing five global regions 
described how they made decisions related to their academic study and career goals. 
Content analysis of the interview transcripts was conducted using the constant 
comparative method. Influences on career decisions centered on five themes: (a) 
family and culture, (b) educational experiences, (c) issues unique to international 
students, (d) work-related experiences, and (e) intrapersonal skills. Parents and 
extended family had the most influence through their approval, encouragement, and 
role modeling. In regard to educational experiences, participants reported that course 
selection, quality o f instruction, and extracurricular activities at their community 
colleges expanded their career options. International students face unique issues that 
can have a significant effect on their career plans, including exceptional academic 
challenges, immigration issues, and financial strain. The influence of work-related 
experiences on career decisions varied depending on participants’ work history, 
campus job opportunity, and volunteer service. Intrapersonal factors such as self- 
efficacy, response to critical events, and decision making impacted participants’ career 
plans.
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Participants asserted that remaining in the United States, returning to their 
home country, or residing in another country to work would be determined by 
immigration status, family obligations, and job outlook at these destinations. All 
participants expressed a desire to launch their careers in the United States.
The majority o f participants were undecided about their career goals during 
their first year o f study at a community college. Participants identified three types of 
resources they used at their community college to help in their career decision making. 
They were academic resources, computer technology, and counseling services. 
Academic resources were used (instructors, library materials, and campus activities) to 
complement occupational information found on the Internet. Utilization of counseling 
was nominal, with varied levels o f satisfaction. Participants recommended that 
academic and career counselors should be more knowledgeable about cultural 
differences, especially with regard to family influence on career choice. They also 
expressed a need for work opportunity, scholarships, and timely information about 
services at community colleges that could help them in their career planning.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Higher education in the United States has been a preferred destination for 
international students for decades (Charles & Stewart, 1991; Koh, 2004). They can 
pursue a broad range of academic and career goals within a variety of institutional 
types and programs. National demographics indicate that there are over half a million 
international students studying in the U.S, which represents a 9.8 %  increase from 
1999/00 to 2004/05 (Koh, 2005). A growing dilemma facing American higher 
education institutions is how to effectively address the unique and common concerns 
of this rising student population. A large proportion of the existing research on 
international students focuses on the adjustment problems of international students. 
However, the career and academic needs o f this student group have not received 
much attention in the literature (Jacob & Greggo, 2001).
Background of the Study 
Profile of International Students
International students are individuals from abroad who choose to temporarily 
reside in the U.S. to study, acquire English proficiency, and learn about American
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
culture (Lin & Yi, 1997). According to Jacob and Greggo (2001), a critical 
distinguishing feature of international students is the variation in sociopolitical factors 
that influence their educational, occupational, and other life choices.
International students encounter many personal, cultural, and academic 
challenges including loneliness, health issues, language difficulties, and financial 
problems (Lin & Yi, 1997; Parr, Bradley, & Bingi, 1992). However, this student 
group is also characterized as being very resilient and motivated to overcome these 
difficulties to obtain a college education in the U.S. and to develop career 
opportunities (Lin & Yi, 1997; Leong, Mallinckrodt, & Krolij, 1990; Wherly, 1988).
The Institute of International Education was founded in 1919 in the United 
States to promote international education for American students and to attract students 
from other countries (Arasteh, 1996). Emphasis was placed on training international 
students so they would return to their respective countries to help in the development 
of their economies. U.S. embassies in foreign countries grant student visas with this 
goal in mind.
International students are located in more than 2,000 postsecondary institutions 
in the U.S. and represent over 180 nationalities (Institute of International Education, 
2006). Enrollment patterns o f international students vary by countries of origin and 
associated political climate and economic vigor. India is the lead sending country 
followed by China, Korea, Japan, Canada, Taiwan, and Mexico respectively. With 
regard to global regions of origin, Asia leads in enrollment followed by Europe, Latin 
America, Africa, the Middle East, and North America (Institute of International
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Education, 2006). These regional groupings are based on the Department of State’s 
definition of world regions and states.
International students in the U.S. are represented across all fields of study; 
however, they tend to be concentrated in business, management, and engineering. 
Mathematics and computer sciences are also popular majors followed by science and 
the social sciences (Institute of International Education, 2006). Classifications of 
fields of study are derived from the National Center for Education Statistics (U.S. 
Department of Education, 2006).
International Students in Community Colleges
It is significant that community colleges in the U.S. have experienced 
tremendous growth in the number of immigrant and nonimmigrant international 
students in the last decade (Koh, 2004). Enrollment of nonimmigrant international 
students (temporary visa) in community colleges has increased by an astounding 
57.9% between the 1995/96 and 2003/04 academic years, which was the largest 
increase of all institutional types in the U. S. (Koh, 2004). There was a considerable 
increase of 17.8% in international student enrollment in community colleges in a one- 
year period from 2003/04 to 2004/05 (Koh, 2005). It is noteworthy that there were no 
significant changes in enrollment of this student group in other higher education 
institutions in the U.S. during this same time period.
Community colleges have become an increasingly popular choice for 
international students as awareness abroad about the U.S. community college system
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4has grown (American Association of Community Colleges, 2005). Community 
colleges no longer have merely a regional presence. Internet marketing promotes their 
mission and image globally as progressive and comprehensive learning institutions 
with much to offer a broad range of students from distant locations. This accessible 
and accommodating academic environment is rich with opportunity for individuals 
who journey to the U.S. to study and work. Community colleges tend to present a 
more personalized learning environment through smaller classes and flexible course 
schedules (Davis, 1997). For many of these students, community colleges provide 
their first contact with American society, culture, and values.
Community colleges fill a certain niche in the U.S. education system and 
students from other countries are attracted to them for many of the same reasons as 
American students. Access to quality education at lower cost, open admission 
policies, and innovative and specialized programs of study not found in traditional 
baccalaureate institutions are very attractive (Koh, 2004). Additionally, the two-year 
associates degree offered at community colleges provides a solid foundation for 
transfer into an American university for advanced study. Sometimes this degree can 
facilitate access to prestigious four-year institutions that may be otherwise out of 
reach.
Vocational Situation
International students share certain characteristics regardless of their diverse 
cultural, social, religious, and political backgrounds (Mori, 2000). As previously
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5stated, these students received permission from their country to study and live in the 
U.S. only temporarily. They choose to experience a foreign academic setting to 
realize their educational objectives. The expectation from their government is that 
they will come back home and use this education to launch a career that contributes to 
their country’s economic vitality (Arasteh, 1996). Developing countries in particular 
strive to build a pool of skilled personnel by sending individuals to study in American 
colleges and universities and disseminate knowledge upon their return. Recent 
research, however, reveals that many international students express a strong desire to 
attain permanent residency and work in the U.S. (Parr, Bradley, & Bingi, 1992; 
Spencer-Rodgers, 2000; Spencer-Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998). This emerging 
phenomenon has implications for how international students approach career planning 
(Spencer-Rodgers, 2000).
According to Spencer-Rodgers (2000), the career planning needs of 
international students can be categorized as either “U.S.-focused” (i.e., oriented 
toward the American job market) or “return-focused” (i.e., oriented toward the foreign 
job market). M any international students come to America with hopes and dreams of 
being able to immigrate. Realistically, obtaining employer-sponsored permanent 
residency is difficult. Career decision making for international students is complicated 
by their indefinite residency goals. It is essential that international students design a 
contingency career plan for a satisfying and successful career in their home countries 
(Spencer-Rodgers, 2000). Global economies and job markets vary widely, which 
impacts vocational choice and preparation.
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6
International students are restricted to on-campus jobs according to 
immigration regulations (U.S. Department of State, 2007). There is typically a 
shortage of campus jobs for the number of students (American and international) 
seeking them. Furthermore, international students are ineligible to hold government- 
sponsored work-study positions, imposing even more limitations on part-time work 
prospects.
The U.S. Department of State (2007) authorizes two types o f employment 
training to help international students link their academic study to the world of work. 
Curricular practical training (CPT) is available to students who have been enrolled in a 
college or university on a full-time basis for at least one year. CPT employment must 
be an integral part of an established academic curriculum and is limited to no more 
than 20 hours per week. Optional practical training (OPT) is a full-time employment 
opportunity for a maximum of 12 months following the completion of study after each 
level of education (baccalaureate and graduate). CPT and OPT training must be 
directly related to the student’s field of study and commensurate with the student’s 
educational level. Both training options take place prior to international students’ 
return to their countries of origin (U.S. Department of State, 2007).
Gaining exposure to the American occupational system through practical 
training enhances the academic experience for international students (Spencer- 
Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998). Additionally, this opportunity allows them to acquire 
specialized skills that could be readily transferred and marketed abroad. Learning
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
through active on-the-job participation is an important element of the career decision­
making process (Krumboltz, 1996).
Career Decisions of International Students
International students enter postsecondary settings with varying levels of 
career decidedness and vocational planning experience, as do American students. 
However, career planning is more confounding for international students in part due to 
unfamiliarity with American academic and occupational stmctures and sometimes 
with those in their home country as well. This is further complicated by a host of 
cultural factors and unique circumstances that impact decisions about academic and 
career planning (Leong & Sedlacek, 1989; Pedersen, 1991). The literature reveals that 
little is known about factors that influence the career decisions of international 
students. Although there is some evidence that international students desire 
specialized assistance in their career planning, information about helpful resources to 
guide them in this process is sparse (Spencer-Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998).
Career Counseling
Career counselors strive to empower individuals as they make meaning of their 
life experiences and incorporate that meaning into fulfilling occupational and other life 
roles (Lent, Brown, & Hacket, 1996; Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2002). However, 
college counselors often find themselves ill-prepared to provide effective career 
guidance for international students. Historically, international students have not
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8received sufficient assistance with their career development (Walter-Samli & Samli, 
1979). They often do not receive adequate information about vocational opportunites 
in their country of origin, which is critical if they intend to fulfill the expectation of 
returning home to begin their careers (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2002). Other 
problems may include inadequate academic advising from staff unfamiliar with 
international student concerns and difficulties with self-expression in an unfamiliar 
culture.
Unique Career Needs
M ost of the research pertaining to international students focuses on stages of 
adjustment and acculturation, but not on how these variables intersect with career 
planning. There were a few studies in the 1980s that began to examine the academic 
and career needs o f international students, but they were narrow in scope (e.g., Leong 
& Sedlacek, 1989; Manese, Leong, & Sedlacek, 1985). According to Spencer- 
Rodgers (2000), “The tremendous growth of the international student population on F- 
1 study visas has outpaced our ability to assess, comprehend, and address their needs” 
(p. 32). Vocational decisions can have significant consequences not only for the 
individual concerned but also for their families and communities and sometimes for 
the nation of origin.
Leong and Sedlacek (1989) found that international students in general have a 
strong need to learn the process of preparing for a career and view career counseling 
as an important part of that process. Not only do the number of career planning
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9programs need to increase, but the quality and design must be modified to meet the 
priorities of international students.
Multicultural Competency
Career counseling today includes a broad spectrum of concerns including 
mental health issues that impact career choice, changes in the workplace in a 
competitive global market, and using interventions that meet the needs of multicultural 
groups and other special populations (Zunker, 2002). Counselor educators must 
ensure that graduate students in counseling are prepared to work with international 
students by incorporating multicultural competencies and standards for this population 
(Jacob & Greggo, 2001). According to Arredondo (1998), counselors need all of the 
critical dimensions of multicultural competencies including awareness, knowledge, 
and culturally sensitive skills when working with international students. Examining 
one’s biases regarding immigration is another important aspect of cross-cultural 
counseling (Spencer-Rodgers, 2000). There is a growing urgency for career 
development professionals to be culturally responsive, especially on our college 
campuses (Luzzo, 2000; Spencer-Rodgers, 2000).
Background Summary
The Institute of International Education (2006) reports that enrollment of 
international students attending American community colleges has been on the rise for 
the past decade. Career counseling research and practice have not kept pace with this
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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phenomenon. The adjustment needs of international students across U.S. 
postsecondary institutions have received increased attention over the years. However, 
there is a paucity of research related to their career development needs, particularly 
within the context of community colleges.
International students arrive at the doors of community colleges not only with 
varying cultural backgrounds, but they also represent a broad spectrum of educational 
and occupational experiences. M any of these students are of traditional college age 
and recently completed secondary school. Thus, they are developing young adults 
who are trying to find their way in the world, which is a universal concept (Jacob & 
Greggo, 2001). Other international students fall into the category o f adult learners 
who come to the U. S. to extend their education and redirect their careers.
Spencer-Rodgers (2000) found that a successful vocational plan for 
international students would likely include early academic and career planning. This 
sense o f immediacy suggests that international students require specialized and timely 
assistance in navigating the intricacies of a new educational system and its relationship 
to a realistic and rewarding career plan (Spencer-Rodgers, 2000). Community 
colleges can play a pivotal role in providing the necessary career planning resources to 
international students in the early stages of their college education in the U.S.
Further research is needed to have a better understanding of how international 
students approach career choice. W e must learn more about what they need in order 
to make meaningful educational and career decisions. Only then can the
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appropriateness, quality, and scale o f programs and services be evaluated and 
developed to facilitate career planning for this complex student group.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study is to identify factors that impact the career planning 
process of international students attending community colleges in the United States. 
The study is exploratory in nature with the goal of illuminating our understanding of 
what this unique and growing college student population needs to make career-related 
decisions.
Research Questions
The following research questions evolved from an extensive review of the 
literature and through my experiences as a counselor for international students at a 
community college:
1. W hat factors influence the career decision making of international students 
attending community colleges?
2. W hat do these students identify as resources at community colleges that help 
them with their career decisions? W hat do they feel is lacking?
Cultural orientation has been shown to impact decisions about academic and 
career planning (Hardin, Leong, & Osipow, 2001). It is expected that cultural issues 
will emerge as an influence on career decisions of international students attending 
community colleges. This is consistent with the premise that qualitative research
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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strives to learn how individuals experience and interact with their social world 
(Merriam, 2002).
Significance of the Study
Information from this study will enhance our understanding o f the career 
decision-making experience of international students attending community colleges in 
the United States. This will help community college counselors and career 
development professionals identify resources and interventions that are most helpful to 
this target population in their career planning. Finally, findings from this study will 
add to the knowledge base on the career development of ethnic minority college 
students.
Definitions
For the purposes of the present study, the terms “international student,” 
“community college,” “career,” “career development,” “career planning,” and “career 
decision making” are defined as follows.
International Students
International students are defined as individuals who temporarily reside in a 
country other than their country o f citizenship (nonimmigrant) with the intention of 
participating in educational opportunities as students (Lin & Yi, 1997). W hen these
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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students study in America they are issued the F -l visa by the Student and Exchange 
Visitor Program, a division of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (USCIS). 
The F -l visa category requires international students to pursue a full course of study 
and make normal progress towards completing their studies (U.S. Department of State, 
2007). International student employment in the United States is restricted to regular 
part-time, on-campus employment with the student’s host college. These students can 
also participate in a total of 12 months of practical training with American companies 
and organizations (U.S. Department of State, 2007).
Community College
A community college is a public institution of higher education that is 
characterized by a two-year curriculum that leads to either the associate degree or 
transfer to a four-year college. The transfer program parallels the first two years of a 
four-year college. The degree program generally prepares students for direct entrance 
into an occupation (American Association of Community Colleges, 2005).
Career
The term “career” is not limited to work. Herr, Cramer, and Niles (2003) 
describe career as a constellation of roles played over the course of a lifetime. This 
broader definition emphasizes an integration of multiple life roles people play such as 
family member, student, volunteer, and worker.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Career Development
14
Career development can be defined as “the lifelong psychological and 
behavioral processes as well as contextual influences shaping one’s career over the 
lifespan” (Niles & Harrison-Bowlsbey, 2002, p.7). It involves multiple components 
including decision-making style, integration of life roles, expression of values, and 
life-role self-concepts (Herr, Cramer, & Niles, 2003). Throughout this process, 
individuals are influenced by a number o f factors including family, personal values, 
aptitudes, and social context (Brown, Brooks, & Associates, 1996).
Career Planning
Career planning is defined as “the sequential process o f making educational 
and vocational choices based on knowledge of self and of the environment” (Niles & 
Harrison-Bowlsbey, 2002, p. 186). Individuals need to relate the outcomes of self- 
evaluation to information about occupations, programs of study, schools and other 
types o f training, and the world-of-work in general to make informed decisions (Niles 
& Harrison-Bowlsbey, 2002).
Career Decision Making
Career decision making involves narrowing potential options to a set of viable 
alternatives. It includes problem solving along with the cognitive and affective 
processes needed to develop a plan for implementing a solution (Sampson, Reardon,
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Peterson, & Lenz, 2004). An action plan is developed with intermediate steps, 
milestones, and subgoals to reach a career goal.
Summary
In this chapter, background on international students studying in U. S. 
community colleges was introduced. The purpose and significance o f this study that 
explores the career planning needs of international students was presented. Finally, 
definitions of terms used in this study were provided.
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW
Increased international student participation in U.S. colleges and universities 
has created a need for research on the educational and career aspirations of this group. 
Pedersen (1991) observed that the research on this population is so divergent and 
unrelated in its approaches that developing any theoretical consistency among the 
research results is difficult. This assertion continued to be pertinent a decade later. 
Jacob and Greggo (2001) stated, “Current research regarding issues and challenges 
faced by international students is primarily theoretical and lacks empirical validation” 
(p. 87). Although the needs of international students have received increased attention 
in the literature in recent years, the focus of these investigations varies considerably. 
Moreover, research related to factors influencing international students’ career 
decisions and levels of career certainty has been sparse (Singaravelu, W hite, & 
Bringaze, 2005). Therefore, the focus of this study is to explore how international 
students make career decisions and what they need in this process.
There have been noteworthy studies on the adjustment (Boyer & Sedlacek, 
1986; Pedersen, 1991; Senyshyn, Warford, & Zhan, 2000), mental health (Lin, 2000; 
Lin & Yi, 1997; Mori, 2000; Sandhu, 1994), academic needs (Rai, 2002), and 
counseling style preferences (Leong & Chou, 1996) of international students. It is
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well known that all college and university students need to adapt to their new 
educational and social environment, which is typically an anxiety-ridden transition 
(Ginter & Glauser, 1997; Luzzo, 1996). However, this transition can be even more 
overwhelming for international students as they encounter additional stressors due to 
the demands of immediate physical, emotional, and cultural adjustments (Mori, 2000; 
Selvadurai, 1992; Shen & Herr, 2004). They are far from their families and cultural 
traditions and face not only an unfamiliar educational system but also a new set of 
values and beliefs.
Literature related to the career needs of international students is presented 
according to five research topics. First, the impact o f culture and family on career 
choice is examined. Second, the career needs of international students are discussed. 
Third, utilization of career services by ethnic minorities is reviewed. Fourth, research 
on multicultural counseling skills is provided. Fifth, career interventions for 
international students are introduced.
Culture, Family, and Career 
Cultural Groups
There has been an increase in the research on the academic and career 
development needs o f American racial and ethnic minority groups (e.g., Fisher & 
Padmawidjaja, 1999; Gloria & Hird, 1999; Jourdan, 2006; Leong & Hartung, 1997; 
Mau & Biko, 2000), but not of individuals who come from abroad on a temporary visa
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to study in U.S. colleges and universities. An example of a distinction between 
American ethnic minorities and international students is level of acculturation. 
Acculturation refers to the complex cultural adjustment process of a racial/ethnic 
individual to the dominant culture (Leong, Kao, & Lee, 2004). There is evidence that 
the adjustment and acculturation experiences of international students are substantially 
different from those of American ethnic minority groups, both collectively and with 
respect to country o f origin (Sodowsky & Plake, 1992).
DeVaney and Hughey (2000) stated, “Ethnic group refers to a societal cluster 
whose members regard themselves as distinct on the basis of shared sociocultural 
characteristics or identification with an ancestral nation” (p. 234). Characteristics and 
career needs o f international students, including recent immigrants, typically fall 
outside of this definition of ethnic group. Luzzo (2000) reminds us that there are still 
substantial gaps in career development research even within this definition. For 
example, factors such as ethnic groups and cultural backgrounds are frequently treated 
as homogeneous units rather than complex entities. There are patterns o f difference 
within and among cultural groups o f international students. Furthermore, variables 
such as immigration status and acculturation level are rarely considered in 
explorations of sociocultural factors that influence the experiences of international 
students (Jacob & Greggo, 2001).
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The language barrier has been identified as the most significant and prevalent 
problem for international students (Dillon & Swan, 1997; Mori, 2000; Pederson, 1991) 
followed by acculturative stress (Hayes & Lin, 1994; Mori, 2000; Pederson, 1991; 
Sodowsky & Plake, 1992). Researchers have suggested that international students 
who report that their use of English is sufficient upon arrival in the U.S. are 
significantly better adapted than those with insufficient English skills (Barratt & Huba, 
1994; Hayes & Lin, 1994; Lin, 2000). Also, adjustment and acculturation levels 
increase as social interaction is enhanced by language proficiency (Poyrazli, Arbona, 
Bullington, & Pisecco, 2001). The psychological process of adjustment to a new 
culture and acquisition of language skills play a critical role in the academic 
performance o f international students (Mori, 2000; Poyrazli, Arbona, Bullington, & 
Piesecco, 2001). Scholastic achievement has important implications for realizing 
career objectives. Although there is a body of literature that is informative about the 
acculturative experiences and general needs o f international college students, minimal 
research on their career issues has been conducted (Singaravelu, White, & Bringaze, 
2005).
Family Influences
It is important to assess to what degree students of various cultures need 
involvement from extended family and community as they begin the process of
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making career decisions (Pope, 1999). For many ethnic populations a family is more 
than a father, mother, and their children. It often includes extended family such as 
grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins, close family friends, and community 
members. Ancestors and descendants can also be included within the concept of 
family (Lee, 1999; M cGoldrick et al., 1996). Rotter and Evans (2002) assert that there 
is an important interconnection of family, culture, and career and these roles need to 
be synthesized in the process of career choice. International students are influenced 
by their unique cultural and familial contexts.
Research has long supported a significant relationship between vocational 
identity and perceived family functioning (Heppner & Scott, 2004; Herr & Lear, 1984; 
Lopez, 1989; Penick & Jepsen, 1992). M ost major career theories imply relationships 
between family variables and the career development process (Blustein, Wallbridge, 
Friedlander, & Pallidino, 1991). Roe (1956) hypothesized that family interaction 
patterns contribute significantly to career outcomes. Super (1957) contended 50 years 
ago that family roles and attitudes influence career choice and adjustment (Hartung, 
Lewis, May, & Niles, 2002). Krumboltz’s social learning theory of career 
development recognizes the role of family training experiences and modeling on 
vocational choice (Krumboltz, 1979; Mitchell & Krumboltz, 1996). Gottfredson 
(1981) found a link between family-mediated sex-role typing and career decisions.
Family influence on the career development of young adults has been well 
documented in the literature; however, a majority o f studies were conducted with 
predominantly White, middle-class individuals (Arbona, 1996). A more contemporary
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trend in career research is to identify and explore family variables within a cultural 
context of specific ethnic populations. For example, Fisher and Padmawidijaja (1999) 
found that parental relationships play an important role in the academic and career 
preparation o f African American and Mexican American college students. They 
identified parental encouragement, educational expectations, unexpected critical life 
events, and vicarious learning as being influential factors in the career decision 
making of these students. One of the recommendations from this study was that career 
counselors obtain information from students regarding their perceptions of how 
parents and other family members affect their academic and career decisions.
There have been numerous studies that explore the link between family dynamics and 
career interests for Asian American students (e.g., Leong, 1985; Leong, 1991; Leong 
& Gim-Chung, 1995; Leong, Kao, & Lee, 2004; Tang, Fouad, & Smith, 1999).
Leong, Kao, and Lee (2004) state, “Emphasis on preserving family harmony and 
family tradition is possibly more paramount for Asian Americans than European 
Americans and may affect educational and career aspirations” (p. 67). M ost Asian 
cultures emphasize collectivism, where needs of the family unit come before personal 
wishes (Leong, Kao, and Lee, 2004). However, many Asians are searching for a career 
that meets both family and individually generated goals (Hartung, Lewis, May, & 
Niles, 2002). The literature is limited on how family values intersect with individuality 
during the career decision-making process o f Asian and other international students.
In their comparative study, Singaravelu, White, and Bringaze (2005) found 
more family influence among non-Asian international students than among Asian
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international students. They suggested that countries like Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, 
Singapore, and M alaysia that have become more industrialized and experienced 
economic growth resemble the U.S more than countries with less affluence.
According to Super (1985), with affluence comes the opportunity for individual 
development. The role o f family may become secondary to personal choice.
International students are typically coping with pressures from their family 
members to succeed in their chosen fields o f study (Singaravelu, White, & Bringaze, 
2005). They are required by the U.S. Department of State (2007) to select an 
academic major prior to arrival in the U. S. The reality is that many of these students 
are uncertain or unrealistic about this decision and reassess their career ideas after they 
begin their undergraduate college education.
Career Decisions of International Students
Career development research is grounded in an array of theoretical foundations 
that are being re-examined through a more culturally inclusive lens. Topics such as 
gender, race/ethnicity, and social-environmental factors have been receiving serious 
consideration in career inquiry in recent years. There have been a substantial number 
of empirical studies that focus on career-related variables such as personal and 
psychological characteristics, family background, school experiences, gender, and race 
(e.g., Fitzgerald & Betz, 1994; Gloria & Hird, 1999; Leong, Kao, & Lee, 2004).
Many o f these studies have limitations because they cannot be generalized to 
individuals from various ethnic groups and cultural backgrounds (Mau & Bikos,
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2000). Moreover, it is likely that there are distinctive factors beyond ethnicity that 
influence the academic and career development for international students.
Spencer-Rodgers and Cortijo (1998) reviewed the literature of the 1985-1995 
decade and found very little research relevant to the career development of 
international students. Most of the research pertaining to nonimmigrant international 
students focused on stages of adjustment and acculturation, but not on how these 
variables intersect with career planning. There were a few studies in the 1980s that 
began to examine the academic and career needs o f international students, but they 
were narrow in scope (e.g., Leong & Sedlacek, 1989; Manese, Leong, & Sedlacek, 
1989).
Comparing U.S. and International Students
Leong and Sedlacek (1989) compared the career planning needs of 
international students to American students. This approach was intended to be helpful 
in designing differential programming for international students. They used the 
Career and Academic Needs portions of a needs assessment survey developed by 
Weissberg, Berensten, Cote, Cravey, and Heath (1982). The study compared the 
needs assessment responses of 215 incoming undergraduate international students at a 
large eastern university to the responses from W eissberg and colleagues’ (1982) 
sample o f 1,000 American students. O f the international student sample, 50% were 
immigrants (i.e., U.S. permanent residents) and 50% were nonimmigrant (i.e., foreign 
students issued F -l visas). The larger American student sample was 92% Caucasian.
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Two patterns worth noting emerged from this study. First, international 
students expressed overall more academic and career needs than did American 
students. Second, the order of importance of specific career needs differed between 
groups. One similarity was that both groups identified that their strongest career needs 
were for work experiences in their potential career fields. International students 
ranked the need to learn how to prepare for the careers they were interested in and the 
need to see a counselor about their career concerns as second and third respectively.
In contrast, American students ranked these two needs as eighth and seventh. They 
had a significantly higher interest in exploring job opportunities and developing 
effective job seeking skills. Leong and Sedlacek (1989) explained that nonimmigrant 
international students may perceive understanding the U.S. job market and job-seeking 
skills training as not transferable to their home countries, where they are expected to 
return. However, there is more recent evidence that many international students desire 
to remain in the U.S. to pursue their career goals (Spencer-Rodgers, 2000; Spencer- 
Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998). It would follow that many international students may now 
want to learn American-style job-seeking skills.
Employment Goal
Interest in research on the career development of international students 
appeared to wane for a period after the Leong and Sedlacek (1989) study. This could 
be attributed to a pressing need for research that promoted multicultural understanding 
and competency in the career development field on a broader scale. Spencer-Rodgers
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and Cortijo (1998) revitalized attention to the career needs of international students. 
They conducted an exploratory study to identify salient career development needs of 
international students. Their research sample consisted of 28 international students 
who were predominantly from Asian countries (Spencer-Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998). 
They represented several major areas of study including science and engineering, 
business administration, education, social sciences, and humanities. The students’ 
length of stay ranged from one month to seven years and 61% were graduate students. 
Participants in this focus group were asked a series of open-ended questions related to 
(a) career development needs, (b) requirements to prepare for a job search, and (c) 
needs to achieve career goals. A major finding was that the international student 
participants expressed a greater need to obtain work experience in the U.S. than on 
preparing for employment in their country o f origin. Spencer-Rodgers and Cortijo 
(1998) reported,
International students may now require more immediate assistance in 
learning about the American job search process, securing on-campus 
and practical training positions, and temporarily adjusting to the 
American occupational system, (p. 512)
This discovery contradicted earlier studies (Lee et al., 1981; Leong &
Sedlacek, 1989) that found international students primarily needing to prepare for 
employment in their countries of origin and had little reason to acquire American job- 
search skills. In fact, Spencer-Rodgers and Cortijo (1998) claimed that gaining 
exposure to the American occupational system enhances the academic experience for 
these students. Their contention was that this opportunity allowed international
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students to acquire specialized skills that could be readily transferred and marketed 
abroad.
Spencer-Rodgers and Cortijo (1998) also found that the majority o f the 
international students they interviewed desired long-term or permanent employment in 
the U.S. Participants saw optional practical training (OPT) as a potential route to 
lasting employment through employer-sponsored immigration. As described in the 
previous chapter, nonimmigrant F -l student visa holders can participate in a 12-month 
practical training following degree completion prior to return to their country of 
origin.
International students expressed concern about language (e.g., foreign accent, 
deficient vocabulary and English skills) and cultural barriers (e.g., American-style 
self-promotion) in the U.S-focused job-search process (Spencer-Rodgers & Cortijo,
1998). Another pressing concern was navigating bureaucratic procedures such as 
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) policies, documentation, and work 
authorization when securing employment in the U.S.
The number of international students studying in the U.S. rose by over 10% 
between 1997/98 and 2000/01 (Institute of International Education, 2006). Spencer- 
Rodgers (2000) responded to this trend and extended her research on international 
students with a quantitative study to refine the understanding of the complex 
vocational situation of this student group. A 30-item needs assessment survey was 
developed that contained items on (a) demographic characteristics, (b) work 
experience needs, (c) job-search skills, and (d) career planning needs. Taking a cue
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from discoveries of an earlier exploratory study (Spencer-Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998), 
the 227 participants were categorized as either return-focused (oriented toward the job 
market in the students’ home countries) or U.S.-focused (oriented toward the 
American job market) (Spencer-Rodgers, 2000).
A major finding o f the Spencer-Rodgers (2000) study was that the residency 
aspirations of international students are important factors in their career planning. 
Relevant short-term employment and strategies for networking with potential foreign 
employers was important to return-focused international students. In contrast, the 
U.S.-focused international students would greatly benefit from more extensive part- 
time and practical training employment in the U.S to establish relationships with 
American employers.
W ork Experience
International students have expressed a need for colleges and universities to 
design and deliver employment workshops to help them identify and secure both on- 
campus and off-campus employment (Spencer-Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998). The request 
for American-style job-search skills and work experience in the U.S contradicts earlier 
studies (Lee, Abd-Ella, & Burks, 1981; Leong & Sedlacek, 1989) that found 
nonimmigrant international students primarily want to prepare for employment in their 
countries of origin. There is a call for culturally sensitive career planning services to 
help these students realize their long-term employment goals whether they be U.S.- 
focused or oriented toward a foreign job market (Spencer-Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998).
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On-Campus Employment
As stated earlier, students on F -l visas are restricted to on-campus jobs 
according to immigration regulations (Department of State, 2007). Aper and Currey 
(1996) conducted a study that examined the relationship between on-campus 
employment and the American college experiences o f Asian international students. 
Working and nonworking participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they 
felt they had made progress in the areas of (a) personal/social development, (b) 
understanding science and technology, (c) knowledge of general education, (d) 
intellectual skills, and (e) vocational knowledge and skills. The only area in which the 
working international students reported significantly more gains than nonworking 
students was in vocational preparation. According to Aper and Currey (1996),
The vocational gain perception is also intuitively logical, since one 
could reasonably suggest that working can provide meaningful 
experience pertinent to vocational aims or aspirations, (p. 36)
Aper and Currey (1996) also noted that the students who obtained on-campus 
employment reported better English skills as measured by the Test of English as a 
Foreign Language (TOEFL) score. It is reasonable that employers at an American 
university would hire international students with higher levels of English language 
skills. For international students in the U.S., strong English skills are key to 
developing a positive self-concept and academic success, which are fundamental to 
effective career planning.
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Short-Term Training
Relevant short-term employment experience in the U.S. surfaced as an 
important component in career planning for many international students (Spencer- 
Rodgers, 2000). This substantiates findings of an earlier qualitative inquiry (Spencer- 
Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998) and confirmed the importance of acquiring transferable 
skills that could be marketed in the U.S. or abroad. Spencer-Rodgers and Cortijo 
(1998) found that the majority of the international students desired long-term or 
permanent employment in the U.S. They saw practical training as a potential route to 
lasting employment through employer-sponsored immigration.
Retum-focused students need to learn strategies for developing contacts and 
relationships with foreign employers, whereas U.S-focused students need specific 
plans for securing employer-sponsored permanent residency. Another study found 
that close to 70% of the international students surveyed indicated an intention to reside 
permanently in the U.S. (Spencer-Rodgers, 2000). It is significant that this supports 
findings from other studies of international students (Parr, Bradley, & Bingi, 1992; 
Spencer-Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998).
Some interesting questions can be raised about the career planning needs of 
this student group. The reality is that obtaining employer-sponsored permanent 
residency in the U.S is difficult and complex. Therefore, these students require a 
contingency plan for a satisfying and successful career in their home countries.
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Utilization of Career Services
Another significant finding of the Spencer-Rodgers study (2000) was that a 
successful vocational plan would likely include early academic and career planning. 
This sense of immediacy suggests that international students require specialized and 
timely assistance in navigating the intricacies o f a new educational system and its 
relationship to a realistic and rewarding career plan.
International students frequently cite parents, family members, and friends as 
their ideal sources of help rather than counseling centers (Leong & Sedlacek, 1989). 
Although there appears to be an expressed need for career assistance (Leong & 
Sedlacek, 1989; Spencer-Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998), there is also a reluctance to utilize 
counseling services in general (Yi, Lin, & Kishimoto, 2003). They often seek 
professional assistance only after other resources have been exhausted (Klineberg, 
1982; Pedersen, 1997). International student attitudes toward seeking campus 
counseling services vary according to cultural norms, emotional openness, and prior 
experience with counseling in general (Komiya & Eells, 2001). Some may feel it 
socially more acceptable to seek services for vocational purposes as opposed to 
psychological distress (Yi, Lin, & Kishimoto, 2003). Many Asian students request 
assistance in the academic context to avoid dealing with personal issues that may 
cause them to lose face (Frey & Roysircar, 2006; Lin & Yi, 1997). Career, academic, 
and personal issues are likely to be intertwined, especially for international students 
with complex concerns. Krumboltz (1993) wrote, “W hen we discover the complex 
circumstances that are interwoven in our clients’ problems, it becomes almost
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impossible to categorize a given problem as either ‘career’ or ‘personal’” (p. 143).
This is especially poignant for international students.
Counseling professionals must be acutely aware o f the Sociocultural factors 
that shape how individuals from different cultures view the expression of emotions 
(Komiya & Eells, 2001). Presenting counseling as an opportunity for learning may 
dispel common misperceptions that it is an intrusive process that could evoke 
uncomfortable emotions. Using a cognitive or solution-focused approach in career 
counseling that does not emphasize emotional expression may be more appropriate for 
some international students who are severely distressed about making career and other 
decisions (Luzzo, 2000).
Leong and Hartung (1997) identified lack of bilingual staff, lack of culturally 
appropriate services, and cultural mistrust as possible factors that have led to underuse 
o f career services by culturally diverse clients. It is important that college career 
offices assess barriers to utilizing their services and work towards providing culturally 
appropriate, accessible, and comprehensive assistance. Niles and Harris-Bowlsbey, 
(2002) remind us that engaging in appropriate and effective career planning is intrinsic 
to the higher education experience for all students.
Group Career Counseling
M any international students come from group-oriented cultures that are often 
referred to as collectivistic and interdependent (Pope, 1999). A sense of 
connectedness is inherent in Asian societies, for example. This is markedly different
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than individually oriented W esternized thinking that values independence and self- 
actualization. Group career counseling has a strong appeal to many Asians and 
students from other cultures that value mutual support and respect for authority. 
Structured situations, practical solutions, and directive leadership are often preferred 
and strongly coincide with the characteristics of career counseling groups (Pope,
1999). Examples of group interventions are establishing career exploration groups, 
teaching job interview skills, teaching career decision making, and using visual 
imagery in facilitating group career counseling. Bikos and Furry (1999) evaluated the 
effectiveness of a job search club as a career intervention for international students. 
They found that students who fully participated in the job search club showed a 
significant increase in job-search behaviors and activities. Gains in psychologically 
related constructs such as career self-efficacy and vocational identity were also 
reported.
Multicultural Counseling Skills
Career counseling must take place in a sociocultural context to help clients 
make decisions and set goals that are appropriate to their worldviews (Swanson & 
Fouad, 1999). Moreover, clients from diverse racial and ethnic groups are demanding 
that they receive culturally appropriate services (Brown, Minor, & Jepsen, 1991).
This means that career counselors should have knowledge of specific cultural groups 
and their unique issues as much as possible. Swanson and Fouad (1999) give the 
example of counselors needing to know the immigration history of Hmong clients in
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the Midwest. It is important to gain an understanding of their literacy challenges, 
cultural norms, and values. In addition, minority-group clients have underlying 
variables such as racism, social class, discrimination, acculturation, and immigration 
status that influence career behavior (Fitzgerald & Betz, 1994). It is essential to 
ascertain level of acculturation because this may affect the career counseling process 
and occupational choice.
There are differences within and across cultures that have important 
implications for approaches to counseling international students. For example, 
communication patterns and style o f self-expression vary and need to be taken into 
account (Shen & Herr, 2004). Consequently, there is a need for individualization 
when addressing the career concerns of international students within specific cultural 
groups.
Career Interventions for International Students
Traditional assumptions and practices associated with the career development 
needs of international students and other minority groups must be examined closely.
It is the responsibility o f colleges and universities to re-evaluate student services and 
respond to changing demographics on our campuses (Luzzo, 2000). A key step in 
program design for international students is to conduct an initial needs assessment of 
this group within the context o f specific educational environments (Jacob & Greggo,
2001). The next stage is to use creativity in designing proactive, alternative modalities 
for interacting with international students.
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Cultural variables are often at the core of the career intervention process (Niles 
& Harris-Bowlsbey, 2002). Spencer-Rodgers (2000) calls for country-specific career 
planning services to assist nonimmigrant international students in securing 
employment upon return to their home countries. Careful academic and career 
planning in the U. S. may be vital to the fulfillment of the student’s long-term career 
goals. According to Spencer-Rodgers (2000), “Counselors need to be cognizant of 
and sensitive to the residency aspirations of their foreign clients” (p. 38). International 
students have unique vocational concerns related to geographic location of their future 
employment (Mori, 2000).
Models have been recently developed to help counselors conceptualize ways to 
incorporate culture into career counseling (e.g. Fouad & Bingham, 1995; Leong & 
Hartung, 1997; Leung, 1995). The Leung (1995) model focuses on educational as 
well as career outcomes and approaches career services from three levels: systemic, 
group, and one-to-one. He advocates for systemic intervention such as creating 
multicultural affirming environments and designing special career-related programs 
that target ethnic minorities. Group career counseling can be effective especially if  the 
group consists of individuals with similar values and beliefs. In one-on-one 
counseling, the “career issues of minority clients must be understood in terms of the 
cultural background and beliefs of the client” (Leung, 1995, p. 562).
Leong and Sedlacek (1989) suggested that not only do the number o f career 
planning programs need to increase, but their quality and design must be modified to 
meet the priorities of international students. Heppner and Johnston (1994) pointed out
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that career services have had limited success in reaching underrepresented groups. 
They stated,
For years most centers have tried to have policies that foster non­
discrimination, which is insuring that all students would be treated 
equally. There is now a growing awareness of the need to go much 
further than equal services, (p. 180)
The Career Center at the University o f M issouri responded to this challenge 
and developed career services exclusively for international students (Yang, Wong, 
Hwang, & Heppner, 2002). Career Services for International Students (ISCS) was 
designed to help this unique student population explore majors and career options to 
learning job-seeking skills.
Summary
Pedersen (1991) recognized over a decade ago that although every research 
study has its limitations, there was and continues to be a pressing need to examine a 
larger cross-section of international students attending varied types of educational 
institutions. Graduate students, for example, are more experienced and focused in their 
educational and vocational pursuits. Based on Super’s (1980) life-span, life-space 
theory, most of these students are beyond the exploration stage of their career 
development and tend to be more placement oriented (Shen & Herr, 2004). It is 
important to learn about the career concerns of these advanced students and the skills 
they need to enter the job market. They are not representative, however, of a larger 
sector of undergraduate international students.
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The scarcity of research on factors influencing undergraduate international 
students’ career decisions may be related to a common assumption that they have 
well-defined academic and career objectives (Carter & Sedlacek, 1986; Manese, 
Leong, & Sedlacek, 1985; Singaravelu, White, & Bringaze, 2005). Although they are 
required to select a major prior to entering the U.S., international students may be 
tentative about this decision or have unrealistic rationales for making it in the first 
place (Frost, 1991; Singaravelu, W hite, & Bringaze, 2005). This results in difficulty 
with program selection. Some students come from countries where formal career 
guidance systems do not exist and opportunities for career exploration are limited 
(Singaravelu, White, & Bringaze, 2005). M any undergraduate international students 
are in an early stage of the career planning process when they begin their college years 
in the U.S., while others are seeking to redefine their careers. It is reasonable to 
expect their vocational needs to be different than those of graduate international 
students.
Community colleges constitute the largest segment of higher education in the 
United States, including nearly 1,200 institutions (Irwin, 2004). M ost o f them provide 
open access to a high-quality and low-cost education to both U.S. and international 
students. There is evidence that an increasing number of undergraduate international 
students choose to begin their postsecondary studies in community colleges to prepare 
for transfer to four-year institutions or to develop specialized skills in an applied 
science or certificate program (Koh, 2005).
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To date, the career planning needs of international students attending American 
community colleges have not been addressed in the literature. M any aspects o f the 
community college learning environment are different from other institutions of higher 
learning in the U.S. (American Association of Community Colleges, 2005). It is 
possible that international students who are enrolled in community colleges present 
career development needs that are unlike international students attending four-year 
colleges and universities. Consequently, the goal o f this qualitative study is to 
advance our understanding of how international students make career decisions by 
examining this phenomenon within the context of community college environments.
A related goal is to identify resources at community colleges that international 
students find useful in making career decisions and to identify what they feel is 
lacking.




There has been insufficient research related to the unique needs of 
nonimmigrant international college students, particularly in regard to career planning. 
The review of the literature revealed that there were only a few studies that addressed 
the academic and career needs of international students (e.g., Leong & Sedlacek, 
1989; Manese, Leong, & Sedlacek, 1985; Spencer-Rodgers, 2000; Spencer- Rodgers 
& Cortijo, 1998;Yang, Wong, Hwang, & Heppner, 2002). However, important 
variables that impact the career development of this student population within the 
context of community colleges are yet to be identified. An exploratory study is most 
appropriate to learn more about this phenomenon and action that is needed based on 
this knowledge (Marshall & Rossman, 1999).
This chapter is organized into five major sections. First, the design of the 
study is described. Second, the role and context of the researcher in qualitative 
research are considered. Third, procedures for selecting participants, recruiting 
participants, and collecting data are presented. Fourth, techniques for analyzing data 
are reviewed. Fifth, limitations o f the study are discussed.




Grounded theory is a qualitative research approach that generates a theory of a 
process, action, or interaction grounded in the views of participants in the study 
(Creswell, 2003). It is based on the implication that people are active in the way they 
view the world and make choices (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Strauss and Corbin (1998) 
explain grounded theory this way:
A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from the study of 
the phenomenon it represents. That is, it is discovered, developed, and 
provisionally verified through systematic data collection and analysis 
of data pertaining to that phenomenon. Therefore, data collection, 
analysis, and theory stand in reciprocal relationship with each other.
One does not begin with a theory and then prove it. Rather, one begins 
with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to 
emerge, (p. 23)
Some areas of study naturally lend themselves more to qualitative research, 
which attempts to uncover the nature o f an individual’s experience with a 
phenomenon (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). It is characterized as naturalistic inquiry based 
on the assumption that there are multiple constructed realities (Merriam & Associates, 
2002). International students have stories to tell about their experiences with making 
decisions about their future careers. This study calls for a qualitative approach not 
only to understand and appreciate the perspective o f this distinct student group, but 
also to identify factors that influence the outcome of their decision-making process.
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Examples of career development research that used a similar qualitative design 
are Emmett and M inor’s (1993) investigation of decision-making factors in gifted 
young adults, Vermeulen and M inor’s (1998) exploration of career decisions of 
women educated in rural communities, and a more recent study on the career 
development of women with disabilities (Noonan, Gallor, Hensler-McGinnis, 
Fassinger, W ang, & Goodman, 2004). These exploratory studies identified variables 
that influence career development for specific populations, with implications for 
practice in educational settings.
Role and Context of Researcher
Creswell (2003) characterized the role of the qualitative researcher as that o f a 
curious inquirer involved in a sustained and intensive experience with participants.
The researcher is an active participant and primary instrument for data collection and 
data analysis in qualitative investigations (Merriam & Associates, 2002). Qualitative 
research requires that the investigator have theoretical sensitivity, a term frequently 
associated with grounded theory. Theoretical sensitivity is the ability to recognize 
what is important in the data and give it meaning (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).
Qualitative researchers must identify their biases, values, and personal interests 
that might have an impact on the study (Creswell, 2003; Merriam, 2002). It is 
important, therefore, to reflect on how this researcher’s personal and professional 
biography shaped the study.
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The researcher for this qualitative study is an academic, career, and personal 
counselor at a midwestern community college who observed that international 
students are often distressed over making academic and career decisions. Professional 
networking with academic and career counselors at other community colleges yielded 
negligible information about interventions designed to assist international students 
with their career planning. Furthermore, there was a general consensus among these 
colleagues that a disparity exists between the expressed career needs of this unique 
student group and appropriate career development assistance. Hence, an investigation 
was called for to learn how international students make career decisions and to 
identify resources that facilitate their career planning in community college settings. It 
follows that the findings will have practical implications for improving career 
development services for international students attending community colleges.
In qualitative studies, the data is filtered through the personal lens o f the 
researcher and it is critical to engage in self-reflection throughout the course of the 
research. It can be challenging for qualitative researchers to make interpretations and 
draw conclusions based on a systematic data analysis rather than on their perceptions 
(Creswell, 2003). For example, it is the experience of this researcher that financial 
and legal concerns often dominate counseling sessions with international students. 
Many express doubts about their ability to pursue their education and career goals in 
the U.S. as college expenses increase and financial support is stretched thin. Some are 
tempted to work off-campus, which is not allowed according to immigration 
regulations (U.S. Department of State, 2007). It was important, therefore, to be aware
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of a potential assumption that financial stability supersedes other factors that impact 
international students’ decisions about their academic and career goals.
Participants
A purposeful sampling method was used to generate a group of nonimmigrant 
international students who chose to pursue higher education at several midwestern 
community colleges. This sampling technique assumes that “the investigator wants to 
discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore must select a sample from which 
the most can be learned” (Merriam, 1998, p.61). The research criteria for study 
participants included English proficiency and having attended a minimum of three 
full-time semesters at a community college, excluding English as a Second Language 
(ESL) classes.
It has been this researcher’s experience as a community college counselor that 
students who have completed three full-time semesters (minimum of 36 semester 
hours) have typically made some decisions about a college major and career direction. 
They are either implementing a plan to transfer to a four-year institution or 
considering employment options upon completion of a terminal associate degree or 
short-term training certificate. It would follow, therefore, that international students 
who met this academic criterion have a similar level of career decidedness. Niles and 
Harris-Bowlsbey (2002) suggest that although students have made choices at this 
academic stage, their career identity may not be fully crystallized at this point.
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TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) scores and institutional 
placement tests were used at the participating institutions to determine English 
language readiness for enrollment in academic courses, which is a prevalent practice 
in community colleges (Oudenhoven, 2002). Participants met the language 
requirement as evidenced by completion of 36 academic credits toward their area of 
study. Therefore, they had the requisite English skills for this investigation. Whereas 
the criterion o f academic level assumed to indicate both English proficiency and 
career decidedness, they were both confirmed by the interviews.
Procedures 
Participant Recruitment
The recruitment phase of this study was designed to invite nonimmigrant 
international students attending a community college to be prospective participants. 
Recruitment began by enlisting the assistance of international student advisors from 
community colleges in northern Illinois to help identify prospective participants for 
this study. The researcher made an informal presentation at a biannual meeting of the 
Northern Illinois Community College International Advisors (NICCIA) to generate 
interest in this study. M ost members of this group serve as the Designated School 
Official (DSO) on their campus and are responsible for F -l student visa immigration 
monitoring and reporting using the Student and Exchange Visitor Information System 
(U.S. Department of State, 2007). This system, known as SEVIS, is an Internet-based
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program administered by the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) division of 
Homeland Security (formerly known as the Immigration and Naturalization Service). 
SEVIS tracks and monitors the movements and enrollment status of international 
students throughout their approved participation within the U.S. education system 
(U.S. Department of State, 2007).
Some members of the Northern Illinois Community College International 
Advisors (NICCIA) group work with international students in another capacity such as 
English as a Second Language (ESL) coordinator or assistant to the international 
advisor. NICCIA members attending the biannual meeting were given an 
informational letter (Appendix A) that detailed the study and requested their support. 
NICCIA members not in attendance were sent this information by postal mail.
Follow-up contact was made to NICCIA members by phone or by e-mail to 
determine the best way to recruit international students on their respective campuses. 
There were five international student advisors who offered to help recruit participants 
immediately and thus paved the way for institutional approval to conduct the study. A 
copy of the Institutional Review Board approval from Northern Illinois University and 
the approved participant consent form was sent with other application materials to the 
office o f institutional research at five community colleges. International student 
advisors were asked to post and distribute the recruitment flier (Appendix B) after 
authorization to conduct the study was received. Distribution of the invitation to 
participate letter (Appendix C) to potential participants varied, depending on how 
information to international students was routinely disseminated. Several advisors
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mailed or e-mailed the letter to all F -l students and others chose to deliver the letter to 
students at a group meeting or an individual advising appointment. On one of the 
campuses, the researcher was invited to speak to the international student organization 
to recruit participants directly. The faculty advisor of this organization offered to post 
the recruitment flier in his classrooms. Only one participant, the president of the 
international student organization, volunteered to be interviewed on this campus.
It was predicted that some international students might feel more comfortable 
informing the international student advisor of their interest in being interviewed rather 
than contacting an unfamiliar researcher outside their educational environment. 
Participants reported that advisors were very supportive of this study and encouraged 
them to respond to the invitation to participate. All respondents were asked by e-mail 
or by phone whether they completed a minimum of 36 semester hours, not including 
English as a Second Language (ESL) courses. An interview was scheduled if  this 
criterion was met.
The researcher submitted an article about this dissertation project to the editor 
of The Career Examiner, a publication of the Illinois Career Development 
Association, to enlist the assistance o f career professionals in recruiting participants. 
There was a publication delay, and as a result no additional participants were 
recruited.
The sample for this study consisted of 19 international students from five 
community colleges in northern Illinois. The institutional research office at the 
community college that employs the researcher was first to grant approval to recruit
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participants. The invitation to participate letter was sent by e-mail to 29 students at 
that institution. A total of 11 of those students responded to the researcher expressing 
an interest in being interviewed. All but one student met the research criterion, 
resulting in 10 students from this community college participating in the study.
International students attending the community college that employs the 
researcher responded to the call for participants at a higher rate than at the four other 
institutions (see Table 1). A trusting and respectful relationship had already been 
established through formal advising or informal interactions on campus. As a result, 
these students may have been more comfortable volunteering for the study. This 
upheld Creswell’s (2003) contention that the investigator’s contribution to the research 
setting can be useful and positive rather than detrimental.
As shown in Table 1, the remaining nine participants in the sample attended 
one of four other community colleges in northern Illinois. Authorization to conduct the 
study at these campuses was received at different points in the participant recruitment
Table 1
Participants by Community College
Community Colleges 
in Northern Illinois
Number of International 
Student Participants
Total Number of 
International Students
Community College 1 10 *29
Community College 2 3 **90
Community College 3 1 132
Community College 4 4 160
Community College 5 1 9
*Community College 1 is the researcher’s workplace.
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**The international student advisor sent invitations to 22 students who met the 
selection criterion of earning a minimum of 36 semester hours at Community College 2.
process. There was no relationship between the number of international students 
interviewed and the total number of international students enrolled at each 
participating community college.
Interviews
Qualitative research takes place in a setting that is natural to participants to 
enable the researcher to interact with them within the context of their environments 
(Creswell, 2003). Each interview was conducted at a mutually convenient time in a 
private meeting room at or near the community college attended by the international 
student participant.
Prior to the interview, each participant completed a consent form (Appendix 
D) that had been approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). It described the 
purpose of the study and interview procedures, with permission to be audiotaped. 
Although the researcher expected each international student participant to have a 
strong command o f the English language, it was important to use familiar terminology 
on the consent form that was unambiguous and did not cause undue apprehension. 
Extra time and care were taken when necessary to further explain the study’s purpose, 
methods, and to provide assurance of anonymity to the participants. This step 
strengthened the researcher-participant relationship and facilitated a trusting, open
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exchange throughout the interview process (Marshall & Rossman, 1999). Participants 
received a copy o f their signed consent form and a thank you letter (Appendix E) by 
postal mail after their interview.
Qualitative researchers are “intrigued with the complexity o f social interactions 
as expressed in daily life and with the meanings the participants themselves attribute 
to these interactions” (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p. 20). Therefore, the best way to 
obtain information about the career decision-making experience of international 
students attending community college is within a conversational format (Merriam, 
1998). The interview process began with participants completing a demographic 
information form (Appendix F) consisting of questions about country o f origin, 
educational background, and academic intentions. This information was used to start 
a conversation about the participant’s basis for studying in the U.S. It also served as 
valuable background material as interview data was analyzed.
Data were collected through informal, semistructured, 60-to-90 minute, face- 
to-face interviews using an interview guide (Appendix G) to keep the conversation 
focused on the research questions. The advantage to this method is that “the researcher 
can expand his or her understanding through nonverbal as well as verbal 
communication, process information (data) immediately, clarify and summarize 
material, check with respondents for accuracy of interpretation, and explore unusual or 
unanticipated responses” (Merriam, 2002, p. 5). Descriptive and reflective field notes 
were taken shortly after each interview session. They were used during data analysis
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in an effort to increase the trustworthiness of the narrative data (Lincoln & Guba, 
1985).
Two tape recorders were used to protect against any equipment malfunction 
and to ensure that all conversation was fully recorded. A verbatim transcript was 
produced from the primary audiotape by a professional transcriptionist. Concurrently, 
the researcher listened to the backup audiotape to review the interview and develop 
deeper insights into the respondent’s perspective. Each participant was sent a copy of 
their transcribed interview by e-mail to verify its authenticity and to provide an 
opportunity to clarify statements if necessary. They were asked to respond by e-mail 
within two weeks from the date they received it. This strategy, known as member 
checking, was used to ensure the validity o f the data (Merriam, 2002). Of the 19 
participants, seven replied that they reviewed the transcript and made minor or no 
additions to the text. The researcher made a second request to the remaining 12 
participants for feedback on their individual transcripts: however, there were no more 
responses.
Data Analysis
Qualitative data analysis is an ongoing process involving continual reflection 
on the data, asking analytic questions, and making an interpretation of the larger 
meaning o f the data (Creswell, 2003). The following research questions guided the 
data analysis:
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1. W hat factors influence the career decision making of international students 
attending community colleges?
2. W hat do these students identify as resources at community colleges that help 
them with their career decisions? W hat do they feel is lacking?
Constant Comparative Method
The analysis of data was guided by Strauss and Corbin’s (1998) qualitative 
methods o f grounded theory using a system o f open, axial, and selective coding. The 
goal o f grounded theory, often referred to as the “constant comparative method of 
analysis,” is to discover relevant categories (a classification of concepts) and the 
relationships among them. Category construction began immediately after the first 
interview and evolved as data was collected from all participants.
Tesch (cited in Creswell, 2003) offers practical suggestions for systematically 
analyzing textual data, which served as a model for this study. First, each 
transcription was read carefully to get a sense of the whole and to make notes about 
initial impressions. Then a line-by-line analysis o f each transcript was conducted to 
identify topics that appeared to address the research questions. Each topic was 
abbreviated as a code and written next to the correlating segments of text. Coded data 
was compared within and across interviews to identify themes that captured recurring 
patterns in the data (Merriam, 1998). The purpose of open coding is to uncover, name, 
and develop concepts of information and is the first creative step in this method of 
data analysis.
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Axial coding involves making connections between sets o f properties within 
and among categories to form subcategories (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). It was the 
second and more focused step in the questioning and discovery process and was 
followed by selective coding whereby core categories were identified. All data was 
reanalyzed after coding and category construction was completed to refine, 
reconfigure, and substantiate themes that were relevant and meaningful to the study’s 
purpose (Merriam, 1998).
Transcripts, interview materials, notes, and audiotapes were kept in a secure 
location through the duration of the study and will be destroyed at its conclusion 
according to Institutional Review Board guidelines at Northern Illinois University.
Validity
Validation of findings occurs throughout the research process for this type of 
study because it relates directly to the quality of the design, procedures, and the 
researcher’s data collection and interpretation skills (Creswell, 2003). Pilot interviews 
were conducted to try out questions and practice collecting qualitative data, thus 
making the researcher a more reliable instrument (Merriam, 2002). The researcher for 
this study had over 12 years experience in intercultural communication and was able 
to engender trust with the international student participants. This was particularly 
important because English was not the first language for any but one participant and 
confidence in communication skills varied.
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Other measures built into this investigation to enhance validity were member 
checking and having a qualitative research expert conduct a critical review of data 
analysis procedures and review and comment on findings as they emerged.
Limitations of the Study
English is not the first language for the majority of international students in the 
United States. Therefore, it was anticipated that participants in this study might lack 
confidence in their language skills and in their ability to clearly articulate responses to 
interview questions. Furthermore, career decision making is very personal and often 
an emotionally sensitive topic (Krumboltz, 1993). International students, by virtue of 
cultural and language differences, sometimes have difficulty expressing their feelings 
about decision-making experiences (Lin, 2000). This limitation was partially 
addressed by the researcher’s experience with counseling international students. 
Additionally, interviews were conducted in locations that ensured privacy.
Summary
In this chapter the rationale for a qualitative research design using grounded 
theory was presented. Participant criteria and recruitment strategies were described. 
The role and context of the researcher, interviewing procedures, and data analysis 
were explained. A discussion of the validity and limitations of the study concluded 
this chapter.




The purpose of this study was to explore how international students attending 
American community colleges make career-related decisions and to identify what they 
need to support this process. In-depth, semistructured, personal interviews were 
conducted to obtain detailed descriptions o f participants’ experiences with academic 
and career planning. The interview protocol was guided by the following research 
questions:
1. W hat factors influence the career decision making of international students 
attending community colleges?
2. W hat do these students identify as resources at community colleges that help 
them with their career decisions? W hat do they feel is lacking?
Demographic Data
It was desirable to have a participant pool that included international students 
from various regions of origin with diverse worldviews on career choice. The Institute 
of International Education (2006) delineates these regions as Africa, Asia, Europe,
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Latin American, the Middle East, North America, and Oceania. Although country of 
origin was not part of the selection criteria for this study, the participant pool 
represented all but two global regions (see Table 2). The participant group profile by 
region resembled the regional distribution of the place of origin of all international 
students in the U.S. (Institute of International Education, 2006). There were more 
students in the participant sample from Asian regions (East, South & Central, and 
Southeast) than from Europe, Latin American, Africa, and the Middle East. It was 
expected that there would be few or no participants from the regions of North America 
(Bermuda and Canada) or Oceania (Australia, New Zealand, and surrounding island 
nations) because these regions comprise only 6% of all international students studying 
in the U.S. (Institute of International Education, 2006).
Participants ranged in age from 18 to 50 years, with 79% in the 20-25 age 
group. Of the 19 participants, 53% were female and 47% were male. The number of 
community college semester credits accrued by participants ranged from 36 to 90, 
with 48% having completed more than 66 credits. International students in this study 
represent a variety of educational backgrounds and career choices. There were 11 
participants who enrolled in a community college directly from high school. Of the 
remaining eight participants, three (16%) earned bachelor degrees, three (16%) had 
training certificates, and two (10%) accrued academic credits toward certificates or 
degrees from their home countries. Participants were preparing for the following 
occupational fields: business (26%), healthcare (21%), engineering (16%), education 
(16%), computers (11%), psychology (5%), and undecided (5%).
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Table 2
Frequency Distribution of Participants by Region of Origin and Represented Countries
Number of 
Participants
Region of Origin Represented Countries
8 Asia India, Pakistan, Mongolia, 
South Korea, Philippines, 
Taiwan
4 Europe Greece, Poland, Scotland
4 Latin America Brazil, Dominican 
Republic, Ecuador, Trinidad
2 Africa Cameroon, South Africa




Table 3 summarizes these characteristics. Pseudonyms were assigned by the 
researcher to conceal the cultural identity of participants. The researcher referred to a 
list of universal names when selecting pseudonyms.
Meaning o f Career for International Students
Some of the participants in the study were initially shy about sharing their 
personal experiences as international students in the U.S. This was especially true for 
students from Community Colleges 2, 3, 4, and 5 (see Table 1), where they met the 
investigator for the first time at the interview session. The opening interview question 
was, “W hat does the term career mean to you?” The researcher observed that 
participants appeared more relaxed and open after approximately 10 minutes into their
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Table 3
Demographic. Academic, and Career Characteristics of Participants
Pseudonym Age Highest Academic Credits* Major Area Degree Intent Occupation o f Choice
Level Completed in U.S. of Study in 
Pre-arrival to U.S. Community U.S.
College
in U.S.
Ava 22 High School 80 Fine Arts AFA, BA  or 
BFA
Art Teacher
Belinda 20 High School 54 Engineering AS, BS Electrical Engineer
Carla 24 BA: Education 36 Undecided AA Undecided
Diana 28 BA: Sociology 84 Business ALS, BS Business Manager
Aaron 21 High School 68 Economics/
Marketing
AS, BS Marketing Manager
Ella 22 High School 72 Biology AS, BS Medical Field







Faith 23 High School 68 Business/
Accounting.
ALS, BS Accountant











AAS, BS Computer Science
Frank 24 BS:Audio
Technology
36 Education Masters Science Teacher
Gina 18 High School 47 Business AS, BS, 
Masters
International Business










51 Engineering AES, BS Mechanical Engineer
Harrison 20 High School 47 Pre-med BS, MD Physician or 
Pharmacist
Isaac 24 High school 50 Finance AS, BS Finance
Jude 20 University credits 60 Engineering AS, BS Electrical Engineer
Jessica 43 High School 90 Massage
Therapy
AAS, BS Nurse
Note:: AA = Associate in Arts, AS = Associate in Science, ALS = Associate in Liberal Studies,
AFA = Associate in Fine Arts, AES = Associate in Engineering Science, AAS = Associate o f Applied 
Science, BS = Bachelor o f Science, BA = Bachelor of Arts, BFA = Bachelor o f Fine Arts, MD = Doctor 
of Medicine
* Semester hour credits
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replies to this question. This tactic was used to stimulate the participants’ thinking 
about the research topic and to find out how they conceptualized “career.”
Participants’ responses helped the researcher frame the remaining interview questions 
to elicit rich descriptions of their career decision-making experiences. The following 
examples illustrate variations in the meaning of career to different participants.
Education was directly associated with career for three of the participants. Ella 
said that career “is something you study for in order to get.” Faith stated, “Right now 
when I think of career... it’s education. I think getting your career without education 
is not possible.” According to Diana, “The career is based on education.”
For Carla, future earnings were an integral part of career, which she described 
as “just something to make money in the future and you will have money for 
everything in your lifetime.” Frank, on the other hand, downplayed the significance of 
financial gain. He said the following:
O ne’s career is very important. Y ou’re doing what you’re doing 
because you want to do it, rather than because it makes you lots of 
money or for some other reason. For example, I ’m going into teaching.
I know there’s not a lot of money involved.
Faith also minimized the role of money in her definition of career:
Career is not only skills developed with a job, but also social skills and 
relationship skills between your colleagues and boss. Even these 
relationships can be transferred to your family. These skills you will 
gain while getting your career and education at the same time. Before, 
career meant just getting a good-paying job and to get yourself as high 
as you w ant.. .to get whatever you want like a nice car and nice house.
But when I came to [this community college] .. .1 realized it is not all
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about money. I really think career is what you would like to do 
because you are going to spend in this job quite a lot of time.
Harrison considered money to be part of career progression. “If you 
have know ledge.. .that will lead towards wealth, and wealth will lead towards 
security. These three things are interrelated.”
Aaron had a broad view of career, perhaps because he was further 
along in his college education, having completed a year at a transfer institution.
W hat comes to mind is mostly something that you build like a 
milestone. It is something that you work [for] in your teenage years by 
going to school and doing different th ings.. .different activities. You 
have meetings with people that can help you making decisions and gain 
a lot of experience in life. Plus I see also what you want to do with 
your future as probably your career job. W hat are you going to do 
according to all o f the stuff you have learned until that time and how 
those things going to help you? So it depends on how much knowledge 
and experience that helps you to have a better career. I believe also it 
makes you more enthusiastic about what you do. I believe that’s how I 
see career in my own voice.
Damon coupled career with business:
It should be like a profession and something you set out to do in 
almost a business environment of your life. I relate career to success.
It’s proof o f how successful we can be in a business world, not 
necessarily in your personal world. It’s a measurement of how 
successful you can be.
Gina identified self-empowerment as being part o f career: “I believe it’s 
something that has to be related to your passions and goals. You build your career to 
get more power.”
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Several participants associated personal traits with career. W hen asked what 
career meant to him, Isaac immediately responded, “Ambition!” Hannah commented, 
“In my opinion, you should be passionate in your career. It would be useless if  you 
didn’t have passion.” Gina added that career is “the way to express your abilities or 
talents.” Belinda summed up her thoughts about career: “It’s one way to express who 
you are.”
Ella, Jessica, and Frank considered their career decisions to have permanent 
implications. Ella stated, “Basically it [career] is a job that you have for the rest of 
your life.” Jessica shared this perspective: “W hen I think of the word career, I think 
of work and the future.. .getting something perm anent.. .something 
skillful.. .permanent work.”
A number of the participants had a future-oriented perspective on career. For 
example, Isaac said, “It [career] is probably what you’ll be doing in the future...w hat 
you visualize yourself doing.” Hannah had a similar perception: “For me, career is 
the thing that you want to push to in the future, when you have your degree already.” 
Edmond linked present activities with future career: “Career is something that is 
totally related to your future.. .what you have to achieve and how you’re doing i t . . .and 
where you want to be within a certain time period.”
All of the participants acknowledged the importance of career in their lives. 
There were variations, however, in their perceptions of activities that relate to career 
preparation.
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Influences on Career Decisions
The first research question was, “W hat factors influence the career decision 
making of international students attending community colleges?” Participants were 
asked to respond to questions about their experiences with making academic and 
career decisions. The researcher began this part of the interview by asking, “W hat 
decisions did you make about your career that brought you to this point?” A follow- 
up question for each decision was, “Please tell me what alternatives you considered 
and what influenced your choice.” Other components o f this question included:
(a) “W hy and how did you decide to study at an American community college,” (b) 
“W hat are your plans after you complete your education in the U.S.,” and (c) “At this 
point in your education, what or who do you think influences your decisions about 
your future the most?” In addition, questions were asked to prompt participants to 
fully explore how they approached making academic and career decisions (see 
Appendix G).
The constant comparative method of content analysis was used to construct 
themes that captured recurring patterns of responses from the participants (Merriam, 
1998). Interviews were assigned case numbers, and lines of transcribed dialogue were 
numbered for easy reference. Transcripts were open coded line-by-line, naming units 
o f data at the end of a corresponding line or phrase. For example, in case number two, 
Belinda stated, “It’s the way our parents are brought up. It [my career] has a lot to do 
with their ambitions and what they want me to be like.” This quotation illustrated a 
concept named “family influences,” which was written next to lines 62-63. The open
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coding process began immediately with the first transcript and continued throughout 
the interview phase of the study. Transcripts were read numerous times to ensure the 
context of each response was clearly understood.
The axial coding phase began after four transcripts were coded and continued 
throughout the data collection process. Similar concepts were combined to create ten 
initial categories, or themes, naming factors that influence career decision making of 
international students: (a) childhood experiences, (b) family influences, (c) cultural 
influences, (d) language, (e) educational background, (f) community college 
environment, (g) financial issues, (h) work experience, (i) decision-making issues, and 
(j) personal and social development. Examples of data units, or concepts, were listed 
under each category to create an analysis chart. This visual tool helped the researcher 
compare concepts within and across categories.
Interviews were conducted until saturation occurred. New information became 
redundant with the 19th interview, as it did not offer additional insights into the career 
planning issues of international students attending community colleges.
The next step in the data analysis was to identify quotations taken from the 
transcripts that supported the findings. A list o f quotations that fit into each category 
was created using case and line numbers. Later in the data management process, 
quotations were electronically cut and pasted onto a revised category chart.
Categorical themes were scrutinized throughout the data collection process. 
The investigator consulted with a qualitative research expert to critically examine 
interpretations of data units and to further refine category construction. It was found
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that data units in some of the categories had similarity in meaning. As a result, several 
of the initial ten categories were collapsed into five core categories, or themes. They 
were (a) influence o f family and culture, (b) influence o f educational experiences, (c) 
influence of issues unique to international students, (d) influence of work-related 
experience, and (e) influence of intrapersonal factors. The presentation of data is 
organized according to these themes, beginning with the category most frequently 
mentioned by international student participants in this study (Table 4).
Influence of Family and Culture
Schultheiss, Kress, Manzi, & Glasscock (2001) found parents, siblings, and 
other relatives to be important variables in the career decision-making process of 
young adults. The roles of career, family, and culture are interrelated in the process 
of career choice (Rotter and Evans, 2002). Rotter and Evans (2002) stated, 
“Regardless o f the family configuration or cultural influences on family life, issues 
regarding work and career enter into the picture at some point” (p. 5). All of the 
participants in this study, regardless of their age, gender, or country of origin, 
indicated that family played an important role in their fundamental decisions about 
academic major and career. There were variations, however, as to when and how 
family and culture influenced their decisions.
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Career development is a lifelong process. Children use their innate curiosity to 
begin developing a sense of self and a basic understanding of the world of work.
Three participants acknowledged their childhood experiences to be important 
influences on their career choice. Ava grew up in a home environment that fostered 
creative activities and supported her artistic sensibilities.
Ever since I was a kid I really liked art. I really liked to make things 
when I played. Also, I started dancing when I was three years old, on 
and off. I played with clay and did art stuff. I would ask my family to 
save things for me. I would look through everything I had and when I 
was ready, I would make art out of it. I always had a vision for things.
I would look at things differently. A piece o f paper is not just a piece 
of paper for me. I can make things out of it. It was a good thing for me 
when I was growing up.
A va’s interest in teaching art originated in her play activities as a child.
I would play that I was a teacher and that I had my students and a 
school. I would go through my books and come up with problems and 
have m y lesson plan ready. Because I like to be with people, I like 
children a lo t.. .to be able to teach art to kids. I can definitely combine 
everything I like to do such as fine arts, dance, and m usic.... I can 
apply fine arts to any o f it. I think it is important to use art to help the 
kids or anybody to learn about them [art] and for them to learn about 
them selves... to assimilate their feelings and their creativity in 
anything. I really think that art is important.
Gavin liked cars and gadgets as a child. “Since I was a little kid, I always liked 
to take things apart and I had motorcycles. I used to take them apart, too, and put
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them back together.” He took courses in automotive technology, but ultimately 
decided to major in mechanical engineering.
Jessica became passionate about nursing at a young age.
In growing up, you know, every young girl or boy has a goal in mind, 
and my goal was to become a nurse. I always loved people. I love 
working with people and I love taking care of people. I think my 
passion is service... wanting an area where I think that I could touch 
people in any area o f race, color or creed is nursing.
W hen the researcher asked Jessica how she learned about nursing, she said,
... [Ojn television, going to the hospital, and reading books. I found out 
a lot about nursing and then as I grew older I started going to the Red 
Cross. From there I learned a little bit more and then one day I 
branched out and did a nursing course.
Ava, Gavin, and Jessica made decisions about their academic majors prior to 
coming to the U.S. to study, which may reflect an enduring influence of their 
childhood interests.
Parental Approval and Encouragement
W ithout exception, participants regarded the opinions and attitudes o f their 
parents as being pivotal to their decision to study in the U.S. For example, Aaron and 
his parents were concerned about an impending military obligation if he was not 
accepted into the university in his home country.
I was 16 years old. I didn’t know what was going to happen. But when
I talked to my parents, I told them I’m going to give it [studying in the
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U.S.] a try, and if it doesn’t work in one year I will be back. So my 
mother told me, “It’s your life, you’re getting older, you’re getting 
more mature, I wish you every luck and I hope you made a good 
decision.”
Ella struggled with her decision to remain in the U.S. to study after completing 
her work as an au pair for a family in Illinois.
I was talking back and forth with my m om ... trying to decide. She was 
trying to not make the decision for m e ... but, yes, she ended up being 
ok with me staying here, although she really didn’t want me to.
It was important to Diana to have her mother’s personal endorsement to study 
in the U.S., in addition to her financial backing. “My mom helped me financially and 
of course I have relatives here. She knows I’m happy here. I just belong here, so she 
thinks it’s a good idea.”
Parents of international students often view the opportunity to study in the U.S. 
as the beginning o f a better life for their children. This is especially the case when 
children are viewed as being independent by nature. Consequently, these international 
students feel encouraged and trusted to make good and autonomous decisions about 
their education and career choices. Rather than being limited to making decisions that 
please their parents, they have freedom to explore a variety of career areas. Ava stated:
M y parents really value education and their support is important for 
me. That is the biggest thing. It’s always hard to make choices. How 
do you know if it is the right one? I always like to talk to my mom 
especially about decisions I have to make. At some point we have to 
grow up, unfortunately. I like to discuss with my mom and my friends 
and just listen to what people have to say, and also think for myself.
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Carla has resisted a cultural stereotype that portrayed women as shy and 
compliant. Her parents respected their daughter’s self-assurance.
My parents know that I ’m very independent and I’m an outgoing 
person. They, especially my father, they supported me to come here by 
myself. They trust me to do everything. They are not worried about me 
staying here. M y parents just want me to have a better life. They 
w on’t ask me to come back and be with them.
Isaac’s parents recognized the value of an American education.
My father was an English teacher previously. Now he is a school 
inspector in [my country]. My mom is a high school teacher. Actually 
they recommended that I study in the U.S. and I wanted to . . . .[M]y 
parents are teachers so they really know the importance of education 
and learning.
Gina followed her brother’s footsteps when she came to study in the U.S. after 
graduating from high school. Her mother encouraged her to seek out a better life than 
she had in a country with limited opportunity, especially for women. Gina shared that 
attending college in Illinois was only the beginning of her dream coming true:
I ’ve always dreamed about traveling around the world because 
exploring and discovering something new and beautiful... I think it’s 
special for everyone. In this sort of stressful world, every person gets 
under stress every day and it’s hard to believe that there’s something 
beautiful when you lose faith in everything. So I believe every tim e... 
from time to time a person needs to go somewhere e lse .. .just get away 
from his case and explore something new that would make him feel 
better about life and about his own goals.. .about people who surround 
him. That’s one o f my goals... to explore the world.
Although Gina’s mother supported her dream of coming to the U.S., she had 
concerns about her becoming a surgeon.
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M y mom wants me to go [into] the finance, actually. She was really 
sort of scared that I would go by the surgical field, because as she was 
saying, it has a direct relation to a person’s life. She was worried if  I 
would be able to cover all that stress.. .so much responsibility for 
everyone’s life. It’s not only one person on one day .. .there are several 
people who need emergency situations. She said, “Go ahead... I will 
support you every time, but if  you can, think about it and you have time 
to make a choice.”
Isabella related a story about a friend that illustrated the power parents have 
over their children’s career choices in her culture:
In my cultural background what your children do with friends is very 
important. One of my friends wanted to work in a different country 
digging ground.. .archeology. At first her parents say, “No way!
.. .they don’t make a lot of money. ” She was a friend from high school.
I told my parents about it and then my dad said, “If you said you 
wanted to do that, I ’m not going to support you.” So my parents 
influence my decision making.
Parents of international students are aware that their son or daughter will be 
introduced to new ways of thinking about the world and their role in it. Isabella 
wanted to consider a range o f career options and please her parents at the same time. 
Her parents’ perspective broadened somewhat, but they reserved the right to give final 
consent to their daughter’s choice of major.
If I didn’t come to USA, they would say just be a professional.. .like 
doctor, even though I can’t do it. I have no talent or I ’m not really 
smart enough to do it. They would just say you have to be like them ... 
professional. But after I came to America, m y parents changed a lot.
It’s like you get to choose what you like, but they don’t want me to do 
some things that aren’t high enough prestige. Yes, there’s kind of a 
balance between, “Sure, we can do what you want: however, it has to 
be also what we want you to do.”
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Parental Direction
For some of the participants, the influence of their parents went beyond 
approval and encouragement. Harrison, for example, felt compelled to follow his 
parents’ direction to prepare for a career in a profession that would ensure a bright 
future.
W e don't know what would happen after five years and my parents 
don’t want to take risks in investing.. .like thousands of dollars for a 
field that we don't know what the future would be.
He decided to follow his parents’ desire to have their children in the medical
field.
Both my sisters wanted to go into healthcare but they didn’t score high 
enough marks in the twelfth grade to go into in that. Later on, my 
parents also wanted one of our family members to go into healthcare. I 
found m yself interested in the field, so I decided to go into that.
Belinda explained that her parents had a vision of excellence for her, with little 
room for mediocrity in her pursuits:
It’s also the way our parents are brought up. It has a lot to do with their 
ambitions and what they want us to be like. My parents weren’t pushy 
about i t . . .as long as you know you will excel in that field. I took things 
into my own hands. I thought about many different things, and I finally 
came up to the conclusion [decision for engineering],
Damon knew at a young age that his college degree would be earned in the 
U.S., with the expectation that he would major in business.
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Everything started when I was very little. I was always drilled with the 
idea that I was going to come and study in the U.S. Three o f m y aunts 
came here.. .one o f them came as an international student when she was 
16 and she got her degree here.
My family is very business oriented.. .so since I was little I was always 
given this perception that it would be a successful and secure field that 
I was supposed to go for. W hen I was in high school I asked my mom 
what would happen if I would become a doctor. Some way or another I 
was dissuaded from that idea and I was pushed into math and physics 
just because that’s what all of them had done.
Siblings. Extended Family, and Friends
Individuals make career decisions with the expectation of receiving approval 
of significant others in addition to parents (Rockwell, 1987). Siblings, extended 
family, and close family friends played an important role in the decision-making 
process for several of the participants.
Ava did not rely solely on her parents’ support.
Talking to my brother is important to me .. .and my sisters, too.
Sometimes I don’t really agree with what they’re saying to me. They 
don’t want me to suffer w ith things. Sometimes they say, “Hey, step 
back,” or “D on’t take so many responsibilities now. It’s ok to not do 
this now.”
A career in business was a major component of a lifestyle for most members of 
Damon’s family.
W hen I came here, I was 1 6 .1 went to a community college. M y first 
career choice was still very much influenced with the ideas from back 
home. My mom had been in the finance w orld .. .in the banking world 
for her entire life in [my country]. My dad was also working for a 
bank, but he’s a computer engineer. Everybody from my family was
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somehow related to a bank or a financial institution. So that carried on 
with me here [in the U.S.].
There were times when Damon felt besieged with unsolicited advice from 
family members.
I was so tired of people trying to influence me and saying, “W hy don’t 
you do th is.. .why don’t you go for this career.. .this is a safe field.” 
Particularly one of my uncles.. .he would always push me to go to the 
computer [field] because that is what he does. He is a computer analyst 
and he would tell me it’s a safe field. But I said, “Listen.. .1 don’t want 
to sit in front of a computer for the rest of my life.”
I think growing up in [my country]... it’s a very conservative society 
and it’s very much, you know, the wisdom is with the older people.
The young people... now it’s different. But before that when I was 
there they just had to do what they were told.
Harrison’s large extended family played an important role in his choice o f a 
pre-med major. “I had family pressure... like, if you come into this field, we can 
guide you. W e have personal experiences if you come.”
Aaron’s cousin convinced him that he should leave home and attend college in 
the U.S., as he had done several years earlier.
Actually, the person who really helped me make my decision was my 
cousin Paul. He graduated from [a midwestem university] and he was 
majoring in chemical engineering. He told me, very simply, about the 
differences and similarities of the educational system [in our country] 
and the American educational system.
Jessica had always heard from friends that there were more opportunities for 
education and employment in the U.S. than in her country.
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Some years ago, I had some friends who always encouraged me to 
come. I always said, “No, I ’m not coming, I ’ll stay in [my country].”
Eventually, I decided These friends.. .they encouraged me to come
and one family decided to sponsor me. I have a sponsor whom I live 
with and they take care of most of my needs, you know. We 
investigated a school and I am here today at this community college.
Family and Cultural Role Models
Six participants had strong vocational role models in their home countries. For 
example, after trying out the field o f music recording, Frank decided he would prefer 
the lifestyle that his parents had as teachers. E lla’s uncle was a pharmacist, which is 
an occupation she is seriously considering. Harrison was drawn to the healthcare 
field, partially due to a long family tradition of medical practitioners. He said,
So once I found that I was successful [in biology] I thought of pursuing 
the healthcare fie ld .. .more from my father's side, most of them, my 
aunts and uncles are in healthcare fields. They are doctors and 
pharmacists and all that stuff from my m other’s side. Each o f my 
uncles is a doctor.
Although D iana’s parents did not work in healthcare, she expanded her career 
options in this field as a result of her close association with her aunt and uncle.
M y aunt was a doctor in Poland and my uncle was a physical therapist 
in Poland. They both have certificates and degrees. They both stayed 
in the medical field. During this time that I lived in their house, they 
were trying to figure out whether nursing would be good for me. They 
were trying to interest me, even if I didn’t have any background .. .this 
was the field they could help me with the most.
Gavin took note of his father’s advice about going into the engineering field.
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... [T]hat’s pretty much what my dad wanted me to do because in 
engineering you have more opportunities. He was showing me his 
aw ards.. .so I thought about it and I started liking it more and 
understanding that it was better for my future. So that’s how I made 
my decision.
At a young age, Isaac knew he wanted to study in the U.S. and become 
successful in the world of business. He admittedly idolized a corporate icon in 
country and made a decision to follow his lead.
Yes, he’s very fam ous....R ight now, he is the CEO of a newspaper 
company in my country. W hen he was 14, he came to the United 
States and he went to the high school where President Kennedy went. 
Then he went to Harvard. W hen he was in high school, he was the 
president of the students. He was the number one soccer player. He 
was a perfect guy. He wrote a book when he was 20 years old. It’s 
about when he was studying abroad... how he studied and how he was 
successful. A lot of people read that book. I read it when I was 15 
years old when I was in high school. That’s one of the reasons why I 
decided to come here. I wanted to be as successful as him.
Hannah’s decision to go into nursing and become a self-sufficient 
professional is clearly influenced by the female role models in her family. She 
greatly admires their academic and vocational achievements and aspires to 
follow their lead.
.. .seeing my aunts and my cousins because they are all nurses. I see 
them do everything they want to do because they earn more for 
themselves. I want to do that, too. They did a lot for other members of 
our family. Our family is a very big one. Seeing them help other 
siblings who are going through hardships is very inspirational. I see 
them earn money here and then they send their money to [my country] 
so they can help others over there.
It’s kind of pressure because I know they did very well in school. One 
of my aunts graduated magna cum laude. And then my mom has two
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degrees. She has a teacher degree in education and now she is a 
dietician, too. M y girl cousins finished school. One of my cousins is an 
engineer, one is a nurse, and the other one is a medical technologist. If I 
mess up, it’s a very big thing. The guys I know are really different.
Some of my guy cousins are like, “W e have jobs, so it’s fine.” They are 
not looking for the degree stuff, but the girls in the family are like, “No,
I ’m going to get my bachelor’s.” The girls are very high achieving.
Hannah had strong vocational role models in her family. In turn, she assumed 
the responsibility of being a role model for her siblings.
W e’re not really rich people, so I have to strive more and be a role 
model for my siblings. I am the oldest of five; they need to look up to 
me. I ’m not even sure if  I want to have a family. I still have four 
siblings. I don’t think I can manage to help them if  I have my own 
fam ily... .”I’m going to work for you guys forever. I want you to be 
like me.”
Culture and Gender
Cultural values regarding occupational roles o f women vary worldwide. Many 
young women are challenging these values in the twenty-first century, but not without 
personal conflict.
Belinda found herself thinking more independently, like American women, but 
still wanting to honor her culture by following societal expectations.
W hen I was back at home, I was not very open-minded. I was open- 
minded in a way, but I think I did a lot of things like other people, 
because people there are extremely conservative and narrow-minded 
about everything... like the way you dress up or probably the way you 
make decisions. For example, I wanted to do a major in mechanical 
engineering, and they w ouldn’t even talk to you after that.
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I would say that I ’ve moved a lot to the American culture, but just the 
good parts of it. I need to keep certain parts of my culture for myself, so 
I would really like to have an arranged marriage.
W hen asked how an arranged marriage would affect her career plan, Belinda 
responded, “It depends on what kind of husband I get. If he is considerate, I might 
have to come home before five. I hope I will get a blessing like that.” She anticipated 
that accommodating her future husband will take precedence over the work demands 
o f a career in engineering.
A va’s decision to study in the U.S. was positively influenced by her gender
role.
I ’m a girl so I can make a decision easily, not like a boy. In my culture, 
a boy needs to stay home and take care o f his parents. So a boy can’t 
come here and stay here. But I am  a girl and if I decide I want to marry 
an American and stay here, it is fine for me.
Gender role can affect career choice for men, too. In Brent’s culture, males 
have primary responsibility for financial support of their family members. He wanted 
to pursue a bachelor’s degree in science and math after graduating from high school. 
However, due to his father’s death, Brent needed to prepare quickly for a technical 
occupation that could sustain the family.
Actually, I wanted to do my bachelor’s [degree] back home, but 
because of financial constraints I couldn’t finish my degree. I had to go 
into a career where it was [a] technical-sided short career and I could 
start earning something and help my family. I could help my younger 
brothers...I have three little brothers....W e were going for a course 
[degree] where I could “stand on my feet” in a short period of time and 
help my family. That was another governing decision for that career.
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Language
Seven participants in this study specifically acknowledged that the ability to 
speak English and other languages is paramount to academic and career success.
Faith, like Ella, initially came to the U.S. after high school to work as an au pair. She 
did not know at that time whether she would desire or be able to remain in the U.S. to 
get a college degree. Au pairs are allowed and encouraged to take local college 
classes to experience the American education system and, for some, to develop 
English skills.
Faith and a friend, who was also an au pair, chose to stay in the Chicago area.
W e came as au pairs .. .we worked as au pairs for one year.. .that was 
our goal.. .to work and study English. Then, after finishing the year, 
we decided to study here. I thought that we would have a better 
opportunity and it would be a better start for us if  we studied here. It’s 
much harder [than in my country], but we decided to stay and study 
here.
Diana enrolled in a medical coding program at a technical school that attracted 
immigrants from her country. Even though all classes were taught in English, students 
were not required to have strong English language skills.
I came to Chicago in November and my tourist visa expired in 
December, so I did not have a lot of time to make choices... .1 did not 
graduate from this c lass... my grades were not satisfactory for the 
degree. I finished the classes, but most of them I did not pass. I think 
my English skills were not ok. I think this was the worst barrier... .The 
community college is a different story. You have to go through some 
[English] levels and I think it’s very smart because you are not failing 
the classes. You are going from level to level and you really feel much 
more comfortable in more advanced classes.
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Brent, Ava, and Damon considered the issue of language in a practical way. 
Brent observed, “The English language is the business language o f today. If you don’t 
learn English, it’s difficult to survive in the world.” Ava acknowledged the 
importance of knowing multiple languages in today’s world:
I decided to come here, learn English and go back. It is very important 
to know other languages beside our own language, so I decided to do 
that. The language that we would prefer to learn is English, just 
because it is kind of a universal language. So, we would learn English 
first and then maybe Spanish now or French, or Italian would be 
another choice.
Damon knew his language skills would be an asset in his future career. 
“Companies are so much more globalized and it’s just this big finance network. I 
personally think I could bring a lot o f assets to the table because I am bilingual.” He is 
fluent in Spanish and English and is currently studying French, as well. He would like 
to learn Chinese, not only because his aunt married a man from China but also because 
China has become a key player in the global economy. Damon recognized the 
importance of multilingual skills: “Being an international student and my language 
ability will open so many more doors for me either in education, working with the 
community, working in a political field, or working in the business field.”
Carla viewed the interrelation of her cultural roots, native language, and 
English skills to be advantageous for future employment:
W e are very open, so the culture is not a problem for us to make a 
decision. I think [my native language] is a benefit for us to find a job 
because [my country] is growing up. So a lot of American companies 
and factories move to [my country]. They need people who can talk
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[my language] and English. I think [my language] for me is a big 
benefit.
Isabella struggled to learn English when she attended high school in Illinois 
her senior year. Her language limitations interfered with establishing good 
relationships with her American peers, and her self-esteem suffered. She had hoped to 
improve her English skills in preparation for an elementary education major at the 
community college. That hope diminished when she realized her English proficiency 
was not strong enough to succeed in this major.
In high school, I couldn’t get along with American people somehow.
W e always have to do something to get in the clubs. They were 
helpful. So I thought maybe it would be improved and then finally I 
could speak English fluently. After a couple of years later I had 
confidence... a good feeling that I can do it. I decided that I can do it 
because I wanted to work with the children. I wanted to major in 
elementary education. It didn’t really work because it’s for learning.. .1 
have to use language a lo t... but of course we have to write a lot of 
papers. So I don’t want [to have] a hard time [later].
Additionally, Isabella was aware that it was important to improve her native 
language skills in the areas of vocabulary and reading comprehension in order to work 
successfully in her home country.
In companies [in my country], they want me to speak high-level [native 
language]. My [native language] stops after my high school and I didn’t 
really study in the college. I can speak very fluently, but my language is 
not that high. For example, for English you have a very hard 
vocabulary to read high level. I ’m reading books [in my language] as 
well to prepare to work in companies [in my country], too.
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Status o f Occupations in Home Country
There were three participants who discussed the significance o f occupational 
roles in their countries. In collective-oriented cultures, professional status reflects the 
values and abilities of the entire family, not just the individual. Isaac remarked:
This is my impression in the United States. People do what they want.
People work in a M cDonald’s fast food restaurant and if they like it, it 
doesn’t matter, right? In my culture, people really care about how 
people look at them .. .so doctors, lawyers, judges, some jobs like th a t... 
professors, they are very respected. Many people want to be like that.
Career attainment is often symbolic of academic achievement. This is 
especially true for individuals who live in countries that have an exceptionally elite 
university system. Harrison’s interest in science was compatible with the level of 
occupational prestige that was important to him and his family.
At the time, I had my personal interest in biology and chemistry, as I 
said. So I thought it would be good.. .because accounting in [my 
country]... like we have good status for accountants and everything, 
but the highest students are the doctors and healthcare majors. They 
have a good reputation all around.
Jude’s father wanted him to go into medicine, not only because it was a highly 
regarded profession but also because there was a need for physicians in his country. 
Jude chose to study electrical engineering, but he has yet to convince his father that 
there is a demand for this occupation back home.
I remembered that when I discussed career plans with my father he 
wanted me to be a doctor or something like tha t... probably because of 
the respect... maybe the job availability... .He was worried about the
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fact that when I leave home I have to do something for a living. These 
are the kinds of jobs that you don't stay unemployed for a long 
tim e.... Yes, you'd have a job and also the doctor is respected.
Influence of Educational Experiences
High School
In some countries, students face academic decisions in high school that have 
important implications for the associated career path they are expected to follow. For 
example, Belinda was required to choose a field o f study during her first year o f high 
school.
In [my country]... it is actually a lot different than in the U.S. where 
you can choose your own major and things like that. Y ou’ve got a long 
time to choose it in the U.S. In [my country] it’s like you’re stuck. You 
choose one thing and you have to continue it for four years. You have 
to finish your bachelor’s in whatever you’re doing.
Belinda experienced two educational systems prior to coming to study in the 
U.S. She received a more practical education in high school than she would have if 
the family had remained in their native country. According to Belinda, this academic 
setting stimulated her interest in science, math, and eventually in computer 
engineering:
W e also had the American system of education in [my country]....
They did a lot of lab .. .a lot o f practical work. I felt like I could 
actually imagine th ings.. .you know, the way they explained 
everything. I understood much better compared to the system in [my 
native country]. There had just books and books of just knowledge.
You really don’t want to study it because they do not explain it
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properly. There is no demonstration of what it looks like. It’s difficult 
to understand if it’s just book knowledge.
Harrison explained that students in his country are required to choose an 
occupational field while in high school. They are tracked into an academic area based 
on this selection.
At the tenth grade, you decided which field you want to go in to .. .you 
want to go into com m erce... that’s like accounting and all that 
stuff.. .or you want to go into science. At the tenth grade you decided 
that. Once you go into accounting, you cannot go into medicine. Once 
you go into medicine, you cannot go into accounting.
Harrison also described a learning experience that motivated him to research 
bioinfomatics as a potential career choice. He was clearly very proud o f his 
achievement and reportedly gained confidence in his scholastic abilities:
W hen I was in the 10th and 11th grades we had to do a research 
p ro ject... there was a com petition.. .an interschool 
com petition.. .experimenting. At the time, I made a project.. .me and 
two other guys that was about how to remove electricity from moving 
w ater.. .that’s called kinetic energy. W e did a model on our own. W e 
won first prize in the whole state. It was a good competition. There 
were like 320 schools. Everyone was coming to us with ideas, but we 
did our own part. There was more incentive or motivation for when you 
are going into the field.
Aaron, Damon, and Isabel moved to the U.S. to complete high school with the 
intention of attending college in the states also. Their transitional experiences had an 
impact on their eventual academic and career aspirations.
Aaron admitted that he did not care much about his education until he came to 
Illinois to live with his aunt to complete high school. He credited his high school
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experience in the U.S. as being a significant turning point in his academic 
development. Aaron was very expressive when he described how he began to 
appreciate and enjoy learning:
W hen I was back in [my country], I wanted to drop out of high school.
I wanted to get a job right away. I was like... school again... school 
again! But in high school [in the U.S.] I took summer classes. I came 
to the point where I liked school so much that I would get so many 
experiences, get to leam  so many things, first of all to catch up with my 
English... .All those years I took summer classes because I wanted to be 
involved with school and build my educational skills more and more. I 
was like an educational eating machine. I couldn’t stop, I wanted more 
and more!
Isabella moved to Illinois to live with family friends, expecting to be in her 
final year o f high school. Instead, she entered the 11th grade because her English and 
math skills were not strong enough. An English instructor was particularly helpful in 
guiding Isabella while she contemplated her career goals.
There was one teacher from high school. He helped me with English.
Other than just teaching me English, he taught me about the 
[American] culture as well. W hile we were talking, he actually gave 
me an idea that maybe I could work for [a] multicultural company since 
I experienced American culture and [my] culture.
Damon needed to choose a branch of study when he was in his second year of 
high school in his home country.
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You have three options pretty much: chemistry and biology, math and 
physics, or social studies. I remember that I told my mom, “W hat if I 
chose chemistry and biology and I ended up in med school?” Some 
way or another I was dissuaded from that idea and I was pushed into 
the math and physics just because that’s what all of them [family 
members] had done. M y line of thought just went with them at that 
point.
Postsecondarv Opportunity in Home Country
In countries with limited educational resources, admission to a university is 
highly competitive. Harrison described how national test scores influence students’ 
career paths in the educational system in his home country:
There are students who are given an exam .. .the same people the same 
day. They get the results and so the person getting 90% gets the first 
chance to pick any college and field he likes.. .so meaning he sets the 
curve. From there, the students below it start getting their chance in 
what is left over. I got 82%, so when I got my chance I had the 
technical institute left. I don’t like physics that much so I didn’t want 
to go there.
Harrison’s parents decided to move the family to the U.S. so their son could 
pursue a medical degree, which he could not have done in his home country due to his 
national exam score.
Jude explained that it was very difficult to be admitted to the university in his 
country. He decided to avoid the competition and go to college abroad.
The decision to come to the U.S. wasn’t made by me. Actually I had a 
lot of choices. The thing is there are not a lot of engineering schools in 
[my country]. Actually there is only one school for engineering. To be 
an engineer you have to participate in a contest. So I could try to get an 
admission at that university school or I could go to Europe because I 
have family in Europe. I could either go there or come here. I had to
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convince my father that it was better for me to come here than to go to 
Europe, so I ended up here.
Brent worked for many years in the radio communication industry, but he 
never lost sight of completing a bachelor’s degree. However, by the time he was 
ready to take this step, the universities in his country were overcrowded with an 
increased number of high school graduates. His age was a liability that greatly 
reduced his chances of being admitted into the university system. Therefore, he 
decided to bring his family to the U.S. to redirect his career and his life. He had every 
intention of completing a bachelor’s degree.
It’s only after 22 years that I lost my job .. .and it’s difficult for 
communications back in [my country] because they have more students 
coming out from [high] school.. ..They don’t have seats in 
colleges.. .they do not have many openings for adults. So I found it 
easier to come here and to do my studies here. W hatever savings I had 
I came here and pursued my studies.
Gina chose not to apply to a university in her country because of poor 
conditions and her perception that the admission process was corrupt. She was 
grateful that her family supported her vision of studying in the U.S.
I never applied to a university in [my country], so I just heard stories 
from other students. It’s hard there as far as library and resources. We 
do lack resources and wouldn’t be able to have projects. So if in lab 
work you really need some information to get and you can’t get it in 
bookstores because it’s a specialized field as for medicine, for example.
So their own university or library lacks the resources. That could be 
one of the problems.
It’s not so easy to get into a university in [my country]. There are 
examinations during the summer. A lot of actually highly honor 
students failed in their exams. I don’t want to believe, but it seems to
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be certain that their exam papers have been misplaced without their 
names on purpose. So it’s really not a good situation.
Jessica’s socioeconomic status affected her chances of going to college in her 
country. She was resigned to go directly into the workforce upon graduation from 
high school. More than a decade later, she furthered her education and became trained 
as a certified nursing assistant. Jessica was persuaded by friends to come to the U.S. 
to follow her ultimate dream of becoming a nurse. She was disappointed when her 
nursing entrance exam score did not qualify her for admittance into the community 
college nursing program. Jessica reconsidered her academic plan and decided to 
prepare for a different health-related occupation.
Because [my country] has one university...som etim es it’s very 
difficult. Now I think it’s a little bit easier down there to get in, but 
before when I was growing up it was very difficult to get in, and mostly 
only people with very much money could go there. I w asn’t fortunate to 
go. After high school, most people go and look for a job, either with the 
government or store or some company or something like th a t.... So I 
became a certified nursing assistant.. .that was building on becoming a 
nurse. M y aim was to become a nurse.
I did all the prerequisites and everything, but then when I took the 
assessment test [at the community college], it didn’t work for me. I 
wasn’t successful... there so therefore I went into massage therapy 
because that was one o f the other areas that I love doing. I love 
working with other people, so I looked for something where I could be 
with people. That’s how I made that decision.
American Community College
Most of the participants in this study reported that they were unfamiliar with 
the American community college system prior to their arrival in the United States.
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Damon and Aaron were exceptions because they had relatives who received degrees in 
the American college system, including community college. Participants had varied 
reasons for choosing to delay application to a four-year college and to attend 
community college instead. The researcher asked all participants: “How did you 
decide to study at a community college?” The quotations in this section are 
illustrative of why international students choose to attend community colleges.
Like many international students, Isabella’s and A va’s language skills were not 
strong enough to be accepted into an American university. They were required to take 
additional English as a Second Language (ESL) courses offered at a community 
college.
Isabella: To get into the university we have to take the SAT or ACT 
test. I was in ESL in high school. I took a couple of times the ACT 
and I took the SAT a couple of times, but my English score was poor. I 
didn’t really try. I skipped it.
Ava: My older sister was here first. She went to a private school on a 
soccer scholarship. W hen I decided to come here to learn English, she 
was helping me look for schools that would offer English as a second 
language. She found a community college that was close to her school.
I would be able to see her once in a while. I was able to get familiar 
with what a community college is. W e do not have community 
colleges back home.
Gavin was attending a technical institute in Illinois with the intent of 
transferring to a four-year institution, but he applied too late. A friend told him about 
the community college he attended, which had a flexible admission policy.
I didn’t have time to transfer to a university. It was late in the 
sum m er....Because I had a friend who was attending [Community 
College 1] and she told me good things about the campus, I said, “Ok,
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let me try it.” I came and saw the school and talked to the counselor 
and so far I like it. I like it a lot! I like all my professors.
Belinda’s parents learned about community colleges through close friends who 
lived in Illinois. They were very protective of their daughter and insisted she be in an 
educational environment they perceived to be safer and better suited for her than a 
university.
Well, I really wanted to go to a university, but certain things like my 
parents w ere.. .they were a lot concerned about the security. You think 
about a country like m ine.. .it would seem a little narrow-minded about 
things. They were like, “Belinda should always be safe.” Men can deal 
with a lot of things, but girls need to be under someone’s care. My 
parents actually wanted me over here with an old family friend, one 
that I ’ve known for 15-20 years now. W e just asked them if  there was 
any college next to them so that I can stay closer to them, not stay with 
them. But they were very generous about that part. I was just like their 
daughter. They were just like, “W hy don’t you just stay with us, why 
stay somewhere else?” So my parents were happy and I think [this 
community college] was the best place to start off.
Hannah: First of all, financially, it’s cheaper to go to a community 
college. I think if I go to a university, I ’ve done that before. I was living 
in a dormitory, living with all those other students, but seeing them 
party all night. Thinking that, I think I would have the tendency to do 
that is another factor. So I said, “No, I ’d rather stay here and move with 
my family. I ’m going to be a very good girl. I ’m going to party, but 
with my cousins.” It’s a different culture. I know how they party and I 
know how we party in the Philippines. It’s kind of like the same, and 
sometimes I do the same; I ’d rather stay home.
Sampling subject areas. Aaron, Ella, Damon, and Isabela found that sampling 
courses during their first year at the community college helped them identify their 
career interests. Aaron said,
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My first economics class, I took it back in high school [Illinois]. I really 
liked it. Then I took another two economics classes here in community 
college - micro - and macroeconomics - and after that I took my 
management class. Then I took my accounting classes and I really 
liked all this stuff. I learned a lot. They helped me to start liking my 
major. There were so many other majors. Other students were telling 
me about chemistry or physics or psychology, but I didn’t see myself 
liking chemistry or physics because actually I ’m not good at them. I 
mean it’s something very delicate.
. . . something too involved... something I don’t like doing. I made the 
decision because o f my classes and hearing things about how the 
business world is and seeing myself in the business world.
Later in the interview, Aaron remembered how a course he disliked impacted 
his career decision:
W hen I was a freshman at [community college], I was really getting 
involved with computers. I was getting better and better so I was 
believing that I could see majoring in computer science.. .but a class 
changed my whole thought about computer science. I didn’t do well.
There were some things I didn’t understand.... I couldn’t see myself in 
a little office all the time at the computer, doing all the programs and 
not seeing people and not socializing. I asked myself, “Do I really want 
to do that?”
Ella had an opportunity to sample courses while working as an au pair. She 
became a full-time international student at the end o f her work commitment.
I’ve always liked biology, but when I first got to [this community 
college] I started studying graphic design. Actually I was here as an au 
pair first. So I didn’t have any counselor or anything yet. I just 
thought I ’d be taking classes and then I’m going to go home. I just 
took a graphics design class and then I took a nutrition class, which is 
biology. That’s how I decided and said, “I’ll just go into biology.”
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Damon followed his fam ily’s direction that he major in business while at the 
community college. However, he became interested in other subjects when he began 
to take the required general education courses. He reported that he was confused 
during his first two years of college because he enjoyed other courses more than 
business courses.
W hat I studied here at [this community college], it was business 
administration that was my m ajor.. .my focus of study. W hile I was 
doing that I was taking other subjects that were of interest to me like 
things in biology and chemistry. I was taking things in social studies, 
which was more of my line of thinking. I was always so frustrated 
because.. .that was what I wanted to do! That was something that I was 
interested in. I would much rather spend three hours of my day reading 
a book on how to treat a disease or help people or learn about art and 
other people than to sit there and try to figure out a balance sheet for 
my accounting class. I just hated the stupid accounting c lass....I 
actually struggled a lot with one of my accounting classes. Incredibly, it 
just dampened my GPA. Finally, I completed the degree in business, 
but I knew that that was not the thing that I wanted to focus on, you 
know, even when I was at [Community College 1], I contemplated 
changing my majors. So many times I said I ’m  going to do art history, 
when most o f the load courses for my semester were like social 
sciences courses. And then there was one semester where I was taking 
mostly science courses.
In the end, Damon decided to integrate social science with business by 
majoring in international studies and finance at his transfer university.
Being an international student...m y degree in international studies 
would open so many more doors for m e .. .either in education or 
working with the community or working in a political field or working 
in the business field.
Isabela was surprised that the community college had such a wide selection of 
courses.
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Yes, there were a lot of courses to choose from. So I took two classes 
... electronics and psychology classes. I found out about industrial 
psychology. That sounded very interesting. I didn’t decide at that time 
because I had to think about my family. I had to decide my major as 
soon as possible.
Harrison fine-tuned his career decision by comparing science courses.
Before last semester I was taking only one science class and three other 
electives and math and all that. But I ’m done with my electives and 
math and everything. So now I’m left with only science classes. So if  I 
do good, I get interested in that then at the time. For example, I ’m 
taking biology and chemistry together.. .and physics. Right now I am 
taking three science classes. I would compare two classes together; 
biology is medicine and chemistry is pharmaceutics. So I would know 
which class I like the best.
If I would like pharmacy, then chemistry leads to pharmacy. Pharmacy 
is winning now because although biology is good, at a point it comes 
with a conflict o f time. It takes 18 years. Pharmacy takes a maximum 
of eight years. You are earning between $70-80,000.
Extracurricular activity. Aaron, Damon, and Ava found it beneficial to be part 
o f an international student panel that made presentations in various classes. They all 
acknowledged that this experience strengthened their communication skills:
Aaron: I am really proud of going to [this community college].
Actually I really liked my last semester because that was the semester 
that I got really involved in school with international presentations.
Some teachers were requesting if  the international students would be 
able to go to their classes and talk about their experiences of the 
American life .. .and how was their life back in their own countries, 
which I really liked. It was a great experience and it also helped you.
Maybe you’re afraid of talking to the public... it gives you another 
small skill to build your sociality.
Damon: W hen I was part of [this community college], I was a member 
of two clubs. One was the Organization of Latin American Students,
OLAS, and the second one was the United Students of All Cultures,
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which was US AC. I think the most important of the two o f them was 
USAC.
One of the ways that it helped me realize the impact that I could have 
was that we used to do panel presentations with international students 
in the classroom. It could be any topic; it could be art, it could be 
education, it could be psychology, depending on the course the 
instructor would have.. .and it helped me realize how I could inform 
people here in the United States about how other cultures function... 
and how I could give them a little piece of my country... .You really see 
the influence the international community can have in this country.
I thought having this international studies degree and doing the panel 
presentations and being a member of an international students club is 
that door. It’s that door for people to come in and look how other 
cultures work and learn how to work with them. Sometimes you have 
this preconception of how people may think or how people may 
perceive other cultures, which is completely wrong sometimes. You 
can learn to help break stereotypes or create a solid image o f what 
people really are and that’s what USAC did for me.
It really comes down to what can I do, being an international person, 
that can educate people here, influence them, and also benefit both my 
country or people who are from that side of the world and people who 
are from this side of the w orld ... and how we can connect and work 
together. But before you do that, you really have to understand the 
other culture.
A va: One thing that I found really helpful was the ability to give 
presentations to classrooms. That was really helpful! To be able to 
talk in front of people and to be able to use the language when it’s not 
your native language.. .talking to people from here and not being shy 
and being able to stand in front o f them and discuss a topic that they are 
discussing in their classroom .. .just giving our point of view. It was 
really helpful being able to be part of student organizations.. .especially 
joining United Students o f All Cultures. That was another great 
experience.
At that point, I knew what I wanted to do, so it didn’t really make a 
difference for me about a major. But it was important for me to be able 
to talk to students from other countries and in a way experience their 
culture, too, and be flexible and understanding of what they’re 
accustomed to and respect that. So that was really important.
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Ella found that an academic student organization at her community college was 
an important source o f support for her decision to pursue a science-oriented career.
Her club involvement led to a student work position in the chemistry department.
I was in the science student club. The advisor needed someone to help 
him over the summer and he asked if  I ’m interested. I did over the 
summer and I continue even now. I really enjoy i t . .. .W e’re doing a 
variety of things in the science c lub ... .Besides meeting other people 
that have the same interests as I do, it just helps me feel like I ’m 
involved and it makes me feel better than just being a student.
There were three participants who held leadership positions at the community 
college they attended. Ava and Gina both held the position of president o f their 
campus international student organizations designed to expose all students to different 
cultures and global issues. They both reported that this opportunity helped them 
develop organizational and networking skills. G ina’s interest in student leadership 
began in high school in her home country.
I started in high school as a student leader. W hen I came here, I was 
certain that I wanted to continue that way. So I wanted to get into the 
international student organization and become an active member and, if 
possible, get into the student leadership council. That way, of course, it 
would look good on my resume. But first o f all my goal was to build 
connections and get to know people.. .explore the American society and 
how it really is, not what I see on television or how other people think 
about it... but build my own perspective on the American society, 
educational system, politics, economics, and social and moral 
problems.
In the future, I’m yearning to make international connections 
throughout the world, not as much on business trips actually, but more 
to certainly explore the world, as I told you before. I like making 
international connections as I see how different societies interact 
between each other. It would make me more close to my goal.
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The admission department in Harrison’s community college recognized his
leadership potential. He became part o f a student recruitment team and represented
the college at various outreach functions. Harrison used his involvement in student
life activities to develop skills that he needed for academic and career success.
I ’m a student ambassador at [my community college] and I’m a student 
senator. I ’m a chairman of three committees and I also do free tutoring. It 
makes you strong. It increases your decision power. Sometimes you have to 
make quick decisions as being a representative of the students. You have to 
make quick and responsible decisions that w on’t have a bad effect on your 
fellow mates.
There’s a saying.. .no pain, no gain. So if you don’t work hard for 
anything, you w on’t know that what you have and what you need and 
w hat’s in yourself and what you have to develop.. ..you come to know 
that I lack this ability... how can I improve? That’s how to 
im prove.. .that knowledge comes from the resources that surround you!
Once you prove you have the better resources you can go ahead of 
other people.
Quality of instruction. Community college instructors who teach technology 
and applied arts need to remain current with industry trends and impart this 
information to their students. Harrison appreciated and used his instructor’s expertise 
and guidance when exploring the field of bioinfomatics as a career choice.
I ’ve lost a good grip on bioinfomatics. Before I used to have a good 
grip, like I used to know what’s going on. I ’ve talked to my teachers 
about that. There has been a consistent downfall in the info technology 
field. If there is a downfall in the base, then there can’t be a foundation 
and they cannot build a building.
My professor works in Abbott Labs....H e has been working with 
viruses and all this stuff and also technology there. He is 
knowledgeable in what's going on currently now. I keep up with them 
and he tells me what's in the current system. I think if I'm going into 
the field .. .and it is uncertain. I cannot put my money on that-I have 
now decided to be in pharmaceutics.
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Ava was inspired by her instructors’ dedication to the fine arts and support of 
her creative ideas. They instilled in her a level of confidence that she never had 
before. Ava was pleasantly surprised that the community college had high-quality and 
affordable resources for art students.
M y teachers are passionate just like me. They are passionate for art. I 
would come up with an idea and present that to them. They would help 
me find ways for me to make that. They have been very helpful, 
especially the facilities here at [Community College 1]. I was really 
glad to take my 3D class... design, and to be able to work with bronze, 
for exam ple... experience different materials and mediums. That was 
very important. It brought me back to my childhood, playing with 
simple things back home and now it’s just getting fancy. The college 
here is providing ways or things for m e ... making it easy for me to 
make my art, which is something that I didn’t have back home. It 
would be more expensive, maybe, to find a school that would offer 
everything that I was exposed to here.
Hannah said that the community college provided a more personalized learning 
environment than she was accustomed to as a student back home. She had several 
instructors who took a special interest in her academic and personal welfare. They 
provided the encouragement she needed to complete the prerequisite courses for her 
major in healthcare.
In my experiences here the professors are very helpful. One of my 
English professors taught me a lot and he’s always been there for me.
Another example is my biology professor. People look at him like he’s 
a hard professor. They don’t know how he wants the students to 
perform well. And then on the other side he’s like a father figure. After 
class he’s like, “Those things are hard. Just do whatever you have to 
do and you’re going to make it.” H e’s like a dad figure.
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M any international students have academic, career, and nonacademic concerns 
(e.g., social, cultural, financial) that are similar to American students (Lin & Yi,
1997). However, the nature and degree of their concerns are distinctive by virtue of 
being from a foreign country. The international students in this study had diverse 
career goals influenced by unique factors including academic challenges, immigration 
status, and financial limitations. For some, commitment to family and conditions out 
of their control also played a role in the decisions they made.
Academic Challenges
Academic achievement is integral to career development for international 
students. Their sole purpose for coming to the U.S. is to pursue an education that will 
support their career aspirations. Common academic issues for international students 
include adjusting to the American educational system, selecting appropriate courses, 
learning relevant study skills, and feeling more comfortable reading, writing, and 
speaking in English (Lin, 2000).
Hannah found the American education system to be more difficult because 
students were expected to be more independent than in her country.
This structure of education... it’s hard. In [my country], when you
went to a university we all have the same class. I t’s different
there.. .you have the same people in the same subjects in the university.
It’s not like you’re going to go by yourself all the time and then 
studying by yourself all the tim e... it’s not easy. You have a big
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support system in [my country]. In here [U.S.] you have to rely on 
yourself most of the tim e.. .we have to go solo.
Isaac was still adjusting to the academic demands at his community college 
after three semesters. Like most international students, English is Isaac’s second 
language and translation of some material can be difficult.
Actually it's a matter o f .. .let's say ... it takes three hours to finish 
reading one chapter for international students. No, n o .. .it takes two 
hours for American students to read one chapter, but for international 
students it takes 10 hours or 20 hours. I think it takes time to study in 
the United States. Then the rest o f the time they have to do community 
service and club activities. It's very hard.
Jessica confronted a decision about remaining in one o f the required massage 
therapy courses for her program of study. The instructional content of this course went 
against her cultural and spiritual values.
W hen I went to the first day o f class.. .1 knew this is conflicting with 
my spiritual belief, my family upbringing, my culture, and everything.
I know if was to go back to my country and perform this particular 
thing, I would not practice on anybody. I would be a failure.. .nobody 
would accept it.
It was required for my degree, but there was an alternative that I w asn’t 
made aware o f earlier. So I went to the office and I dropped the class.
So that is one thing that conflicted with my culture. It was based on 
what I believed.. .it was against my spiritual belief. It was, you know, 
contrary to everything that I was taught.
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Immigration Status and Restrictions
International students need to abide by the legal conditions of coming to the 
U.S. for educational purposes. Time limitations are inherent in maintaining F -l 
student status. M any students try to postpone their home return by requesting a 
student visa extension or attempting to change their visa status. The following 
excerpts illustrate how visa status can affect international students’ academic and 
career decisions.
The community college that Hannah and Diana attend does not admit 
international students into the nursing program. Hannah said, “It depends on my 
immigration status. If we change our status this year, I want to really pursue nursing at 
[this community college], but if we don’t have it yet, I ’m going to pursue physical 
therapy.” It was also Diana’s understanding that her immigration status would 
disqualify her from the nursing program. “So far as I know, you have to be a 
permanent resident to start in a nursing program at [my community college]. I don’t 
think it will be any easier at any other college in the area.” Diana decided to abandon 
her initial goal o f going into nursing and follow a business program instead.
H arrison’s testimony is representative o f how some international students try 
to plan their education in consort with the legal status o f their parents or other family 
members. He was also concerned about meeting his financial obligation in a timely 
manner.
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First of all, it would take me long, long years to complete my degree in 
medical school [in U.S.], plus it’s really expensive to be a medical 
student.
There have been issues.. . .Basically, when I researched the healthcare 
field I wanted to become a neurosurgeon, but it takes 18 years here.
That’s too long. M y father and mother are already senior citizens so 
they want me to graduate as soon as possible and take responsibility 
with the house and to start earning instead o f paying for my tu ition ... .1 
was looking through the stuff and I ran into a couple of different 
sources. I found out that nursing was a good option. It was called a 
medical assistant. The other thing was that I have to be in the U S A ....
I ’ll be on an F -l visa. I ’ll have a visa for five years. If I complete my 
visa within five years, I ’ll have to go back to [my country]. By the time 
my father and mother will be citizens... it takes five years. So I have to 
select a program that takes six years and I’ll get a green card.
Financial Strain
International students are required to provide documentation o f available funds 
to cover their entire proposed course of study. The reality is that their financial 
support sometimes decreases for unforeseen reasons while school expenses often 
increase. Therefore, financial pressure can affect the choices these students make 
about their education and ultimately their career path. Ava bluntly stated, “M oney is 
the biggest thing that influences my decisions.”
The tuition rate for international students in community colleges is typically 
two to three times that of residents. W hen they choose the wrong course, fail a course, 
or change majors, there are severe financial consequences. Exploring majors is 
sometimes financially prohibitive, as illustrated by E lla’s comments:
If I w asn’t an international student I could just take any classes and it’s 
not a problem because it’s not as expensive. You could just experiment 
a little more and just play around with your classes when making
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decisions versus if you’re an international student you have to make 
sure what you’re doing is what you want because it costs a lot of 
money. You have to make sure that you study real hard because if  you 
fail it, it’s a lot of money that you’ve lost.
Isaac is concerned about the financial sacrifice that his parents are making for 
him. He wants to learn about money management and work in the area o f finance so 
he can fulfill his obligation to repay them.
M y parents are investing. It costs a lot of money to study in the United 
States. I pay like $6,000 per semester. So after I graduate, I have to 
pay them back. I have to earn all the money to cover the costs. Yeah, I 
want to do this.
Diana wants to eventually transfer to a four-year school to complete a 
bachelor’s degree in business. She has delayed this step because of the cost. Diana 
has already accumulated over 80 semester credits and is running out of courses to take 
at the community college for a business major. She knows that her associate degree in 
liberal studies will not get her far in business management in the U.S., or in her 
country. “Everywhere we have to count our possibilities of m oney... this is the 
reality. Everything is very costly.” She mentioned that she might start an additional 
program of study at the community college in order to save money and retain her 
student visa status.
Commitment to Family
As discussed earlier in this chapter, findings from this exploratory study 
revealed that family has an important influence on selection of academic major and
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occupation. A related finding was that some career-related decisions had serious 
consequences not only for themselves, but also for family members. There were three 
participants, Ava, Jessica, and Ella, who addressed this issue.
Ava: I am a very sensitive person and would do anything for my 
family. W ith that said, I know that if a major thing happens to my 
family that I can take the lead and solve, or perhaps minimize the 
suffering, I will not think twice and change the course of my career 
path.
Jessica: I wonder what are the advantages and the disadvantages from 
making these decisions.. .25% of them would be for my benefit and it 
would be 75% on how it would affect others around me.
E lla: I just consider most of the pros and cons. That is how it helps me 
to make an actual decision. Obviously, most of the time it’s not just 
about me, so it has to be positive about everybody else, too. For 
instance, the coming to A m erica.. .it wasn’t just going to affect me, but 
it was going to affect my mom and my brother. So I had to make a 
decision whether the benefits outweighed not being close to my family 
or not and whether they’re ok with me coming here.
Influence of W ork-Related Experiences
Although the 19 participants in this study had a range o f work-related 
experiences, only three participants were employed full time prior to coming to the 
U.S. There were 11 participants who had campus jobs, which is one o f three 
employment categories that are approved by the U.S. Department of State (2007). The 
other two types of sanctioned work are curricular practical training (CPT) and optional 
practical training (OPT).
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W ork in Home Country
Isaac spent time in the military after high school. He learned organizational, 
communication, leadership, and self-management skills.
I learned a lot o f things in the army. I was a prison guard. W hat I did 
was take the prisoners to the court and then took them back to the 
prison. W hen their friends or families come to the prison and they 
would talk to them, I had to write down their conversations. I worked 
as a security guard. I learned some responsibility. M ost importantly, I 
became very healthy. I did tae-kwon-do 10 hours every day.
Some people think that spending two years and two months in the army is 
wasting time because it's mandatory. But I didn’t think so. I learned a lot of 
things. I learned how to be familiar with the people who I don't know. I 
learned people skills.
Jessica became unfulfilled in her work for a manufacturing company and 
decided to be trained as a nurse. “I was working in [my country] with a company for 
over 12 years. I was a line supervisor. I decided that it was time to make a change.” 
Brent worked in an industry that no longer required the radio communication 
skills he trained for years earlier. He responded to this trend by moving his family to 
the U.S. to redirect his career.
The thing that affected more my career decision was my job in that 
field for 22 years; I thought it would be easier for me to do my studies 
than to go into something new. In 1999, the shipping industry changed 
the world from wireless communication to satellite communication. So 
in 1999 they devalued the workforce of radio, but my company still 
kept us till 2002. Then I knew that someday they would take us from 
the ships, so I decided it would be better to come and pursue my 
studies.
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After Frank graduated from the university in his home country, he had 
difficulty finding work in the music industry. He worked in sales for a period before 
finding his true occupational interest -w orking with children. He has been taking 
prerequisite courses at his community college so he can transfer into a m aster’s degree 
program in elementary education.
So I went from there and started school and then things changed a little 
bit after school. It's a very competitive industry to get into. It's a big 
industry, but there are not a lot o f job openings in it. If I could do it 
again I may have done some things differently. As a business decision, 
when I decided to go ahead and pursue that career I knew it wasn't the 
smartest thing to specialize in the area that I did for the foreseeable 
future. I didn't know how highly competitive the job market would be.
It's not what you know, but who you know in music.
W hen I graduated, there was no clear way for me to go. I really didn't 
know what to do. It was strange for two years. I'm  24 now and I 
graduated when I was 22. No one told me. O f course I applied for jobs 
left and right. It was difficult to secure the job I was looking for, so I 
did other work. I did sales, customer services, and I really [tried] to 
decide what I wanted to do since the first year I went to college.
Every summer I've spent in [U.S.] working at summer camps. It's the 
best place I've ever b een .. .the best people. So every summer I've been 
doing that knowing that when I graduate, I ’m going to get a real job.
The fact that the audio and stuff didn’t come through and that I didn’t 
get a job there actually was a good thing. It cleared my mind to give it 
some time to think exactly what it is that I want to do. Through talking 
with friends here in the states and my parents and former teachers, I 
kind o f decided. I always said I wouldn’t do this, but now I think I 
want to be a teacher. I want to be a science teacher.
I think if you can make even the smallest difference in any of these 
kids’ lives, it is a positive thing and then you’ve done your job. It's only 
been in the last year that this kind of all made sense about what I've 
been doing. I have to decide whether I want to be part o f this for the 
rest of m y life because I love it so much. It’s such a huge part o f me 
now. So that was one of the important factors for coming here to [this 
community college] to become a teacher.
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Campus W ork
There are a limited number of campus work opportunities for international 
students. Many student jobs at community colleges are federally funded, making them 
inaccessible to this student group (Department of State, 2007). The following 
quotations from Aaron, Ava, Ella, Carla, and Harrison exemplify how working on 
campus influenced their career decisions:
Aaron: I got my job here on campus working for the Small Business 
Development Center, which was a really good experience. That helped 
me learn a lot of other stuff, you know, like how they do the work in 
the office... what are the requirements to getting started in your own 
business? They were also offering classes to people who wanted to 
start their own business so they can know what they were doing. It was 
very nice. I was kind o f the secretary there. That was another great 
experience by being here at [this community college],
A va: I am currently working in the theatre at [Community College 1] as 
a theatre technician. So I ’m doing everything from building sets to 
hanging lights, doing the lights of the show. I’m backstage assisting 
the artists that come in to perform, something that I really enjoy, being 
backstage and talking to people from all kinds of backgrounds. It’s 
really nice, but I also have been looking for jobs off campus, at 
museums or art galleries. Even hotels, I have been thinking... trying to 
organize events and being part of that. For me, it is important to be 
interacting with people. I really like that part.
E lla: Recently, I ’m actually enjoying working in the chemistry lab ... so 
possibly [I’d like] a lab setting. I enjoy doing that. If I do continue 
doing medicine then I’ll obviously be a doctor. Now I am getting 
experience and I know that I actually enjoy being in a lab setting. I can 
actually go towards a medical career that is more lab-related versus if  I 
hadn’t actually had the experience. Then I wouldn’t know what it is 
that I enjoy.
Carla: I ’m working in the computer lab for 20 hours a week. It’s helps 
me to make money and learn some skills about com puters.. .something 
I had never learned before. I bring my computer to America, but I used 
[my country’s] system. W hen I come to here, I need to use American
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system, which I never used before. I need to use American system 
when I started working in the computer lab, so I started learning better 
English. I think it’s helped me.
M ost institutions of higher learning in the U.S. provide detailed information 
about their programs and admission procedures on Internet websites for current and 
prospective students. Ava relied on computer technology to help her choose a four- 
year transfer school.
I got information by going on the Internet and just looking for universities in 
Illinois.. .by typing in searches on their websites and looking for their 
undergrad programs and international student fees to be able to enroll.
Right now I’m just gathering information at those colleges that I can find the 
courses I want to do. I ’ll have to make a decision soon.
Harrison: Campus work helps my career path indirectly... meaning that 
if  you’re working on campus, you would know what other resources 
are available on campus. So if  you’re working on campus, you know 
that the library is a good resource to get information that you need 
about the career. It doesn’t speak specific about the career.. .but helps 
you find important things. Also, at the place I’m working we have 
been supports to different people.. .like an em ployee.. .we go to 
different offices. So I have almost worked in each and every 
department in the college. It’s like enhancing your resources...like 
banking your resources. It’s banking the information so you can use it 
for the future.
Harrison works at the reception desk of the counseling center at his community 
college. He added the following comments:
It helps you increase your oral communication skills. That helps, for 
example, if  you want to go be a physical therapist. One of the things 
that you need is patience. If you were on the job, there are some 
students who give you a hard time on the phone. So if  you want to go 
into that field you have to have patience.
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Volunteer W ork
Several participants found time to volunteer their service, knowing that it was a 
way to explore career options or gain experience in their potential field of work. This 
was an opportunity to experience the American workplace and network with 
professional mentors. The following quotations from Ava, Hannah, Ella, and Harrison 
were selected to illustrate the impact their volunteer work had on their career planning:
A va: Last summer I volunteered with a group of artists in downtown 
Elgin. W e painted a mural. It is public art for anyone to come by and 
see. It was really a great thing for me to be able to work with different 
artists as a group, because before I would work by myself. This time I 
was able to discuss ideas with other people and agree on something and 
make it come true. It was really interesting to be able to work with 
them ... .Now w e’re with a different project. W e’re taking our art to 
Canada to an art show in May. I have other opportunities by my art 
being exposed to other places, not just at school.
Hannah: I help my aunts. They have a home health business. I go there 
because I want to see how they do i t . .. .I’m going to pursue nursing and 
I’m going to be exposed to all those things....This is an experience for 
me, even though I can’t earn money. It’s kind of like a practice to me.
In the future, if  I ’m going to get a job in here, I ’ll be able to say that I 
did th is .. .1 can do that. I am kind of like a volunteer... .If I have done 
my jobs at home, like cleaning and stuff, I go in the [home healthcare] 
office. I t’s a wonderful experience. It’s like in the future when I 
become a nurse I ’m going to work with them because they visit 
patients.
E lla: One of my friends was telling me that she wanted to volunteer 
somewhere. I said, “I’ll do it with you.” I looked around at the places 
you can volunteer and I thought maybe a hospital? I looked into [local] 
hospital and got training and I started in June of this year.. ..I’ve been 
talking to some of the doctors there and hearing what it’s like. That also 
plays a part into it.
I work in two different parts ... in the front desk, looking up 
information, and the other part is working in the ER, just helping
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patients that are there. You don’t get to do actual stuff, but you see the 
environment.
H arrison: I had opportunities to go to the hospitals and work there.
They were looking for people to help. I thought I would help. The 
schools were closed.. .everything was closed... what do you do? I used 
my time and I worked for a month. I got some experience. I saw some 
incidents. I experienced like how good [life can be]. How good the 
world is. At the time, it was a team like, “I want to help them.” There 
were so small bits of experience that helps all the way through.
Influence of Intrapersonal Factors
Self-Efficacy
Self-efficacy is defined as “people’s beliefs about their capability to organize 
and execute courses of action required to attain designated types of performances” 
(Bandura, 1986, p. 391). These beliefs are acquired through learning. They are raised 
through success experiences and lowered through failure experiences. Related to self- 
efficacy are outcome expectations and personal goals. These three factors interact and 
affect an individual’s career decision making (Liptak, 2001).
International students have invested a lot both physically and emotionally to 
study in the U.S. They appreciate this opportunity and feel pressured to be successful 
and make their families proud. Several o f the participants talked about the importance 
of believing in themselves, as the following quotations illustrate:
Isaac: Actually, I was a very pessimistic person, but in the army I 
became very positive.
Previously I was not going to apply to [an eastern university] because I 
was kind of afraid of failing. I was afraid that I wouldn’t be accepted.
I ’m now going to apply to [an eastern university] this sem ester.... I
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found my possibility... my potential. That's why I decided not to leave 
this country and to instead transfer to another school to study more.
Ava: Sometimes I’m just trying to imagine w hat’s going to happen and 
I see one good thing and a ton of bad things that could happen with my 
decisions. I can really be an obstacle to myself. I have to believe in 
myself and remind myself [of] that from time to time.
Aaron: The United States is a country of a lot o f opportunities. Be wise
and be fast also with your decisions. If you make good decisions,
you’re going to do well. I came to the point of believing sometimes that
people say, “Oh, I can’t.” But sometimes they just don’t want
to . . .maybe sometimes you are going to go out under the most difficult
circumstances, but that is the time you are going to prove
yourself.. .who you a re .. .what you can do and get some respect from
other people. That is an important thing in your life. I believe that’s
why every person has to have a goal in his life ... to show who they
really are and what they can do by themselves.
D iana: I know that I am a person.. .1 am an intelligent person, but I 
know my weaknesses. For example, I know that I am not very good in 
math and this is important knowledge to choose your classes. I know I 
am not very good in accounting or statistics. I know I can resolve some 
problems. I know I can write well. In my speeches I am not very 
shy .. .so all that knowledge I can use to choose my classes or whatever 
in my career or any o f my decisions.
Faith: I m ean... I wasn’t trusting myself in accounting, but I ’m pretty 
good in math and I knew that I wanted to do something like th a t.. .but I 
w asn’t 100 % sure. W hen I came here I said, “ I ’ll give it a shot.” 
Actually, that’s what I like and I hope to get into business in the real 
working world. That’s when I ’ll see if I really like it.
For now I think it’s a good decision because I know what my strengths 
are. I know I am good in numbers. I know I am not good in science 
and I would hate to see me as a doctor or nurse, even though it’s so 
popular here.
I also received a scholarship from here. It was an excellent scholarship; 
it was the turning point o f my life because it’s the only scholarship for 
all the international students here. W hen I received that, I thought, 
because before that I was getting good grades, I wasn’t believing in 
myself as much. Then, when I received that scholarship, I thought, 
“W ow!” I was like, “Wow, I can do it!” That made me feel very proud
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of myself, very confident in myself; since then I think that is what 
keeps me going.
Harrison: There’s a saying.. .no pain, no gain. So if you don’t work 
hard for anything, you w on’t know that what you have and what you 
need and w hat’s in yourself and what you have to develop.... you come 
to know that I lack this ability ... how can I improve? That’s how to 
im prove.. .that knowledge comes from the resources that surround you.
Once you prove you have the better resources you can go ahead of 
other people.
Gina: I want to study in [my country] and make a life there... .What 
really would be essential for me in the future is to make a difference in 
your country. Of course, I can’t make it alone. I believe in the 
team w ork...that good spirit. I believe that’s my future. I always try to 
stay optimistic.
So I guess I ’m becoming a grow nup.. .so I really know my point of 
view and the only way I can go to the debate with others. I ’m not a 
person who likes conflict. But certainly I am starting to build a strong 
point o f view of my own.
Response to Critical Events
Environmental conditions and events that are outside o f a person’s control 
influence career decisions (Niles & Hartung, 2000). There were three participants, 
Diana, Damon, and Aaron, who elaborated on experiences that affected their career 
plans in different ways.
Diana: I think my personal decision became that I wanted to be an 
international student around the time o f September 11. I was in New 
York at this time. I felt the power o f the nation.. .the power of this 
people when they came together.... I just wrapped up what I brought 
from [my country], I just decided to be here.
Damon had a personal crisis during his second year at the community college. 
His mother became very ill back home and he almost needed to end his study in the
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U.S. and return to be with family. Instead, his father brought his wife to the U.S. for 
intensive medical treatment. Damon reported that during this period he was very 
confused about his academic and career decisions:
First o f all, I changed my major. It was no longer...w ell.. .my plan was 
to get the business administration as an associates degree. I was going 
to get a business degree.. .either economics or finance as a bachelor’s 
degree.
W ith my m om ’s situation... it almost caused this like rebel thing in me 
where I just didn’t want to do i t . . .1 didn’t want to study... I didn’t want 
to do anything! Everything was affected. I was completely confused 
on what I wanted to d o .. .who I was. I don’t have my mom now ... and 
this was when she was still alive.
I decided in a brilliant moment that I was going to culinary school. I 
think it was because I didn’t want to do anything else and I figured 
w ell... I have to do something, so why don’t I just cook? It was one of 
those irrational decisions that make you say and do things that you are 
like, “Man, that was bad! That was just a mistake!”
Aaron almost had to return to his country to fulfill a military obligation, which 
he considered to be a personal crisis. He was worried that the course o f his career plan 
would be interrupted and permanently altered.
Yes, it was more than a month and they told me that it would be three 
weeks. .. .So I called and accidentally I talked with the secretary in 
admissions. She told me that everything is fine and it’s like, “I haven’t 
received a letter yet?” I remember that day .. .1 was at my work here 
[Community College 1]. I mean I was ready to cry. It was the 
biggest...
It was amazing! It was amazing! ... [T] taking the stress out of the 
m ilitary... it gave me the power to spread my wings and fly! I was 
feeling so happy! Nothing else mattered to me. That was the most 
important thing because I was so proud of attending such a great 
school. I postponed my army or my military service until probably I 
believe 2012 or 2013.
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Decision Making
Findings in this study revealed factors that influence the career decisions of 
international students attending American community colleges. The ability to make 
appropriate decisions is one o f the central issues of career planning for all students. 
International students are particularly pressured to make decisions that satisfy not only 
themselves but also other stakeholders in their success, such as family. Belinda 
commented that she constantly asks herself, “Am I doing right or wrong?”
Isaac: Most of the international students had come to the United States 
because they want to make their future, right? It costs a lot. It is a very 
big burden for their families. So it's a very hard decision, right? Once 
they come here... I don't know how to express.. .after they finish their 
study.. .study in the United States will be very meaningful.
E lla: I think right now it’s more about me, than it was before. Before I 
considered more about my family. Now, since I ’m used to being here 
and I’m comfortable with being away from my family, it’s easier to 
make decisions on my own.
A va: It’s always hard to make choices. How do you know if  it is the 
right one? I always like to talk to my mom, especially about decisions I 
have to make. At some point we have to grow up, unfortunately. I like 
to discuss with my mom and my friends and just listen to what people 
have to say and think for myself, o f course. I try to imagine how I 
would feel with that decision and sometimes we have to go through 
things that we don’t necessarily want to, but again we have to look 
ahead and say, “Hey this is for a certain amount of time and after that it 
will be what I really want.”
Carla: It’s hard making good decisions because things change every 
day. You want to think about [the] school I want next, I ’m kind of 
[going to] stay here. I will make a decision and then follow it, but 
things keep changing.
G ina: I really try to match my own feelings with the decisions that I 
make. But of course, it’s going to be my own personal view. It’s going 
to be a big headache. Something that I used to believe very deeply
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comes to you sometimes in your life ... [then] you encounter some 
situations that contradict with your own childhood.
It depends on if it’s a decision that matters only to me, decisions that 
matter [to] other people as well or if  it matters only for other and not 
m e ....If  it’s going to involve other people as well, of course it’s more 
responsibility. There’s a method that my teacher taught me about.. .a 
matter o f eliminating. I always try to use that method and try to think 
about all the valid points.. .what about bad things that would affect me 
if I make that kind of decision.. .what are the good sides of it? I try to 
make an analysis.
I must say that when I make decisions. M aybe it’s in my nature as a 
female person, but I try to make it comfortable for everyone.. .so that 
everyone would feel ok with my decisions. Everyone wouldn’t feel 
alone.. .that certain someone isn’t left behind.
Diana: The good thing about me is that I make decisions by myself. I 
am the kind of person that doesn’t have to be directed by anybody. It 
doesn’t mean that I don’t take advice or that I do not talk to anybody 
else, but I like to see what my opportunities are. I ’ve got very good 
consultants, such as my husband. He is much more “cool” about the 
stuff. I ’m a very emotional person and I like to do the stuff right now.
Like most international students today, Isaac searched for information about 
the American educational system on the Internet before he made a decision about 
where to attend college.
A lot of people in [my country].. .a lot of college students.. .they're very 
interested in going to the United States to study. Ok, this is a very 
interesting fact. Students from [my country] know about American 
colleges much better than American students. They have a whole lot of 
information. They do rankings. That’s very interesting, 
righ t?.. .Actually, there are a lot of international students from [my 
country] in the United S tates,.. .and there is a very famous website for 
international students.. .and they get a lot of information from that 
website.
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Career Resources
The second research question was in two parts: (a) W hat do international 
students identify as resources that help them with their career decisions? (b) W hat 
resources do they feel are lacking? Questions were asked to prompt participants to 
describe their experiences with utilizing resources that helped them make career- 
related decisions (see Appendix G). A final component of this research question was: 
What recommendations might you make to improve the career development of 
international students attending community colleges?
The resources used by the participants in this study are clustered into three 
primary categories: (a) academic, (b) computer technology, and (c) career and 
advising services. The presentation o f data for the second research question is 
organized according to these categories, beginning with the category most frequently 
mentioned by the participants.
Academic Resources
Instructors
Community college faculty members are a rich source of information about 
majors and careers, particularly in applied fields o f study. They routinely network 
with professionals who work in their fields to remain current on job skills and 
employment trends.
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M ost international students find that relationships with instructors are more 
informal in the U.S. as compared to their countries. This was an adjustment for many 
of the participants initially. Hannah’s description of her experience illuminated the 
researcher’s understanding of this transition:
In [my country] you have to be in class.. .you have to greet the 
professor before and after he leaves. W e’re like, “Good morning, 
m a’am or sir.” On my first day o f class here, my professor called my 
name and I stood up! I asked myself, “W hy are my classmates looking 
at me like I ’m crazy?” Then the professor said, “No, you don’t have to 
stand up.” Because it’s kind of like respect.. .like when you talk to 
your elder you have to stand up and you have to raise your hand .... It’s 
so different!
Participants praised their community colleges for having smaller and more 
personalized classes than those in major universities. They all came to value 
classroom discussion and having accessible and helpful instructors. Hannah 
apparently adjusted to this more informal relationship with instructors. W hen asked 
what helped her most in her career planning she immediately responded, “Professors 
are number one! I can easily talk to our professors.”
Gina elaborated on how one of her instructors opened her eyes to the world of 
business, which she intends to major in at her transfer four-year school:
.. .maybe my financial accounting teacher. It was my first semester
here and suddenly I w asn’t so much into American business
w orld .. . .Suddenly, when I heard about Enron, I was like “Oh!” It was
interesting and o f course he was talking about the business world and
how to make profits. It opened a different perspective in my
m ind .. .but first the business world I looked at different.. .1 don’t mean
it in such a bad way. It was really a good way to prompt a new
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perspective o f the world and keep competitive in netw orking.. .keep 
building your professional image and reputation.
Library
M any international students don’t have access to extensive library facilities in 
their home countries. Several of the participants referred to the library at their 
community colleges as an important resource to learn more about their majors and 
related careers. Gina plans to major in international business.
I wasn’t really aware what services are provided here.. .so the first 
thing is going to the library. The library is the first thing that 
[international] students u se ... .After awhile I would discover the library 
was a good place to b e .... I really liked the section they had on 
international books. They had some o f them in the career section. I 
was just reading and reading.
Harrison used the library extensively to learn more about occupations. In fact, 
he and Isaac both mentioned that they wished the library was open 24 hours a day.
H arrison: I use books. I spend most of my day in the library. If I ’m not 
in class.. .if I ’m not eating, I ’ll be in the library. There are some 
books.. .one of the books recently published was 300 Best Jobs Without 
a Four-Year Degree.
Isaac: I read a lot. Anything, novels, magazines, like I said, the book I 
told you about. I have a career, and there are some people who went 
through the career for me previously. I really want to know what 
they're thinking right now, and how their process they went through.
They went through them. I could learn a lot of things from reading the 
book, right?
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Campus Activities
Two participants said they go to special events on campus to get information 
about transfer schools or learn about careers.
For example, Jude got information about transfer schools at the annual college 
fair, including the names of international advisors to contact. He mentioned that it 
would be helpful if this event were held earlier in the academic year: “It happened in 
February. The problem w as.. .the problem between the college fair and the 
[application] deadline for international students. You could hold the college fair 
during fall semester instead of spring.”
Harrison volunteered for an annual campus event to learn more about the 
healthcare field.
One of the resources I can think of is the Health Services 
D epartm ent.. .the nurses. W e have a Health Day where nurses come.
They have a room set up where we measure your blood pressure and 
how you’re doing and everything. At the time I see people wearing a 
white coat and helping people. That was like a good feeling that I get, 
so I worked for them for my knowledge.
Harrison also noted when special presentations and discussion groups were 
taking place on campus. He said his participation helped him think about his future:
Sometimes I walk around the campus and think about my future. It’s a 
lot of time between summer and autumn. Autumn is a good time for 
thinking, making and setting goals for the new academic year....So 
during that time I walk around the campus, I see new ideas and so 
many posters and [who are leading] discussions. Certainly there are 
[some discussions] that I cannot attend, so what I do is an online search 
for [information related to] somebody coming around talking about
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Asian problems [or] their life during Katrina or the Tsunami. So I [do] 
more demographic or economic research on that subject.
Computer Technology
All but one of the participants utilized online resources to get information 
about their majors, transfer schools, and occupational trends. Brent stated, “Yes, you 
have to have a job. I ’ve been researching on the web. There are a lot o f openings for 
the associates degree in my field.”
Like most international students today, Isaac searched for information about 
the American educational system on the Internet before he made a decision about 
where to attend college.
A lot o f people in [my country],. .a lot o f college students.. .they're very 
interested in going to the United States to study. Ok, this is a very 
interesting fact. Students from [my country] know about American 
colleges much better than American students. They have a whole lot of 
information. They do rankings. That’s very interesting right? Actually, 
there are a lot o f international students from [my country] in the United 
S tates,.. .and there is a very famous website for international 
students.. .and they get a lot of information from that website.
In contrast to Isaac’s comments, Brent indicated that more information is 
needed in his country about educational and career opportunities in the U.S.:
If more information could be provided back home in my country about 
what careers in colleges over here provide, what they would need to 
study to get into those careers, that would be a real help.
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Edmond was in the computer technology program at his community college 
and he was, therefore, naturally inclined to access occupational information on the 
Internet.
The most helpful thing was information. The more you are in touch 
with all the news and the media and the Internet, you know more 
w hat’s going on in the m arket...what is im portant.. .what fie ld .. .who is 
making money. You are aware of the choices you have in terms of 
business. So if  you consider information and by observing it and 
achieving the right facts, I think you will make the right decisions.
Damon used various websites featured in the computer lab in the Office of 
Career Services to learn about careers he was considering.
Going to the research on the Internet and it just shows you there.
Especially if  you go to, like, art history .. .options are either you work in 
a museum or you are a teacher. That’s pretty much what it comes 
down to. To work in a museum, that happens once every .. .it’s a very 
small field!
Counseling Services
Some of the participants utilized counseling and academic advising services to 
help them design an educational plan that would help them meet their career goals. 
However, this was not a primary source of information for most of the international 
students in this study. The findings related to this career resource category were the 
most inconsistent. Participants expressed mixed opinions about the value of 
counseling services for their career development, as the following examples point out.
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Damon was the only participant who met with a counselor for an 
assessment of his career interests. He stated that he visited the career services 
office frequently to peruse occupational information:
Well, I was doing a lot of research on the Internet and also going to 
Career Services. I did that for all of the careers that I was going for. 
Then you started looking at the percentages of the people that had the 
degree and were actually employed. The Office o f Career Services has 
a lot of resources where you can go in and look at the descriptions of 
every career and what [careers] you can go into and the [future] 
workforce [trend].
Gavin stressed the importance o f working with one counselor who 
understood international students:
It [counseling] is pretty useful because most of the questions I asked 
are things that I don’t know .. .so I go there and usually I get my 
answ er.. ..After a couple of times, if  it’s the same person, they actually 
know your needs. They get to know you a little better so there’s more 
like a personal relation. I think it’s very important. Also, you begin 
your trust. I think it’s important more for internationals because it’s 
kind of hard to go and talk to somebody you don’t know for the first 
time.
Harrison took advantage of career workshops available at his 
community college.
The career workshops basically help you to know what’s going on in 
the market right now. How should you be approaching the market? 
How should you be preparing for the jobs? W hat is the cycle of the 
jobs? How we should be creating resumes and stuff. Basically, we are 
preparing for your job in five years.
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Brent was concerned that most counselors are unfamiliar with the educational 
requirements and work restrictions that international students need to abide by.
Yes, because I needed to see a counselor the other day ... the first time I 
went and that lady couldn’t understand my problems. It would be nice 
to go and see a person that would know about it. When I went to see 
that person yesterday, he advised me and told me what to do. Some of 
them really don’t know what the work restrictions for international 
students are and how you can go about doing it.
Jessica was very concerned that counselors at her community college did not 
have enough academic and career information to help her with decisions.
They were not very successful, sorry. The last time I went to the 
counselor and I asked the question, she didn’t have the answer. I mean I 
believe that not everybody would have an answer, but it was simple 
enough that she should know and she didn’t know and she was new.
Some other time I fell into conflict with a decision that I should [make] 
and I made a decision and then we have to go and do it. It’s about twice 
I came here to a counselor and that was, the last one wasn’t 
really .. .well, that wasn’t helpful.
I think that’s the main thing. I think one thing they should d o ... I think 
they should have meetings where the counselors sit with the heads of 
department and they should have a better understanding about what 
goes on in a department. For example, in the massage therapy 
departm ent...because each department has its own head. They should 
have somebody who is in charge o f it and they should all sit together 
and enlighten each other about what really goes on and what are some 
consequences, of course, in making some of the decisions. It seems as 
though each department is like an individual unto itself and everybody 
operates within their own school.
I must say, too, there was one counselor that was here some time ago 
when I just started. She would used to guide me on because she had a 
lot of experience with international students.
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Gina was quite reluctant to utilize counseling services to help her with 
academic and career planning. The following excerpt illustrates how cultural variables 
affect the counseling experience:
The counseling advising.. .1 don’t want to say, but I was kind of afraid 
to go there .. .as if I ’m going to be punished.. .1 don’t know why. Some 
people, as I found out, tend to be more secretive o f their things and 
their own goals.
I don’t want to disturb them, but when they go to the advising, it might,
I think be a big issue for them .. .it’s just personal privacy. If they say 
something, it might just open their wound too w ide.. .they might lose 
something of their own. I do respect people’s opinions so I try to be 
very careful. I ’m going to a different society.. .a different country. In 
similar country to me, they’re constantly advising. They’re telling their 
people and when I first came here, I didn’t really understand the way 
that they talked with their students. It’s kind of more open.
Maybe the difference in cultures and traditions and maybe the 
perspective that we have from our families. W hen I would say 
something about my career, they would personally kind of respond to 
me as kind o f a spoiled girl. I don’t know why. I don’t want to think 
that it’s the way the American children are [perceived] here, but sort 
o f .. .like, it was something that made me uncom fortable.. .kind of 
uncaring. But I wouldn’t say it was like a bad advice on the counselors, 
but maybe it was just a border between the cultures and I certainly can 
understand that right now. At those times, my communications skills 
w eren’t good enough, so I make them confused. I would make it more 
complicated and certainly the point that I was trying to make there 
would go the other way. So they were quite confused and maybe they 
thought, “Ok, I ’m not getting her point.”
After the participants informed the researcher about what career resources they 
used, they were asked, “W hat career resources do you feel are lacking?” Some of the 
international students observed that community colleges either lacked the resources 
they needed or they were not made aware o f them in a timely way. It was sometimes
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difficult, however, for them to identify specific career resources they needed, 
presumably because they were unfamiliar with what could be made available to them.
Edmond felt that international students needed more assistance with adjusting 
their new environment:
W e need better resources because when you come here you expect... 
first o f all you are totally .. .you have to adapt to changes.. .you have to 
mix with people and you expect a little bit extra resources like more 
counseling.
A resource lacking for Isaac was a network of people to seek out for 
information.
Let me tell you one thing. The reason why I'm very independent, 
especially since I came to the United States, it's because it's very hard 
for international students to get information in the United States. Like 
my friends in [my country] have a lot of connections like their family 
and their professors. For me here, I don't have connections. I don't have 
very good resources, so I have to try ....
International students are sometimes uninformed about existing services and 
activities that could help them in their career planning. The following quotations 
exemplify this problem:
Gina: A little while after, maybe a year after I came here, I discovered 
career services.. .but the first floor near the cafeteria is the place that I 
don’t really go through. That would just be about jo b s .. .so as an 
international student, I can’t work here .. .so I thought maybe that place 
is not suitable for me. But I was wrong! They do have internships and 
they do have career counselors who can actually help you with your 
career decisions and help you build your own resume.
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Faith: I think for all those resources, I had to go and reach out. I think 
high school students are so prepared to go here and they know all about 
those colleges and I didn’t get the chance to have this knowledge. They 
didn’t tell me in the beginning that you could use this and that. I found 
out on my own by basically talking to people.
The community college that Belinda attended offered a career planning 
course that was accessible for all students. She was not unaware of this 
opportunity for assistance with her career decisions.
I think I ’ve heard at some universities, in the first semester, they offer a 
course where they explain about different majors and all that. I wish 
they would do the same thing at community colleges, not only for 
international students, but for all the students. I think that would help a 
lot, rather than going around the bush and not really knowing what 
you’re doing. That way we will also save a lot of time and money.
O f the 19 participants in this study, 74% had some level of work experience 
and 58% had part-time jobs at the community college at the time o f their interviews. 
However, there was still an expressed concern that there should be more work-related 
opportunities for international students.
International students are not required to take classes in the summer semester. 
Gavin wanted to use this break from his studies to gain some work experience.
One thing is for international students there’s no internships or 
anything related with that in the sum m ers.. .things you can do that is 
offered to other students. For example, during the summer, if  you go to 
employment services.. .they have like different em ploym ent.. .like 
internships for the summer. So I was looking at it to work during the 
summer, but they don’t have anything available for international 
students. It would give me experience.
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At the time of the interview, Ava was having difficulty finding a work . 
placement for optional practical training (OPT). She was frustrated because 
employers knew little about international students and even less about OPT.
It’s hard. It’s really hard to find something that is art-related. There are 
a lot of places to look into, but they don’t necessarily have paid 
positions. They usually have internships. Usually the places I have 
looked into have unpaid internships. They have students that are going 
to college and work so many hours a week and they can get credits for 
it at the college or university they’re attending. Some places just have 
a partnership with certain schools and so that way it is affordable for 
the institution or company. Actually, it doesn’t cost anything for them 
[students]. It’s a good way for them to be working, because they can 
get the help that they need .. ..But on the other hand, I feel it’s not fair 
because I have been trying to find a job for over three months now. It’s 
just getting really hard and maybe I could be looking into the wrong 
p laces.. .1 don’t know. I go online and look for positions and I am 
applying every day. Hopefully something will come my way.
Additional Findings
Some additional findings emerged from the data that were beyond the scope of 
the research questions. These findings were significant to the broader goal of this 
study, which was to illuminate our understanding of the international students’ career 
planning experiences. Two unexpected discoveries were related to career decidedness 
and the issue of future residency goals.
Pre-arrival Career Indecision
There is a commonly held belief that international students come to this 
country with well-defined educational and career objectives (Carter & Sedlacek,
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1986). In fact, prospective international students are required to state their intended 
major field of study when they apply for F -l nonimmigrant student status (U.S. 
Department of State, 2007). This does not mean, however, that they necessarily have 
a strong or realistic rationale for choosing particular fields or that they know how 
academic majors connect to careers. Singaravelu, White, and Bringaze (2005) contend 
that many international students are uncertain about their career choices when they 
enter higher education in the U.S. According to Gaffner and Hazier (2002), the 
majority of college students are involved in some form of career decision making 
during their first year. It may be that international students are not an exception to this 
phenomenon. An unexpected observation of the 19 participants in this study was that 
only six reported that they made a firm career decision prior to arriving in the U.S. 
Students in this subgroup began an academic program aligned with their career goal in 
their first semester at the community college.
The interviews revealed that 13 participants were undecided about their 
academic and career direction during their first year as community college students. 
W ithin the undecided subgroup, four had identified some academic and career 
interests before they began their studies in the U.S. However, they had not selected a 
specific major or occupational field related to these interests until after their first year 
of study.
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Uncertain Residency Goals
All of the participants in this study were uncertain about whether they would 
return home, remain in the U.S., or reside in another country after completing their 
education programs. Their reasons included family ties and job outlook in their home 
country.
Family Ties
The issue of family obligation is a prominent consideration for international 
students when it comes to future residency location. Harrison explained that he not 
only needed to have one career plan in mind but some contingency plans as well.
You never know what will happen after five years. Once I graduate, I 
don't know what the [circumstances] will be here as a student or my 
parents or in [my country]. W e don't know. So at the time, if you have 
w hat’s best plan going online, two or three backups, if  it doesn’t work, 
then you take them back. If it doesn’t work you have one more backup.
Isabel’s family plans directly affected her plan to become an elementary 
teacher.
After one year in my community college, I had to think about where I should 
live, because my parents were going to move back to [my country] after I 
graduate the university. So I had to think about it and I am the youngest one 
and my mom didn’t want me to live far away from her. I had to actually think 
about going back to [my country]. I looked on the Internet and they required 
certain tests where you get permission to teach elementary school.
There were two participants who had elderly parents and had responsibility for 
their welfare.
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Carla: It’s not necessary to stay here. I can go back to my country and 
be with my parents. I don’t worry about a lot when I stay here because 
I come here by myself. But I need to worry about my parents over 
there. If I come back there, I can be with them .. .and so I don’t need to 
worry about them. I can still follow my goal or my plan if I go back 
home.
Jessica felt conflicted about trying to get a work visa and stay in the U.S. or 
return home to find employment after completing her education:
They [my parents] may want me to come back home to live .. . .They 
might say, “You are here too long. Come back home.” That’s one of 
the things. If something tragic happens in the family, like death, sorry 
to say that, or sickness or anything that will affect my decision of what 
I ’ll do.
Since September 11, 2001, international students and other immigrants have 
faced stricter immigration policies in the U.S. It has become more difficult to obtain a 
work visa and get sponsored by an employer. Jessica was uncertain about how long 
she would be allowed to extend her F -l student visa. She added these comments:
.. .also, the amount of time I get to stay in this country will be part of 
my decision. Y eah.. .since after 9/11 things have changed a lot. It 
w asn’t that difficult, but now that it is . . .and because I don’t have any 
relatives here.
Like I said, if it’s your mom or your dad or your children or 
som ething.. .they could be sponsored. If I was under the age of 18 
somebody could sponsor me or something like that. But because I am 
over age and all of th a t... take into consideration.
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Job Outlook in Home Country
Findings from this study indicate that international students are mindful of job 
market trends in their home countries. It was evident that they all knew how much 
their American education would mean for their career realization.
H arrison: The job outlook [in my country] would be tough, but it would 
be better than for citizens there, because I ’m a U.S. graduate. I would 
have better references. I know the stuff that they w on’t know. I know 
the markets of U.S. I would get more preference. But the thing is with 
me there [my country], I would be paid half of what I invested. So, in 
the U.S., by the time I owe all this money I would be earning the same 
amount that I invested.
Isaac: Now I'm here, if I go back to my country, there's nothing to do. I 
can’t go back to my university. W ithout a degree I can’t get a job, 
anything. There's no turning back.
Diana: It’s much easier to have a job right after you finish some 
university [in my country] instead of going to be back to your country 
after four or five years and start all over. There are a lot o f young 
people and they know more languages. They have more degrees, 
especially in the European Union where all borders are open .. ..They 
have flooded the market in my country; so I’m afraid it is going to be 
harder for me to be back. I know I have much more knowledge because 
I live here, not only education but for the change in country. I know the 
[English] language and everything, but I ’m not sure it will be enough 
for the people taking our places.
Aaron: I know if  I was staying in [my country] people graduate from 
universities and if  you don’t have political connections or people with 
money and stuff you can’t really get the job you like. You graduate 
from the university and you’re going to wait a few years to get a job 
that you like. Actually, back in [my country] now, they’re using the 
Euro currency... .1 believe now one Euro equals to one dollar [in U.S.] 
and 28 cents [in my country]... .The income you’re going to make in 
[my country] is going to be maybe one-fifth of whatever you’re going 
to make here.
Jude: I realized that if I wanted to go back to my country I would like 
to know something that I could use over there .. ..The gaming industry
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is not that developed over there.. .you'll have to live abroad. I decided 
that I can do something else. I started looking into engineering and I 
just decided that's what I wanted to d o .. .electrical engineering.
Hannah: Right now, I don’t have a real clear picture about [where I’ll 
live], but I wanted to live here because the life here is easier compared 
to [my country]. . . .My cousin worked there as a nurse, but she’s not 
earning enough to support her family. Living here, you have to 
persevere and be hardworking, then you’re going to do better. The 
opportunities here are all over the place here. Seventy percent I want to 
live here, but 30% I want to live on that island, away from other people.
I really love staying here. It makes me open my mind to a lot of things.
Damon: You can think that you are good for something or that you 
would like to do something, but you really have to think about it 
logistically and say, “Is this a practical thing for me?” It’s really, really 
important for an international student because you can get caught up in 
the moment while you’re here in the United States. You need to look at 
it in the way that your career decision is influenced by the US market, 
because here is where you are, and you are seeing how things function 
here. It’s really essential for international students to look at the career 
they are going for and how that is going to help them in their country.
You never know what is going to happen. You don’t know if  you will 
stay here. You don’t know if you will end up in your country.. .you 
may end up somewhere else. It’s really good to pick a practical 
career... something that inspires you and something that is functional 
and that is going to be good for you .. .that you’re going to want to wake 
up regardless of where you wake up and say, “This is what I want to 
do!”
Summary
In this chapter findings from this qualitative study were presented. First, 
participant demographic data were provided. Second, each of the five emerging 
themes related to influences on the career decisions o f international students was 
described. They were: (a) influence of family and culture, (b) influence o f educational 
experiences, (c) influence of issues unique to international students, (d) influence of 
work-related experience, and (e) influence of intrapersonal factors. Third,
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international student participants cited three categories of resources they used when 
making academic and career decisions. They were: (a) academic resources, (b) 
computer technology, and (c) counseling services. Resources that participants said 
they needed in their career planning were help with adjusting to a new country and 
academic environment, knowledge of existing student services, access to information, 
and work-related opportunities. Finally, some additional findings surfaced that were 
not directly related to the research questions. They were: (a) most participants were 
undecided about a major and career when they began their studies at a community 
college and (b) all participants desired to remain in the U.S. after completing their 
studies.




More than 83,000 international students attended community colleges in the 
United States in 2005/06. This is 15% of the total number of international students 
enrolled in U.S. higher education institutions in 2005/06 (Institute of International 
Education, 2006). Community colleges attract international students for many 
reasons, including no TOEFL (Test o f English as a Foreign Language) requirement, 
quality education at a lower cost, and opportunity to transfer to a multitude of 
universities. It is expected that enrollment of international students in American 
community colleges will increase as these institutions expand their programs and 
services to embrace a global community (Irwin, 2004). Recruitment of international 
students has received increased attention at community colleges. For example, the 
American Association o f Community Colleges (AACC) recently launched a 
community college international recruitment initiative to attract more foreign students. 
Farnsworth (2005) proposed a collaborative model for community college recruitment 
of international students that takes advantage o f articulation agreements with four-year 
partner universities. Community college counselors and other student service
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professionals should be prepared to meet the academic and career needs o f this 
expanding and complex student group.
The literature has not addressed the career decision making of international 
students attending community colleges. Previous studies related to the career 
development of international students were conducted in bachelor’s and graduate-level 
institutions. They found that the career needs of international students are centered on 
work experiences and job search skills (Leong & Sedlacek, 1989; Spencer-Rodgers, 
2000; Spencer-Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998). Career planning activities were considered 
to be of less importance by international students (Leong & Sedlacek, 1989; Spencer- 
Rodgers, 2000). International students attending four-year institutions may be more 
decided about major and career than those who begin their studies in community 
colleges. Literature related to international students who attend associate-level 
institutions is primarily focused on recruitment, adjustment issues, and academic 
performance (Barratt & Huba, 1994; Dozier, 2001; Farnsworth, 2005) rather than on 
career development.
The purpose of the present study was to (a) explore the influences on the career 
decisions of international students attending American community colleges and (b) 
identify resources needed to assist them in their career planning. The international 
student participants were a diverse group representing five global regions (see Table 
2). They had a range of personal histories and educational experiences. As expected, 
they also had a variety of academic and career aspirations. Findings from this study
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suggest practical applications for career counseling and programming in community 
colleges for international students.
This chapter is organized into seven major sections. Section one presents a 
discussion on the cultural relevance of career. Section two is a discussion of factors 
that influence the career decision making of international students attending 
community colleges. In this section, findings will be examined according to five 
identified themes and within the context o f the literature. Section three provides a 
discussion of career resources that this student group has found to be helpful in their 
career planning. Section four considers implications for counselors and career 
services programming in community colleges. International students’ utilization of 
career services and culture-centered career interventions will also be discussed in this 
section. Section five describes the study’s limitations. Section six is a presentation of 
conclusions drawn from this study. Section seven presents recommendations for 
future research. This chapter concludes with the researcher’s personal reflections on 
the study.
Cultural Relevance o f Career
Participants were asked to provide their definition of career at the beginning of 
the interview, which served two primary purposes. First, their responses shed light on 
their perception of career as a concept and helped the researcher frame a dialogue 
about their career decisions. Second, the term “career” has cultural relevance and may 
mean different things to international students (Arthur, 2007). Participants in this
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study used a myriad of descriptive words and phrases in their definitions of career, 
including “financial success,” “passion,” “dream,” “education,” “jobs,” “the future,” 
and “lifetime work.” One o f the more interesting words associated with career was 
self-empowerment, provided by a female participant. The cultural relevance of her 
definition relates to originating from a country where girls are discouraged from 
pursuing a college education. This finding calls attention to a need for counselors to 
be sensitive to the cultural and emotional context of international students’ career 
decisions, such as choosing to study in the U.S.
Each participant had a unique understanding of career as a concept based on 
her/his culture and personal experience. This understanding, however, did not render a 
strong awareness of steps involved in career planning. Further, participants did not 
realize that assistance was available at their community colleges to help them with 
their career decisions.
Factors That Influence Career Decisions of International Students
There were five categorical themes that emerged from the data related to the 
first research question: W hat factors influence the career decision making of 
international students attending community colleges? They are (a) influence o f family 
and culture, (b) influence of educational experiences, (c) influence of issues unique to 
international students, (d) influence o f work-related experience, and (e) influence of 
intrapersonal factors. Discussion in this section is presented in the order of prevalence
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of influences on career decisions, beginning with factors that were most 
encompassing.
Family and Culture
Family and culture were the most salient influences on the participants’ career 
decisions. Rotter and Evans (2002) state: “Some would argue that career implies 
culture and family” (p. 3). In other words, the roles of work, family, and culture 
interrelate in the process o f career choice. This finding supports other studies that 
identified family as an important influence on career decisions for ethnically diverse 
students (Fisher & Padmawidjaja, 1999; Jourdan, 2006; Singaravelu, White, & 
Bringaze, 2005). Insights about how culture impacted participants’ career decisions 
were gleaned from accounts about their upbringing and family structure.
Parents and other family members were found to have a significant influence 
on career decisions of all international students in this study. It is noteworthy that 
there were differences in the scope and weight of parental and family influences.
Three participants had a position in their family structure that placed restrictions on 
their career choices and required direct parental approval. They were not free to 
explore a wide range o f occupational options. This finding has important implications 
for college career counselors who traditionally focus on self-discovery and career 
compatibility.
There were eight participants (42%) who were from countries within the Asian 
global region (as defined by the Institute of International Education). Their culturally
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collective orientation toward making decisions was partially revealed in their 
interviews. However, some participants in this subgroup appeared to have more 
personal choice about academic and career goals than others. For example, two Asian 
participants (male and female) from the same country valued their parents’ opinions 
about career options under consideration. Yet, they did not feel bound by their 
recommendations. This may reflect an individual stage o f career development, a level 
of acculturation to the U.S., or a broader cultural shift in a country that has 
increasingly embraced W estern attitudes. Singaravelu, White, and Bringaze (2005) 
cited a similar finding when they compared family influence on the career choices of 
Asian versus non-Asian international students. Family influence was more prominent 
for students who originated from Africa, Latin America, and the M iddle East than 
from Asia. Career counselors are cautioned not to assume that all international 
students from the same geographic region share the same cultural values. Factors such 
as economic development and changing political climates in foreign countries have a 
tendency to alter traditional cultural values and social systems such as collectivism.
This study found that cultural and familial expectations with regard to career 
choice are constantly present for most international students. The degree to which 
they impact career decisions depends on a complex mix of individual and social 
variables.
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Childhood
Occupational roles are often assumed in play, which results in initial value 
judgments about the world of work (Zunker, 2002). For some of the participants, their 
career dreams began in childhood.
As a little girl, Ava made art pieces for her family and played teacher with her 
younger sister and friends. She took dance lessons at an early age and enjoyed 
entertaining anyone who would watch her. Hannah said she wanted to be a 
pediatrician when she grew up and decided on pediatric nursing so she could spend 
more time at home with family. Hannah and Jessica both admired their female 
relatives who donned white nursing uniforms and took care o f patients. Gavin’s father 
was an industrial engineer and let him  take things apart and try to put them back 
together when he was a little boy. Today, Ava wants to be an art teacher, Jessica and 
Hannah hope to become nurses, and Gavin is preparing for a career in mechanical 
engineering. The childhood experiences o f these participants appear to have had an 
enduring effect on their career decisions. Super (1990) conceptualized career as “the 
life course o f a person encountering a series of developmental tasks and attempting to 
handle them in such a way as to become the kind of person he or she wants to 
become” (pp. 225-226). Moreover, individuals use what they learn about themselves 
and about work to explore educational and occupational options in the future.
Findings from this study exemplify how childhood tasks, interests, and thoughts 
influence career decisions made in adulthood.
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Parental Influence
According to Bandura (1973), parents are likely to be one of the most 
influential sources of information about the world because they are closest to us. 
Participants reported that their parental relationships were prominent influences on 
their career development. They all valued the approval o f one or more parents and 
relied on their encouragement at some point in their career planning. Some o f the 
international students sought approval from their parents for most of their decisions. 
For other participants, parents were a sounding board for their ideas and concerns 
related to academic and career planning. The degree to which international students 
seek approval and encouragement from their parents depends on factors such as 
students’ developmental stage, personality, and relationship with parents.
The first year of college is especially difficult for international students and 
their parents who are miles apart. Technological advances have greatly enhanced 
real- time communication between students and their families. However, the 
emotional toll of the physical separation is heavy. Students sometimes reconsider their 
decision to study abroad after the first semester. Consequently, they redirect their 
academic and career goals toward opportunity in their home country. For instance,
Ava mentioned how homesick she was initially, despite having an older sister at a 
nearby university. She had nagging doubts about realizing her dream of graduating 
from a prominent art college in the U.S. She indicated that at one point she was 
resigned to returning home and pursuing her art as recreation only. Her m other’s 
encouragement and timely visit provided reassurance that her decision to begin her art
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studies at the community college was a wise one. She has since transferred to a large 
university to major in fine arts.
Extended Family and Role Models
The influence of extended family in many cultures cannot be overstated. For 
instance, Damon, Aaron, and Hannah were influenced by the examples set by their 
aunts in regard to their educational and career paths. Many o f their decisions 
pertaining to short-term and long-term goals were guided by the advice these women 
provided. In each case, their aunts resided in the U.S. for at least five years and they 
were knowledgeable about the American education system. It is common for 
international students who enroll in community colleges to live with extended family 
who relocated to the United States. Family m em bers’ experiences navigating the 
American education and occupation system serve to inform, and often influence, 
international students’ academic and career decisions.
There were six participants who chose to follow the career path of individuals 
they identified as role models. Frank admired his parents’ commitment to education 
and decided to become a teacher like them. Ella wanted to follow her uncle’s 
footsteps into pharmacy. Harrison chose to jo in  the medical profession like many of 
his family members. Hannah will follow a long family tradition of nursing. Diana 
longed to go into the healthcare field like her aunt and uncle but could not get into the 
nursing program at her community college. Gavin always knew he wanted to enter a 
mechanical field like his father. Additionally, there was a participant who revered a
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notable entrepreneur in his country. Isaac viewed this individual as his role model 
and, like him, strives be a renowned businessman back home. These participants 
observed how individuals with similar backgrounds achieved their academic and 
career goals. Family role models also reinforce cultural and gender expectations 
related to career choice.
Role modeling is an example of an associative learning experience described in 
Krumboltz’s (1979) social learning theory o f career decision making (SLTCD). 
Individuals can learn new behaviors and skills simply by observing the behaviors of 
others. International students would benefit from having additional role models within 
their new academic environment and community who share their values yet offer a 
new perspective on career planning.
Culture and Gender
Variations in gender-role expectations regarding career choice were observed 
in this study. The degree to which gender is a factor may depend on the intersection of 
cultural variables (e.g., traditions, acculturation level, and family expectations) and 
personal variables (e.g., age, personality, and family relationships). The literature 
indicates that traditional cultural values regarding education for women are changing 
(Singaravelu, White, & Bringaze, 2005). However, there can be a discrepancy 
between educational achievement and eventual career attainment for some women.
For example, Belinda came from a country where women are increasingly encouraged 
to seek an advanced education, yet their professional roles are often restricted upon
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marriage. She plans to become an engineer but stated that she will have to be “home 
by 5:00” when she has a husband through an arranged marriage. Young women in 
other cultures (Ava, Carla) have more freedom to pursue their interests while males 
typically choose occupations that can financially support parents and other family 
members. Moreover, all but one of the male participants expressed a need to have an 
occupation that was financially lucrative to support their parents and families in the 
future. Although most o f the female participants spoke about caring for their parents 
in upcoming years, they did not imply that their career choice was related to this 
responsibility.
Language Skills
English language skills are critical for academic success in an institution of 
higher learning in the United States. Participants entered the community college 
system with varied levels of English proficiency. Approximately half took one or two 
semesters o f ESL (English as a Second Language) to prepare for college-level classes. 
However, language issues were perceived to be only a temporary barrier to reaching 
their academic and career aspirations. There was a relationship between participants’ 
communication skills and their ability to adapt to their educational environment in the 
U.S. Participants who needed ESL classes reported that they lacked self-confidence, 
which delayed making academic and career decisions. They may have initially felt 
powerless because of an inability to easily express themselves or perform routine tasks 
in their new educational environment (Barratt & Huba, 1994). As English proficiency
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improved, participants experienced academic success, expanded their academic 
interests, and explored a wider range of career options. Isabella was the only 
participant who viewed her language skill level as a permanent barrier to her original 
ambition of becoming a teacher. She was insecure about her English skills to teach in 
the U.S., which was her residency goal.
An unexpected discovery was that several participants had a strong interest in 
mastering languages other than English. They recognized that multilingual skills 
would give them a career advantage in a global job market.
Status of Occupations in Home Country
M ost of the international students in the present study are not preparing to 
return to their home countries, which is consistent with the literature (Spencer- 
Rodgers, 2000; Spencer-Rodgers & Cortijo, 1998). Nonetheless, there was concern 
about how different occupations were regarded both in the U.S. and in their home 
countries. The level of prestige that an occupation holds relates to social values and 
family expectations. The perceived status of a career field may be an important 
consideration for some international students, regardless of the geographic location of 
their future employment.
Educational Experiences
Participants had various motivations to become international students in the 
United States. Factors that influenced this decision were a blend o f individual drive,
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family encouragement, and economic conditions in their home countries. Awareness 
of these factors helps community college counselors, faculty, and administrators have 
an understanding of the academic pressure international students endure to be 
successful.
International and other immigrant students are distinguished from native 
students in that the context of their learning experiences is an intersection o f two or 
more cultural environments. The international students in this study had myriad 
educational experiences before and during their study at a community college that 
influenced their career decisions. There were three categories o f educational 
influences: (a) high school, (b) postsecondary opportunity in home country, and (c) 
American community college.
High School
It was significant that 58% of the participants enrolled in an American 
community college directly out of high school. These students were in the exploration 
stage o f career development when they began their postsecondary study (Super, 1990). 
They were still developing their interests, values, and decision-making ability (1990). 
Three participants completed their high school education in the U.S. They reportedly 
received more career advice compared to peers who graduated from high school in 
their homeland. American teachers appeared to be particularly good sources of 
information about occupations for these participants, while guidance counselors 
focused on college choice. The level o f career decidedness for participants who
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graduated from an American high school was fairly strong. Yet each o f these 
participants continued to explore career options while enrolled in a community 
college.
College counselors should not assume that all students on an F -l study visa 
arrive at their institutions directly from a foreign country. There are international 
students who completed high school in the U.S. or who originally came to this country 
on a visitor or work visa. Thus, levels of acculturation and stages of career 
development vary among this student group.
In many countries, students in the second year o f high school must commit to 
an academic curriculum that begins to prepare them for a career field. Family 
members and teachers help students select an academic track to follow through 
graduation and into a designated university. It is understandable that these 
international students may be overwhelmed by the variety of academic and 
occupational choices presented to them when they arrive in the U.S. They need 
assistance in sorting out a plethora of new information in a new educational 
environment.
Postsecondarv Opportunity in Home Country
The quality, range, and availability of postsecondary institutions in the 16 
countries represented by the participant group varied widely. A primary inspiration 
for participants to attend college in the U.S. rather than in their home countries was to 
acquire a highly reputable education. In some cases, participants did not have access
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at home to particular academic fields that interested them the most. The choice of 
studying in another country is an important career decision for international students 
because they see this as a way to enhance their career opportunities (Shih & Brown, 
2000).
The transferability of academic credit from foreign countries to U.S. 
institutions is problematic. In this study, 37% of the international students had college 
credit from foreign institutions. Only two participants, from European countries, were 
awarded some U.S. equivalent credit. International students frequently lose academic 
credit that was previously earned and they need to begin their postsecondary studies 
over again. As a result, they engage in a new cycle of career exploration and decision 
making.
Academic and career counselors should be aware that many international 
students sacrifice academic credit, and sometimes an established career, from their 
home countries when they pursue a postsecondary degree in the U.S. Although they 
are proud o f prior achievements, new feelings of inadequacy can interfere with 
decision making in their new educational environment.
American Community College
The diversity of educational options in the U.S. was both attractive and 
perplexing for participants. They highly valued the opportunity to begin their 
academic study at a community college. This gave them the time and resources they 
needed for self-discovery and to gather information about other institutions o f higher
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learning in the U.S. There were three subgroups of community college influences on 
career decisions: (a) sampling subject areas, (b) extracurricular activity, and (c) quality 
of instruction. Extracurricular activity such as involvement in student organizations 
and special events were powerful experiences that reaffirmed career choices for some 
of the participants. For example, E lla’s role in the college science club reinforced her 
orientation toward a medical major. Harrison reported that his leadership activities at 
his community college gave him the self-assurance he needed to consider medical 
school. However, many participants cited lack o f time to be a barrier to campus 
involvement. Instead, they used hours outside o f class primarily to study for lengthy 
periods in the library. Campus jobs and personal responsibilities related to family also 
consumed much of their time. Managing time and prioritizing activities that best 
support educational goals are ongoing challenges for international students. 
Community college counselors and international student advisors can play an 
important role in helping them develop organizational skills.
International students, like all college students, must expand their capabilities 
and interests through learning to maximize their career options (Niles & Hartung, 
2000). All participants acknowledged that the community college learning 
environment “opened their eyes” to countless academic majors and careers through 
coursework, helpful instructors, and other campus resources. This finding appears to 
support a contention that community colleges provide a personalized education that is 
attracting an increasing number of international students (American Association of 
Community Colleges, 2005; Farnsworth, 2005; Koh, 2004).
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Issues Unique to International Students
International students experience a variety of difficulties that are different from 
American students. Participants claimed they were often misunderstood by 
community college faculty, counselors and other student services staff, and peer 
American students. They expressed that it would be helpful to them if  these groups 
had a better understanding of their (a) academic challenges, (b) immigration status and 
restrictions, (c) financial strain, and (d) commitment to family.
Unfamiliarity with U.S. academic systems and difficulty understanding 
academic program requirements were mentioned most frequently to be problem areas. 
Participants also struggled with language limitations, adapting to the American 
classroom, and coping with course content that was in conflict with personal beliefs. 
Also, at many community colleges there are special admissions programs that don’t 
accept nonresidents due to space limitations, board-sanctioned policy, or both. For 
example, Diana came to the U.S. planning on studying nursing at the community 
college. She needed to redirect her career plan when she realized her application 
would be denied regardless of her academic qualifications.
Immigration laws and restrictions are complicated for international students. 
Counselors need to have a general awareness that there are regulations that may 
impact career planning for these students. Coppi (2007) stated, “Being sensitive to the 
numerous obstacles students have overcome just to be able to embark on the trip to the 
United States to begin their studies may help university personnel to understand the 
tenacity international students exhibit once they arrive” (p. 4).
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International students must be enrolled in at least 12 credit hours at any point 
in each semester. If an international student taking the minimum 12 credit hours has 
extreme difficulty with a course she/he would not be allowed to withdraw from it. 
There are negative financial and academic implications related to this restriction that 
can impact students reaching their career goals.
There are regulations about working while on the F -l visa, which greatly limits 
opportunity for acquiring job skills and easing financial strain. It is unrealistic to 
assume that all international students have sufficient financial resources for their 
education. M ost of the participants were frustrated with lack of scholarships for 
international students, as they are ineligible for state or federally funded grants. Two 
participants had been searching for optional practical training (OPT) jobs for an 
extended time prior to their interview with the researcher. They were finding it hard 
to explain this program to potential American employers who were more familiar with 
other work visa classifications.
W ork-Related Experiences
International students who come to community colleges directly from high 
school have minimal work experience. Unlike American students, they often are not 
permitted to work while in high school in their home countries. In many cultures, 
there is an expectation that teenagers will use free time to study and be with family. 
Campus jobs not only provide financial support for international students, but they 
also serve as an introduction to the world of work and professional role models.
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Results of this study support Aper and Currey’s (1996) finding that campus jobs 
increase vocational knowledge and skills for international students. However, in 
contrast to one of their findings, the present study discovered that campus work helps 
international students make progress in their personal/social development.
Self-efficacy increased and students built networks of key individuals to help them 
make academic and career-related decisions. Campus jobs are highly coveted by these 
students because they are not allowed to work off campus per F -l visa restrictions.
Not only does work experience support their career development, but also community 
colleges benefit by endorsing a culturally diverse workforce.
This study revealed that volunteer work on campus and in the community is a 
valuable career exploration resource and should not be overlooked. International 
students can learn about the American work culture and about themselves. 
Self-discovery and identification of values and interests are fundamental to career 
development.
Intrapersonal Factors
Intrapersonal factors were less direct, yet important, influences on the career 
decision-making process of the participants compared to influences in the four other 
core categories (family and culture, educational experiences, issues unique to 
international students, and work-related experiences). International students 
internalize many feelings related to adjusting to a new culture and educational system 
and to lacking familiar support structures from home. Participants raised these issues
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and revealed difficulties with building self-confidence in their academic and career 
decisions. This barrier may be attributed to individual stage of development, 
emotional problems, unexpected events, or simply inexperience with decision making 
and planning. Intrapersonal factors clustered into three primary areas: (a) self- 
efficacy, (b) response to critical events, and (c) decision making.
Self-efficacy can be increased by identifying role models to be mentored by at 
various stages of one’s career development (Bandura, 1986; Flores & Heppner, 2002). 
Conversely, serving as a role model for others can increase self-efficacy. Some of the 
participants served as student ambassadors who mentored other international and 
American students at the community colleges they attended. It was important to 
Hannah to be a positive academic role model for her younger siblings and cousins.
She was concerned that they lacked self-esteem and motivation to set academic and 
career goals, like so many young people she knew in her home country. Having 
opportunities to mentor others fortifies a positive self-concept, which enhances 
decision making.
Critical incidents in a student’s life can influence career decisions (Niles & 
Hartung, 2000). For example, the courageous response o f American citizens to the 
sad events on September 11, 2001, confirmed Diana’s decision to study in the U.S. 
This event was a pivotal turning point in her life planning. Another participant,
Aaron, viewed his impending military obligation to be a potential barrier to 
completing his academic program in economics. The uncertainty o f military service 
interfered with making academic decisions for a period of time.
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International students sometimes have family members in their home countries 
who become ill or have other serious problems. Students struggle with feelings of 
sadness, helplessness, and anxiety about being miles away from their loved ones. 
Damon, for example, felt guilty and depressed that he was in the U.S. pursuing his 
dreams while his family was suffering due to his mother’s grave illness. This caused 
him to question all of his decisions related to academic study and career direction. He 
would have benefited from a constructivist approach to career counseling to illuminate 
his challenges and create new possibilities for career planning (Arthur, 2007).
Dependence on parental wishes often decreases as international students 
progress in their studies. Ella’s comment elucidated this change: “Now, since I’m used 
to being here and I’m comfortable being away from my family, it’s easier to make 
decisions on my own.” International students often feel obligated to adhere to 
expectations their parents impose related to academic accomplishment and career 
selection. Damon, for example, felt the weight of expected achievement because of 
personal sacrifices his parents made for him  to study in the U.S.
Career Resources Used by International Students
There were three major types of resources that participants used to make 
academic and career decisions. They were (a) academic resources, (b) computer 
technology, and (c) counseling services. Participants viewed the range and relevancy 
of courses, quality of instructors, program variety, and library materials to be primary
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resources for developing their career ideas. There was a general consensus that 
instructors, in particular, were highly influential in their choice of major.
All but one international student in this study claimed to have strong computer 
skills prior to arrival in the U.S. Several o f the participants researched colleges and 
universities in the U.S. before making a decision to study abroad. Even though they 
planned to begin their studies at a community college, they had an interest in potential 
transfer institutions to complete bachelor’s degrees. Other participants used the 
Internet to learn more about transfer institutions after they arrived in the U.S. Most 
universities are using electronic media to disseminate information about admission 
procedures and academic programs. This is a convenient and expedient way to get the 
most updated information. Although the Internet is a useful tool for information 
gathering, international students frequently need help navigating websites and 
identifying material that is most relevant to their needs.
It was found in this study that international students are not as familiar with 
occupational information that is provided through national, state, and commercial 
websites in the U.S. Career guidance is still evolving in many countries and students 
are often unaware that online career information exists. They need to be introduced to 
these resources as part of an orientation to career services.
This investigation found that career counseling services were used very 
minimally. Most participants consulted with academic counselors about class 
selection and majors. Others relied on instructors or program coordinators for this 
guidance. The perceived outcome o f career or academic counseling for those who
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utilized it was mixed. Participants who found counseling to be helpful said their 
counselor was understanding, patient, a good listener, and knowledgeable about 
international students and academic requirements. International students tend to be 
more accepting of academic advising over career or personal counseling because it has 
less of a stigma (Komiya & Eells, 2001).
Implications for Community College Counselors
Making decisions about academic programs and career planning is complicated 
for international students by messages attained through earlier educational experiences 
and family expectations. It may be helpful for counselors to learn more about the 
dynamics o f academic and career systems in the home countries o f the students they 
serve. The students themselves are a key source of this information, along with 
international education agencies such as NAFSA: Association of International 
Educators (formerly National Association of Foreign Student Advisors) that provide 
references. This background knowledge would be useful when explaining how the 
American system differs.
There is evidence in the literature that international students can benefit from 
counseling (Singaravelu, W hite, & Bringaze, 2005). They need to develop skills to 
manage an unfamiliar academic environment and the various influences on their career 
choices (Shih & Brown, 2000). However, counselors are often unprepared to 
effectively serve this student population. Career counselors, for example, should 
consider ways that theories of career development can be adapted for counseling
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international students (Arthur, 2007). According to Arthur (2007), Super’s 
developmental theory may be particularly suited for counseling these students through 
the explorations of self-identity, values, and life roles. In addition, research has 
supported this career theory in many countries throughout the world.
Community colleges are attracting increasing numbers o f immigrant and 
nonimmigrant international students. There is a pressing need for career counselors 
working in these and other postsecondary institutions to have multicultural 
competence to best serve these and other ethnically diverse students. It is important 
that career counselors have a broad understanding of a global economy and how it 
impacts occupational choice to appropriately assist international students. Flores and 
Heppner (2002) stated, “Career counselors must be prepared to work effectively with 
diverse clients and be aware of the special issues these individuals may encounter in 
the educational and occupational development” (p. 183). They identified some critical 
areas that should be integrated into graduate training programs and career center 
professional development to equip counselors to provide appropriate services to 
culturally different clients (Flores & Heppner, 2002). Broadly, these areas include: 
population demographics, the world of work, career and multicultural counseling 
competencies, career counseling process, multicultural counseling theory, career 
development models, career assessment, barriers to career development, culturally 
sensitive career centers, and continued professional development.
Students in counseling training programs should be encouraged to conduct 
research that enriches their understanding of how culture impacts the counseling
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process. Counselor educators should lead by example and provide opportunities for 
students to engage in multicultural research. The process of designing, implementing, 
and evaluating the present study has deepened this researcher’s understanding of the 
career issues of international students.
It is critical that graduate students connect multicultural counseling theory to 
the lived experiences of diverse clients through creative practicum programs and 
internships. For example, Jacob and Greggo (2001) linked counseling practicum 
students with international students on campus who needed assistance adjusting to 
their new academic and cultural environment. Similarly, counseling trainees 
preparing to specialize in career counseling can assist international students with their 
career concerns through internships in community college career centers.
Implications for Career Services Programming
It is no surprise that international students, like American students, need 
academic and career information. W hat did surface, however, was that these students 
may need more extensive information about how academic majors relate to careers at 
an earlier point in their career planning. One o f the participants (Brent) remarked that 
prospective international students should have access to more information in their 
home countries about how U.S. colleges prepare students for various occupations. 
Community college international student websites that are viewed worldwide should 
have a direct electronic link to their respective institution’s career center website. 
Furthermore, community college career centers can provide weblinks to university
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career center websites that provide information about occupations and academic 
majors. An example of this type of website is the Northern Illinois University major 
weblinks at http://www.niu.edu/careerservices/weblinks/index.htm. Numerous 
universities have similar resources to help students understand the relationship of 
academic majors and careers. Pre-arrival information about majors and careers would 
help international students advance career decision making.
Recognition of increasingly diverse student populations can lead to new ideas 
about what constitutes career services on college campuses (Davidson, Heppner, & 
Johnston, 2001). The University of Missouri Career Center collaborated with the MU 
Center for Multicultural Research, Training, and Consultation to generate a list of 10 
things colleges can do to internationalize their career services. They are:
1. Find out more about your college/university’s international population 
and their unique needs.
2. Develop relationships with international service providers such as the 
college/university’s international center or student organization.
3. Participate or assist in an international event on campus to raise face 
value with the international community.
4. Read up on international career literature to better understand overall 
career needs.
5. Educate yourself and staff on international and multicultural 
issues/competencies.
6. Incorporate pointers into your existing presentations to address 
international student issues.
7. Gather more resources (both print and Internet) aimed specifically for 
international students and translate a few important handouts into the 
top foreign languages.
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8. Offer one or two workshops specifically designed for international 
students.
9. Start an international student advisory committee to help you globalize 
your career services.
10. Employ or provide internship opportunities to an international student 
or a domestic student who has spent time overseas.
(Fuhrman, Langston, Lee, & He, 2006)
In 2006, the University o f M issouri Career Center developed 
International Career Services (ISCS) based on these recommendations and 
tracked utilization patterns during the first year. W hen comparing winter 
semesters of 2005 and 2006, they found that the number of individual career 
consultation contacts more than doubled and workshop participation greatly 
increased.
The ISCS model can be applied to community college career centers, 
with some additional recommendations. First, community colleges typically 
have intensive English as a Second Language (ESL) programs, which are 
required for many international students. Career center staff can collaborate 
with ESL directors and teachers to design career activities that support 
language instruction. Second, an advisory committee to help globalize career 
services can also include international student advisors, mentors, faculty, and 
international community members. Third, community colleges have strong 
affiliations with regional business and industry. Career centers should consider 
establishing a task force that involves area employers to create internships and 
optional practical training (OPT) opportunities for students on F -l visas.
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Another issue that surfaced was international students’ ability to 
recognize when they would benefit from career counseling services. M ost of 
the literature on the career issues faced by international students focuses on job 
search and placement (Leong & Sedlacek, 1989; Shen & Herr, 2004; Spencer- 
Rodgers, 2000). However, this is not typically a pressing career need for 
international students in community colleges with the exception of finding 
campus jobs. The present study found that information about majors, 
occupations, and transfer to four-year institutions was needed more. It would 
be beneficial for career counselors and academic advisors to collaborate in 
providing this information to international students.
Utilization of Career Services and Resources
Most of the international students in this study underutilized career resources 
available to them at their community colleges. Their reasons related to (a) lack of 
awareness of what they needed, (b) lack o f awareness of services offered, (c) access to 
services, (d) discomfort with seeking help, and (e) negative counseling experiences.
Ideally, career development intervention begins as soon as students arrive on 
campus, if  not before (DeVaney & Hughey, 2000). Findings from this study suggest 
that early intervention is especially important for international students who begin 
their postsecondary studies in U.S. community colleges. This student group appears to 
have a high level of career uncertainty before they leave their home countries and 
during the first academic year in the U.S. The career counseling process needs to be
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demystified for international students by orienting them to the purpose and function of 
counseling (Arthur, 2007). There were participants who had a notion that career 
services were only for students preparing to graduate and search for a job. Other 
participants thought that career services were only for students who were undecided or 
confused about their occupational choices. In both cases, these students did not realize 
they could be helped with a variety of issues related to their academic and career 
planning.
There are practical ways that community college personnel can actively 
encourage international students to utilize career services. For example, presentations 
about career services can be made at international student orientation programs, 
cultural student organizations, and other venues. For example, international students 
who are in high-level ESL (English as a Second Language) classes are preparing to 
transition to college coursework. Career development activities and occupational 
information can be infused into the ESL curriculum. Instructors can incorporate these 
topics into library research assignments, writing projects, and oral presentations with 
the assistance of a career counselor. Another option is having a career counselor act as 
a liaison to the international services office (Singaravelu, White, & Bringaze, 2005). 
These proactive strategies create positive and trusting relationships between 
international students and career counselors, thereby making career services more 
inviting. International students often enter counseling informally by making casual 
contact or expressing their needs indirectly (Jacob & Greggo, 2001). These less 
formal interactions with community college personnel can nudge them into utilizing
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services. If international students do not receive culturally appropriate services in 
career centers, it is unlikely that they will make subsequent visits.
There was a perception among many of the participants that the information 
they needed for academic and career planning was not readily available. Having a 
wide range o f outreach programs that are accessible and welcoming to international 
students can increase utilization of counseling services and help reduce stressors 
related to academic and career planning. Knowledgeable students become confident 
students who are capable of making informed decisions.
Culture-Centered Career Interventions
International students can benefit from many o f the career services provided at 
community colleges. Two of the participants, Damon and Harrison, used occupational 
materials or attended workshops to help them make career decisions. However, there 
are other needs that international students have that may require services that are 
uniquely tailored to them. For example, it would be useful to provide occupational 
outlook information for countries outside o f the U.S., most likely in the form of 
Internet websites. Also, international students from more collective cultures may feel 
more comfortable with group career counseling rather than individual sessions. Group 
work may feel safer because members have similar problems, thus reducing 
inhibitions about sharing personal information (Singaravelu, W hite, & Bringaze,
2005).
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Traditional career assessment tools that focus on individual traits may not be as 
effective in helping international students who typically make decisions in 
consultation with their families. One of the participants in this study was given 
standardized career assessments at his community college’s career center. He 
identified most frequently with science-oriented occupations. However, his father 
directed him to major in business and to eventually join the family-owned company in 
his home country. This is an example of how standardized career assessment tools 
alone do not address environmental factors such as familial or cultural expectations 
that impact the career decision-making process.
Proponents of constructivist career interventions (Peavy, 1997; Savickas,
2005) focus on exploring the meaning clients place on their careers. The emphasis is 
on contextual factors that influence career development such as familial, social, and 
economic environments (Patton & McMahon, 1999). Thomgren and Feit (2001) 
developed the Career-O-Gram to broaden career counseling techniques to “feature the 
contextual influences inherent in each individual’s unique career history” (p. 291).
This is a qualitative assessment tool that helps individuals examine the multiple 
influences on their career development. Interview questions designed to determine the 
unique cultural influences experienced by the client are: “Was that (career) choice 
similar to that of other people in your culture?” and “W hat was going on in the world 
around you when you made that choice?”(Thorngren & Feit, 2001, p. 295). It is 
important for career counselors to learn about the cultural, social, and economic 
contexts that surround the career choices o f international students.
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Savickas (2005) suggested that international students’ narration of their 
personal stories helps counselors extract meanings, themes, cultural nuances, family 
roles and expectations. Further, a guided narrative process can help international 
students discover and appreciate the role that their familial and cultural backgrounds 
play in their decisions. It is significant, for example, that the international students in 
this study reported that their interviews with the researcher helped them understand 
the pattern o f academic and career decisions they made. It is expected that the 
personal insights they gained from these extensive conversations will be constructive 
as they continue to make career-related decisions.
Limitations o f the Study
There were some limitations to this study. First, a convenient, small sample 
was used and the participants attended community colleges located within one 
geographic region in the Midwest. This possibly minimized generalizability of the 
findings to international students outside of this region. Interviewing participants at 
community colleges in other parts of the U.S. could have provided additional insights 
about resources international students deem to be helpful in making career decisions. 
Second, there is a discrepancy between numbers of participants from Community 
College 1 as compared to Community Colleges 2, 3, 4, and 5. A majority o f the 
participants (53%) were international students enrolled at the researcher’s place of 
employment. It is possible that some members of this subgroup felt obligated to
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participate in the study because they knew the researcher as a counselor for 
international students. Furthermore, their accounts of career resources used 
represented Community College 1. There were nine remaining participants from four 
other community colleges. Although data were gathered about perceived career 
resources for international students at these other institutions, the breadth of 
information was smaller in scale.
Recommendations for Further Research
The findings o f this study suggest the importance of further research on the 
career decision-making experience of international students. There is a paucity of 
literature in this area, especially with respect to the career decision making of 
international students attending community colleges.
These findings are grounded in interviews with a small sample of international 
students attending community colleges. To obtain a comprehensive understanding of 
the career decision-making process of this student group, more studies using both 
qualitative and large-scale quantitative surveys are necessary. Additionally, it would 
be valuable to (a) investigate how community college counselors and career 
development professionals perceive the career needs of international students and (b) 
identify steps they have taken to effectively meet these needs. International students 
attending community colleges are a heterogeneous group with diverse cultural 
backgrounds. It would follow that there is a need to examine how cultural orientation
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impacts career decision making and to explore whether there is a call for culturally 
differentiated career services at community colleges.
It would be beneficial for community colleges to find out more about the 
career needs of their international student populations. Data can be collected through 
a campus needs assessment that incorporates individual interviews, focus groups, and 
surveys that target currently enrolled international students and alumni. This 
information can guide the development o f appropriate career services for this student 
population. Also, community colleges should examine attitudes and characteristics of 
students who have not sought career counseling. This would help identify 
international students who may require extra encouragement to utilize career 
counseling services.
An unexpected finding was that the participants had a range o f residency goals 
after they completed their academic programs, but none of them were definite about 
their plans. Most of the participants desired to remain in the U.S. to launch their 
careers. Others spoke about returning to their home countries eventually, depending 
on family needs and future job prospects. A third residency aspiration was in a 
country other than the U.S. or their homeland. Research exploring patterns of future 
residency aspirations of international students would broaden our understanding of 
their career planning needs.
Information from the above recommended research would help community 
colleges provide more effective career services for international students. On a
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broader level, career development professionals would have a better understanding of 
the academic and career needs of all international undergraduate students.
Conclusions
This study explored influences on career decisions of international students 
attending community colleges in the United States. To date, the career development 
literature has not addressed the needs of this student group in two-year colleges. 
Findings from this study present new information about the career planning needs of 
undergraduate international students in the United States. Implications for designing 
appropriate career services for this unique student group also emerged from this study.
International students attending community colleges appear to have some 
different career needs than international students attending four-year institutions. Like 
most community college students, they are exploring academic majors and related 
occupations. They need comprehensive information about transfer institutions that 
support selected majors. Some international students in community colleges pursue 
vocational training programs not available in universities or their home countries. 
These students need assistance finding apprenticeships, internships, and other practical 
training opportunities to practice specialized skills. Investigations on the career 
concerns o f international students in universities found that career placement and job 
search issues after degree completion were most pronounced.
Influences on career decisions of international students attending community 
colleges centered on five themes: (a) family and culture, (b) educational experiences,
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(c) issues unique to international students, (d) work-related experiences, and (e) 
intrapersonal skills. Upon reviewing the literature, it was not surprising that parents 
and extended family had the most influence on career choice through their 
encouragement and approval. Family and role models were especially compelling 
influences for many of the participants.
Course selection, quality of instruction, and extracurricular activities were 
found to be instrumental in expanding career options for international students in 
community colleges. The influence of work-related experiences on career decisions 
varied depending on participants’ work histories, campus job opportunities, and 
volunteer service.
International students face unique issues that can significantly affect their 
career decisions. They include unique academic challenges, immigration issues, and 
financial strain. Counselors need to partner with international students and 
community college personnel to find solutions to matters that impede academic 
progress and career planning. It was found that intrapersonal factors such as self- 
efficacy, coping with unexpected events, and decision-making ability also affect the 
career decisions of this student group.
Participants identified three types o f resources they used at their community 
colleges to help in their career decision making. They were (a) academic resources,
(b) computer technology, and (c) counseling services. Academic resources were used 
(instructors, library materials, and campus activities) to complement occupational 
information found on the Internet. Utilization of counseling was nominal, with varied
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levels of satisfaction. Participants recommended that academic and career counselors 
be more knowledgeable about cultural differences, especially with regard to family 
influence on career choice. They also expressed a need for work opportunities, 
scholarships, and timely information about services at community colleges that could 
help them in their academic and career planning.
Community colleges provide personalized and supportive learning 
environments. Nonetheless, international students often feel disconnected from 
community college services they require to make informed academic and career 
decisions. International student advisors, career counselors, academic advisors, and 
ESL coordinators should collaborate to design outreach activities that invite students 
to access services. Career counselors need to apply their multicultural awareness, 
knowledge, and skill in counseling this unique group of students. They also need to 
develop a wider, global, perspective on the world of work.
Final Reflections
The international student participants expressed their appreciation that this 
researcher was interested in their academic and career pursuits. They were proud to be 
attending American community colleges, whether they intended to complete a 
vocational program or to transfer to a four-year institution. Furthermore, community 
colleges take pride in hosting international students and value the contributions they 
make toward exposing American students to cultures of the world. It remains unclear, 
however, if the needs o f international students are being adequately met, especially
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with regard to their career planning. Hopefully, this study will serve as a springboard 
for further examination o f how community colleges can best serve this unique and 
complex student group.
It was enlightening and moving to learn how 19 students from different parts 
of the world decided to study at community colleges in the U.S. to launch their career 
journeys. International students are characteristically private and sometimes they are 
wary of inquiries about their circumstances. It was a privilege to be entrusted with 
their personal accounts about making important academic and career decisions. 
Participants seemed to benefit from reviewing their decisions and experiences as 
international students. One of the participants commented, “This interview 
experience was really helpful to me. It was interesting to think back at the decisions I 
made and put all the pieces together.”
Finally, these international students left their homelands with educational and 
career dreams in mind. It was an honor to hear the heartfelt stories of these 
courageous and determined students. This researcher is humbled and inspired by their 
extraordinary example.
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Date_________
Dear Northern Illinois Community College International Advisors:
I enjoyed meeting many of you at the NICCIA meeting at Harper College in May. I am 
requesting your assistance with my research study about career decisions of international 
students who have attended a midwestem community college. This study will provide data for 
my doctoral dissertation in Counseling Education at Northern Illinois University.
The purpose of this research is to examine factors that impact the career development process 
for international students (F-l) attending community college. This project will be exploratory 
in nature with the goal of illuminating our understanding of what this unique student 
population needs to address their career concerns. There is a serious lack of research in this 
area.
My hope is that the information I collect will help community colleges plan appropriate and 
innovative interventions to facilitate effective career planning for this complex and special 
student group. As a colleague and partner for this project, you will receive a summary report 
of my findings.
My plan is to use a purposeful sampling method to generate a rich description of the career 
planning experience of international students who choose to pursue higher education in the 
United States. I need your help in recruiting participants. Please read the attached invitation to 
participate letter. I would greatly appreciate it if you would give this invitation to international 
students (F-l visa) you are in contact with through your work as an international student 
advisor.
I hope you share my enthusiasm for this important study! I ask that you please call or e-mail 
me with questions you may have about this project. Thank you very much for your support.
Sincerely,
Patricia Jachowicz, LPC, NCC
Elgin Community College
Doctoral Candidate at Northern Illinois University
847-214-7546
pjachowicz@elgin.edu
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mm INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS





As an international student, you have a unique 
story to tell about your academic and career 
decision-making experience.
To learn about what influences the academic 
and career decisions of international students. 
To identify the resources needed to make 
satisfying decisions about their career path.
Participate in a short, private interview with 
NIU graduate student.
At your convenience on your community 
college campus.
You will gain a better understanding of how 
you make decisions. This will help you now 
and in the future.
You will make a positive contribution to research that will help fellow 
international students in their career planning!




Northern Illinois University 
224-558-7757 or pjachowicz@elgin.edu
You may be wondering
Why me?
Why is this important?
What do I need to do? 
When and where?
How will I benefit?
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I am inviting you to participate in a research study about career decisions of international 
students attending college in the United States. This study will provide data for my doctoral 
dissertation in Counseling Education at Northern Illinois University.
The goal of this study is to understand how international students experience the career 
planning process. It’s my hope that this information will help college counselors recognize 
and appreciate issues that affect career decisions for international students. Another goal is to 
find out what international students need to address their concerns about choice of major and 
career.
I am very enthused about this study and would be honored to have an opportunity to interview 
you. You can be assured that your privacy will be respected and at you will not be named in 
the study. Your time is valuable and therefore the interview will take only 60 -9 0  minutes. I 
hope you agree that it will be interesting to review your academic and career choices!
Please contact me as soon as possible if you are interested in being a part of this important 
research that can benefit you and your fellow international students. I welcome any questions 
you may have about my project. I look forward to hearing from you!
Sincerely,
Patricia Jachowicz 
Counseling & Transfer Center 
Elgin Community College 
1700 Spartan Drive 
Elgin, IL 60123 
847-214-7546 
pj achowicz @ elgin.edu
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Influences on Career Decision-making of International Students Attending a
Community College
Patricia L. Jachowicz, Doctoral Candidate 
Northern Illinois University
A. Participant Consent
I,____________________________________ (print participant’s name), hereby consent to
participate in a study which will involve (an) interview(s) performed by Patricia Jachowicz.
B. Description
■ This study will involve a personal interview about my past and/or current experiences as an 
international student in a community college.
■ The interview will take approximately 60-90 minutes of my time.
■ The purpose of the research is to gain a better understanding about the process of career 
decision-making for international students. The study attempts to understand how these 
individuals developed their ideas about career selection.
■ As a participant, I will be interviewed and asked several questions related to my experiences 
of being an international student in a community college. The interview will be tape recorded. 
Although no questions are intended to be sensitive in nature, I may elect not to answer any 
questions if I so desire. Additionally, I may terminate the interview at any time with no 
prejudice or penalty.
■ There are no experimental procedures involved with this study, and thus no physical risks. 
There are no perceived emotional, social, or psychological risks. All data will be kept 
confidential.
■ My name will be kept confidential and will not be divulged. If I am quoted in any way on a 
research report, I will be given a pseudonym. The same is true of any other individuals and 
institutions or organizations that I mention in the interview.
■ Once the cassette tapes are transcribed, the researchers will modify and code the names 
included in the transcripts to secure anonymity. Once the transcription is completed the 
cassette tapes will be erased.
If I have any questions about the 
research study, I can contact:
Researcher:
Patricia L. Jachowicz 
Counseling Center 
Elgin Community College 
1700 Spartan Drive 
Elgin, IL 60123 
847/214-7546 
pi achowicz@el gin .edn
C. Benefits
Understanding the career decision-making process of international students will help 
improve the delivery o f career, academic, and personal counseling services to this
If I have any question about my rights as a 
research participant, I can contact:
Dissertation Director:
Carole W. Minor, Ph.D., LCPC, NCCC
Presidential Teaching Professor
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community college population. The participant will have an opportunity for structured 
self-reflection on their career decision-making process.
D. Voluntary Participation
I understand that participation is voluntary and that I will not be penalized if I choose 
not to participate. I also understand that I am free to withdraw my consent and end my 
participation in this project at any time without penalty.
E. Consent
I have read and fully understand the consent form. I sign it freely and voluntarily. I 
have received a copy of this form.
Date:__________________________  Time_________________________(a.m. /  p.m.)
Signature o f participant:_______________________________________________________
Print your name:______________________________________________________________
I agree to be recorded via audiotape during the interview:
Signature o f participant:_______________________________________________________
Print your nam e:______________________________________________________________
Please keep a copy of this form for you records. Thank you.
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Dear Name.
I would like to express my deep appreciation for your interest and participation in my doctoral 
study entitled Influences on Career Decisions of International Students Attending American 
Community Colleges. After an extensive review of the research literature I realized that this 
project would be the first of its kind, and you played a very important part.
You articulated your experiences making vital academic and career decisions with great 
insight and clarity. Your story was so interesting and inspiring.
I hope you agree that your time and commitment to my research was beneficial to you and to 
fellow international students on community college campuses. My long-range goal is to 
provide useful recommendations to community college professionals who design career 
development services for international students.
Thank you Name for your assistance and support. Best wishes for a bright and fulfilling 
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Influences on Career Decision of International Students




Gender  female  male
Date of birth________________________________
Home country_________________________Date of arrival to study in the U .S .____________
Did you attend a college, university, or professional school in your home country? y e s  no
If yes, what major subject did you Study?___________________________________________
Did you receive a degree or a professional credential in your home country? y es  no
If yes, what degree or credential did you receive?________________________________
Number of college credits in the U.S.________________
Declared major area of study______________________________________________________
Do you intend to complete a degree in the U .S .? y e s  no
If yes, what degree do you intend to complete?_____________________________________
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What does the term “career” mean to you?
What decisions did you make about your career that brought you to this point? 
Decision-Making
1. For each decision, tell me what alternatives you considered and what influenced your 
choice (why you chose what you did over the other alternatives)?
Prompt: Why did  you decide to study a t an American community college ?
2. How do you make important decisions?
Prompt: What or who influences the choices you make?
3. Why did you decide to study at an American community college?
Prompt: How did  you happen to choose this particular community college?
4. What are your plans after you complete your education in the U. S.?
Prompt: What factors may affect these plans?
5. At this point in your education, what or who do you think influences your decisions 
about your future the most?
Prompt: How are these influences similar or different than in the past?
College Resources
6. Were there resources at the college that you used to help make a decision about 
academic major and career? What were they
Prompt: What did  you fin d  to be most helpful? Why?
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7. Are there resources that would have been helpful in making this decision, but not 
available?
Prompt: How do you know about these other resources that were not available to 
you?
8. Looking back on your experience here at [name of college] can you think of any other 
resources or help that would have been useful in making or supporting your career 
decisions?
9. What recommendations might you make to community college staff to improve the 
career development of international students?
10. What advice about this topic do you have for international students beginning their 
study in the U.S?
Prompt: What do you believe would help international students in preparing fo r  their 
future career?
11. Is there anything that is important to you as an international student that we have not 
discussed about making academic and career decisions?
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